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■ This is the sixth volume in the mimeographed series on "Human

Resources Planning'in Africa" issued by the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa* In this■:'■ series are brought' together under

one volume, for convenience of reference, course materials,, .selected,

papers and reports"previously presented at particular meetings,

seminars or workshops convened by the SCA (or other .organizations;,, iy

in wMch the ECA had participated) in the field of human resources

planning, development and utilization. This is undertaken as part, of -• r

the Commission's service %o i&s member States of disseminating

information of relevance to economic and social development*

,-'■. -In. the-present volume are assembled a selected set of: papers and "

reports on the specific topic of relating African education and

training systems to the needs of economic and social development,,

The papers and reports were written between 1968 and 1971 by members

of the ECA secretariat and-were presented at' l^-sponsored^meetings : ; '

orafmeetinrrs convened by other organisations. -It is hoped that

the ideas presented here would stimulate further thought and,action- .

oriented research, and lead to a more effective use of the educational

system ac an instrument of economic and social development.



I.. MEMORANDUM ON EDUCATION FOR DEVELOPMENT *

.,It,:augurs, well t^t. t^'Republic, pf Liberia has this year qoriven^d; : ,
its First-National Sducatipn'Conference. This is a historic opportunity

for the \nation -to reappraise its educational programme, policy ami, ,. _
priorities in light of the experiences gained over the preceding decades

and the expectations;. pf the years ahead,. It is gratifying, that this, ;.re-

appraisal .is-being done; by educationists, teachers, administrators'and. ^,
organi^ations.;4nterested;in promoting.education in Liberia. . It is, however,
a::mattepj;pfcie^p:.regret that due to, prior qbirkidtments it has not been \ 7

possibl&ifpr .a representative of..the Ecpnomic.Commission for Africa to

share ;iii;_the deliberations of- the Conference. ■■/., ■ ; . . -; . ....

Ih: 1964/65 Liberia spent 13-2 per cent pf its; national :puaget or \ . ^
3^4 percent of Tits national income on education. Of this substantial/ \r-

eip>aditure 91 = 3 per .cent was; recurrent,expenditure and. the bulk of .-;$£■ : ;.
was spent on primary education^ At.a time when the country/isstrenuously
endeavouring to increase educational facilities it is experiencing growing

shortages of essential^trained manpower needed.for/deyelopment in the
ecpnoaiic and social fields• More foreign experts, and trained personnel .

are;being iiiiported.to alleviate the shortage of trained personnel» Simul^
taneouslys.ih the characteristic paradox, of Africa1s manpower situation,
a .growing' army, of unemployed yoimg school Reavers is emerging in; &?*?&■

centres^ .,.- , - ..,,' .,, , ■... ,;.,: ;„; .-,. ■ ;■■ ■;:.■■-..:.,-> -■■ ■ ■-■■■■-:'V1-1-. i :■:■■

Inrt£ese^ire^^n^ to^ ;;;
justifications for the sums c£ money being spent on education arid tor /

ensure that education is purposeful,, not pnly in terms of the preparation
of the individual, for .a; place in the' Liberian. society,, but also in terms

of .the Contribution education makes' to further growth, in the national
income,; which in turn provides the. additional resources for expansions

in educational programmes« .'■_.= : , :. .■-...',

;?; The ^Conference: ia ;expfected. tb concentrate its deliberations on . ■

major eciucatiorial, problems facing ;th^ pountry. /'No one knows these ._' ^ ;
:ji^ie^"^bettW::tiiSii.X,ibipri«iis themselves. However, one .has a feeling .
th^t ifiost pf these; problems have; their roots iii the very educational ^ : _

;s^w^ process:; a. problem of. adjustraent to, the changing role and purpose "

Of education." It':M clear that the early phase, o^ educational tievelopjnent
^-Liberia >was concerned .with'general.: enlighteriment, the training of
clerks to tmn public adiriinistratiori and, comflierce, teachers for schools
and pastprs,fpr the service of the church, : Jt was a gentlefflan^s education

for thosfe able tp/,af.fprd,,it.o : . ■''.. /-■.-■./■.."■ .'.■.,■ " ■'■■■'.■■ ..'.-■'■■■'■:,,■.= ■-'■^ ■,■ :■',■.

II The author is the Exeutive■Secretary pf the United Nations Economic Commi-
ssion for^ Africa0 The /paper''was submitted to the /First National Education

'^Conference of^ the-Republic of Liberia : in, i960.; (DOc.^ef aBCA/MPfR/12-68).
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Over the past two' decades Liberia1has been directing its:efforts

to the modernization of its economy and the improvement of the economic

and social well-being of all its peoples. This national task of

development and improvement has; called'for additional human and material

resources?!particularly trained'manpower for the implementation of the ;

country's development plans. ' \: .

' The trained manpower needed is, however; different from; the "■'■

traditional type of skill requirements.'■'■ It means not only requirements

of men With the" needed technical skills and capacity for grappling : :

with the challenge of innovation, but also men with-the right attitude ;

and motivation for development. The educational: system is^ expected to -■,

provide the training and undertake the preparation o-f the new men for ■ -

development. .In responding to this task the educational system naturally

suffers from the pains of structural readjustment. The orientation

desired cannot occur in just one generation since it is a continual j:

process of adaptation of the educational system' in -response: "to the' '■■:•' ■, J

demands of economic and social transformation.

A growing'demand for trained m:anp6wer and for education has resulted

in increased school enrolment. Enlarging the pool of educated nationals

"to ensure a steady supply of trained manpower at all levels, in adequate1-1

t5tiribei*a.h4GVaGant? particularly"DineG-'l955i'the provision of ooro educational

facilities for a rising proportion of the school age population^' * Qurjnti—

tatlve-'-increases in enrolment iaufct not be undertaken at the'eoct of qudA- '"

litetive improvements in "educational output. This podes a dual'challenge

and calls for teacher training facilities and continuing study of local
problems. ^ '•..... " ,' ■■■-■.. ..-■-..■■■ . . ■ ■/ . .. .-. :

Expansion in school enrolment in Liberia, as in Other African

countries, has resulted in imbalances in the educational system. Because

the new orientation in the content and purpose of education has.not yet:

had time to leaven the whole educational structure and school .curricula,

primary schools are producing school leavers who lack both the desired

attitude and preparation for engaging in vocational occupations of the

types available in the economy:1 virtually all school leavers want

clerical jobs and no one really wants to go back to improve his father's
farm. At the secondary level while enrolment in general courses over ;:

the decade 1955-65? increased more than four-fold, that in vocational -.,

schools'increased by less than two-ifold. Theresult has been an -..-.,■:..■ ,,

accentuation of the shortage of high- and middie-level technical personnel,

artisans and skilled workers --- the critical technical manpower that

gets the development wheel moving. At the university level, .effecting ,.

structural changes in the occupational characteristics of student :. ; .:■:

intake and output has been a slow process. Time, money and good will

are all needed to effect the desired changes,

: It s^esiis toine that any search for solutions to the above problems
of the national education system, which besides failing to produce the

" desired quantity, type and quklity of trained manpower needed for

development and also contributes to the pool of unemployed persons,

should be re-considered in respect of its structure, design and purpose

in relation to the economic realities and opportunities of the country.
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It might be,helpful for this meeting to examine schematically the

national educational structure and to seek, to identify the main

deficiencies in the existing educational systems in relation to the -■
problem of skill shortages* To facilitate such examination and consi

deration the diagram annexed hereto showing the main,possibilities,

and inter-connexipns within a reasonably well designed system of full-

time formal education3 might be studied. .

I do not think that the target of universal primary education is

feasible bearing in mind the realities of African economic conditions. I
do, however, believe that a first prerequisite for a socially and eco
nomically efficient educational system lies, in ensuring that at least

50 per cent, say, of the. relevant age group enters the primary schools
and completes the course so that a sufficiently large number of intelligent

persons could.have the opportunity of obtaining further education., .

v I should now like to dwell on some of the diagrams1s salient features

and to consider some of its implications for the supply of skills .in the ,
economy., I realize ■ that the diagram does not represent actual conditions
in any one African country? but it:does enable us to identify some,of,.

the major weaknesses, in African educational structures. ; , ;;

In essence- the diagram illustrates two things! that the educational
system may be usefully classified.into primary, secondary and.tertiary
level si and that within the latter two levels alternative opportunities

should be available in such a way as to.match the full variety of human
talent to the main economic requirements of society. It is evident that
the.range of individual exposure to.formal education is quite large; .and,
it is.-convenisnt to consider briefly the qualifications and utility of
persons at each point of exit from the system. Ideally all persons who
enter the educational system should complete at least four years of primary
education, since this is the.minimum requirement to ensure basic literacy
on a continuing basis? and also for the creation of an unskilled industrial
labour force and a receptive peasantry.. Oil the completion of three further
years of primary education, young people who leave the system may occupy

positions as taxi drivers, shop assistants, messengers, tailors and

unskilled factory workers- : : ..

-.'■ . After the completion of primary school pupils should pass either
to junior secondary or to technical training institutions- On the
completion of junior secondary education, people who leave the system
should be available for junior clerical positions, and young people who
have completed three years in .junior.technical institutions should be
able to begin work in a wide range of trades. People who continue beyond
the junior secondary level should receive three years of either academic
education or technical training; or, .they should be prepared in teacher
training institutes to join the staff of primary schools. In economic

ter;;is"it would bs impossible to over-estimate the importance of persons

who leave the educational system on completion of the secondary level.



They ar-e generally among the most adaptable persons in the community? and

if properly trained they can undertake work which in different circum-.

stances would fall to university graduates..

Persons who manage to' complete one o£ the many courses which should

comprise the tertiary sector will obviously have professional qualifica

tions and can be expected to undertake professional work as doctors 9

lawyers, economists? engineers, scientists and university and secondary

school teachers* : .

good educational system should simultaneously be sufficiently

flexible to enable students to change direction, even in.midstream, . ..-,.-.

and yet also possess levels sufficiently self-contained to, give those

Who complete the work of the level, and go no further,; a sense :o£. satis- .

faction and 'achievement.- In addition, transition from one level to .....

another should be as smooth as possible.. Thus primary education must lay

the foundations. :for an :industrial,,and..agricultural labour force:and also

provide a sufficiently rigorous.preparation for secondary education?:,and

so on throughout the process* One further point is that the educational

system should have sufficient flexibility to enable persons who have left

the system at one stage to-re-enter-it subsequently, should they so desire,

at a higher stage.

'<■ Within, this framework I should like to indicate rather briefly some

of the more pressing.current problems and deficiencies in African edu—;

cational systems*. With the appetite for. primary education great and

growing, the problem of educating and finding.jobs for still larger

numbers of young persons will become more acute, because education at the

primary level has not been self-sufficient and capable of preparing the

child for the type of job available to that level of education.

Howevers the major fault in the educational system,,in terms of

manpotirer preparation, is to be found at the secondary .levelo The basic

problem is to.ensure sufficient diversity in the system and to.induce.

social attitudes which recognize the human and economic worth of technical

and vocational trainingo At the moment so much attention is paid to

academic prowess that provision for much needed middle range mechanical,

technical and commercial skills are neglected, and even where attained,

despised* . Kith employers at present attaching more importance to paper

qualifications than to the basic requirements for efficient jobf perforances
I think it is necessary, to make greater provision for the acquisition of

technical and commercial skills at the middle-level than for training

in some of the prestigious traditional professions»

To achieve self-sustaining economic development it is necessary for

a-country to aim at the minimum of dependence on foreign resources;,

including the supply of -trained-manpower* Economic necessity demands that

the economic development, of a country should be initiated, -largely by

nationals..;. In such /development well designed training policies and. pro

grammes play a most important role in ensuring that nationals are available

to provide the much needed entrepreneurial leadership in every sphere

of national development.
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Within the broad framework I;- have sketched and with particular regard to

the scope and purpose of each Xevel ana "type of education^ it is possible to

examine the ^extent!national educational systems are designed tof and capable r
of producing nationals.who could pioneer development,.activities and give entre

preneurial-leaderEixip^to others*: It is generally admitted tl?at education in

Africa produces intellectual elites rather than men and women capable of apply

ing their ;aGtjuired'Imowledge and'technical skills to finding solutions to J :
development problems.i Highly educated persons for* instance commonly seek. ■

-pensionable—jobs in t-he-publ&e-serviee and-eoinmeEKsial--houses-rather- than- - ■.,-^1.
engage in pioneering development projects or businesses of their own. ■

It seemc-'to me that the.most effective; way to instil in nationals tlie

value of applied knowledge and of the dignity of manual work, is through,
institutions in which educational and training programmes:are rationallyr\
blended through practical application This is an obvious area of weakness

in local educational systems;for the preparation of Africans to tackle tlie
challenge of development., The educational systems, ..and^sc&p,qL.curricula at all

levels are generally divorced from the real; world of agriculture9 industry,
commerce etc*, The former offers no real preparation for engagement in the

latter and the experience of: the^wor^d,of work is not utilized to facilitate
the comprehension of abstract kriow3.%dge» %t is, therefore, not surprising
that many technical school graduates despiste ^employment iri the field'or on

factory operationsj and often have no clue Jtot' technical operational problems
of the type not previously demonstrated to ithem in school workshop^,* The
existing educational structure and curricula 'for the training ofmen:at

the "doing" l^vel have not been a- complete 4an4-f-u-ll-■ one„—-.-.- '......[ ,...L .:-,

.1 > ■ ' .

■A nation,bent on developing its economic potentials must consider the ;

development of its human resources as of vijtal" importance i in the realization',
of its development objective^ In this effort education plays a leading rc-lei
Its content, purpose and oribntation raust.lje constantly kept under.preview.;:-. :-.
This is precisely what the developed countries are themselves doing in,their .
efforts to foster innovations in their educational systems, not iri termis of' ■
education for, its own sake bjut in order to |ensure that education produces
the men needed for the advancement and application of science and technology
to development* ( ■■- ; ■ -: ■- ■■ ■ , -..-..?

African countries need jmore innovatioris in their educational systems '■■
and in adopting these innovations it is necessary to: ensure that national "'■
educational systems are properly designed and equipped to cope with the ^ ,■ =
taslv and challenge of economic development! '..'■ ■: ;:.
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II.;EDUCATION MD. DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA*

Education in Africa has served and continues to serve as an instrument
.of. change. It, has enabled,Africans to develop their capabilities, acquire
new cultural values and skills and prepare themselves for the challenge of
developmento Peoplefs accepted values and aspirations are always changing
"Kith time and educational objectives tend^to change in response, although
at a much slower rate than changes in people's aspirations. These changes
tend to occur in phases of varying length of time. ::

The phases of change in socio-economic aspirations and in educational
objectives may overlaps but do not usually cbincide because of the time
lag necessary to translate these aspirations into;meaningful educational
programmes. The extent of this time lag is a fair indicator of the' degree
of resistance of the educational system to change and reformj, and a '■'■■'''
measure of the extent of its isolationism from, or its integration with
national overall development objectives. In most African countries
changes in educational objectives have generally lagged behind national
aspirations s and in some countries the time lag has been as much as one
or two decades. - . . . ■ ■ ... ■ = .. . -■-..■

.-.■■.- Changes in accepted values and aspirations and in educational object*-
ives influence each other in an attempt to reach mutual harmony* Tnere is,
howevers a period of disharmony before changes in accepted values arid
economic aspirations are adequately reflected in educational reforms and
vicerversa. This period of disharmony is characterised by strains and
stresses in educational structures and policies., , ' ■■.- ■" ? '■'■'':

African societies over the past three to four generations have ex
perienced imarked changes in their traditional set of values, manifesting
in the demand for a type of education that will facilitate the realization
of-new values, and aspirations* These changes have occurred in fairly ■'■'.
defined periods, each with its problem of disharmony, and at varying
points of time ia different countries. :;, . , . '.•;

^. Formal education ,eame to Africa from Europe during the second hdlf
of the 19th, century when Europe embarked on -a crusading mission to "civilize
and christianize" .Africa0 iThis ageof "civilization", more accurately
llwesternizationV s lasted-tiMr the first two;decades of the 20th century.
This westernizing mission was;;the-most dominating external■ factor which

* The author is the Chief of the Manpower and Training Section, Human,
Resources Development Division^ United Nations Economic Commission
iui nxii iLda'- ■■ ri-ais paper was pr-ieparea. as' a" DacKfiround document for

the.^ eighth-: Study-Seminar oh' tJ^v^lopmerit pfanniWg s Employment 9 l£du~
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influenced Africa's set of traditional values and aspirationso The influence

resulted in the abandonmentsof a substantial part of the traditional way of

life, the acceptance of the whiteman's religion, language and culture and the

development of commercial activities.

A basic African aspirat'iori during this period of westernization was the

desire, .to refute any assertions of African inferiority cast up on' them by

reason of their adherence to customary practices and of their enslavement,

.and to claim the equality of man. Education was regarded as the passport

to be equality with;.the whiteman, and, therefore, the type of education

sought was the^ same- as that.available to Europeansi To have anything different,

such as an, educational curricula -based on African environment, meant

acceptance of intellectual, inferiority. Educational objectives and the

content of education at this period was in every sense European, and it

.provided: a gentleman1 s education with a good grounding in the classics,

liberal arts and religion. The colonial economy at this period demanded

only educated white-collar workers -^ personnel for maintaining the whiteraan's

law and order, his'commercial interestss his culture arid his religion.' A

major educational problem of this period was :one of getting sufficient

numbers of free Africans to go to school* 1/ The prevailing educational

system was not obliged to produce skills for economic transformation.

...From the 1920s through the early 1950s Africa was again experiencing

a wave of new set of values and aspirations. Resentment of colonial' rule

grew more rife. The Great Depression of the 1930s brought home the danger

■of absolute .dependence on peasant export economies» The major aspirations

at this period were political independence and economic diversification as

a means of. overcoming the.'prevailing poverty, ignorance and disease.

Education was .expected to prepare Africans for the new values and

aspirations. The colonial "gentleman's education" was re-examined and

found unsuitable for the new task. African educationists began a call for

a truly African education --. one that developed the mind and hands, and

enriched African values. The Phelps-Stokes Commission on educational situa

tion, in. West Africa : (.1919) and in East Africa (1924) exposed the lack of
adaptation of education to the socio-economic milieu and African aspirations.

Even some of the Colonial Powers recognized the need for change. The United

Kingdom Government, for example, issued a memorandum in 1925 making its :

official policy favour the adaptation of African education to the mentality,

aptitudes., occupations.and traditions of the people. 2/ Another memorandum

jin 1935 laid emphasis:on- the need to relate education to-community life and

stimulate African initiative, while that of 1948 emphasized the need for

education to promote African citizenship in preparation for the assumption

of the responsibility of democratic self-government. 2/-

1/ The memory of,centuries of European exportation of African slaves'
waa still frei^h and ..the schools established, by-whitemen were suspect,

Afrduca, Gmd 2374 HMSOy. London,

March 1925. *

F.H.Hilliardj A Short History of Education in British, West Africa,

tondon 1957» pp.166 'and'seq0
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By the late 1940s African demand for education had more th|n caught up
with the supply of educational facilities* The main problems, however, were
budget limitation and the lack of facilities for training skilled hands. .:..'■
fhe aim of education was to prepare Africans for eventual political independ
ence, but. it was not yet obliged to develop technical and vocational skills
for achieving economic independence.

Prom the late 1950s a new set of values and aspirations began to emerge.
Polit^Sal independence was in sight, or seen as a future possibility. In
the 1960s dozens of African countries achieved political independence. ,•
African personality was asserted the world over although the mark of poverty
remained deeply engraved in the people's living conditions. For the masses

political independence ^id not bring any real change! it failed to usher in
the expected economic betterment for all, and many African governments humbly
begged for budget subsidies to carry on state services. Although development
plans were launched to fight poverty and promote, economic independence, the
results were disappointing, to a great extent for lack of executive capacity.

African educational systems were not able to provide, nor capable of
providing the r^uired^new,skills based,.on.science, and technical education.' ;
Belatedly,,.*^^^^

enrolment at all levels and to.adjust school curricula to provide facilities
for training in technical and vocational skills. These developments were ill-
timed and not successful in producing the type and quantity regained of ;;
trained manpower, with some work experience, to cope with the implementation
o£ the development programmes launched at this period. The real bottleneck
was that of trained manpower shortage at the middle and higher levels,
especially managerial, technical and professional personnel.

Politicalpressure from the electorate for African leaders to demon-
*tu ■*hte Promised Mannat°f independence resulted in a too rapid expansion

oi the inherited colonial type educational system, at all levels, and this
created a new problem in time — unemployment among educated persons. This ;
problem is most serious among primary school leavers who in their frustration
now realized that the academic education they have had did not fit them to
earn a living in either the modern or the traditional sectors of the economy.

It needs to be observed that whilst the preceding analysis and phases
of change relate closely to the experiences of many countries in Africa
South of the Sahara (excluding the Republic of South Africa and the territories
under Portuguese domination), however in,individual Cases, experiences differ
in depth and phasing. This follows from the fact that these countries have
been, and are still at different stages of social, political, cultural and
economic advancement. The same was, and is still true of their educational
systems and the objectives educationalinstitutions were meant to serve. As
countries moved towards political independence at different times and embarked
on restructuring their social and economic systems at varying rateso£ ,
development, their awareness of and degree of concern the basic weaknesses
m their educational system also,came at varying points of time. This equally
^-ifs^° the conviction of their colonial rulers that the time was overdue
td relate education more closely to the environment and aspirations of
dependent peoples.



In the areas of the continent still under foreign domination, educational
objectives are still being influenced by African desire to claim equality -
with the whiteman, a desire which influences the demand to have equal; snd<y. :
non-racial educational"facilities.'■ In these areas the colonial overlords' a#e
yet to be convinced that indigenous peoples nee4 education for development:,
in: preference to that Which continues to make them serve as the underdpgs ,,-
and unskilled workers in racially mixed communities,

,■;,■■;,-^,"IJ»e disharmony between educational quality and objectives., on the one- '
hand,-and economic development' patterns and objectives 9 on the other, has-, n
created, a problem of disequilibrium in trained manpower supply and demand*
Thisris the basis of the present task all African countries are,.endeavouring
to ^apklej that is, to plan education, manpower and employment in order to. ,
achieve, accelerated-economic and social development., :: The ,tools for this ■
^K.are not yet well polished and African trained users are" few. There'
% still need for more training workshops to perfect ::the tools, train more V
users and convince ;educationists, manpower planners and economic planners
to work in concert for the effective development and utilization of African
human resources,

II* flmnpte Edue^tlon Within the Framework of JfatAcnal

It is generally recognised:that human resources is at the root of,
economic and social development, and that education and training eiibli
man's potentials to be developed for the purpose"of realiz£n'gvhis"aspira
tions in his fields of preference. Therefore, education ±k nbt onlyan ; ..
end in.itself, but. also an essential means for fostering economic grqwth :"
.and social, change. . ■ ■■ ;-.■ "."''. ■■■■ ■ " ; "--■ : '-":- '*' '": '' ■;"-''

Man does not live by bread alone* Education must cater for every ,-
aspect of development needs whether social, cultural, political or economic.

For the "developing countries of Africa-it.is increasingly being recognized
that a.1,1 other aspects of development 9 including education itself, hinge
largely on economic capacity to mobilize resources for development, A , . '
hungry man who may also be half clad and debilitated by disease is unii.kely: ;
to have a constructive interest in cultural and political developmento" v ■:■.
Bet^.living standards arid the economic means to enjoy that standard Can '
be^ a"strong enabling factor in developing good citizenship and greater
capacity to contribute to national income., ■ In these circumstances',_ :it is
understandable that education in developing countries should be more pre-
occupied with the challenge of development, calling for new skills md ' :'
the right attitudes: than with education as an end in itselfo :: " "" ' ' '; " ::

fn planning education for development therefore, due cognizance mukt : L
be taken,of the basic wealoiesses and imbalances in African educational : ;
systems, ;and.measures must be designed for their elimination."

First)iWeakness \ , . ■ .- ." :. ■■ ■■■■■- ■-■•.-

A major weakness in the educational system is the imlialahce between
educational output and skilled, manpower requirements for national development



In terms of occupational skills and development attitudes, the "mix" of

educational output at both secondary'and higher educational levels has failed

to match the pattern of present-day manpower requirements for national

development, let alone any built-in potentials for the skills of tomorrows

Often the education provided does not take adequate account' of the educationalJ

and manpower* implications of an economy in transition andiof local potentials ''-

for development* The fai-lure'to orient' primary education to the structure

of the economy, to urban and rural development potentials and to employment

opportunitiesJ the concentration of secondary education curricula on the

preparation of students for university entrance, the lack of adequate attention

to, and facilities for vocational &nd technical education| and, the tendency

for African universities to preoccupy themselves with traditional patterns

of graduate production resulting in the overproduction in some countries

of graduates in fine arts and the humanities, are obvious examples of

educational programmes that are out of step with the current needs of

national development« ., :

EGA studies in the field of African higher education and manpower :

requirements reveal that the prevailing trained manpower shortage is largely

the result of higher educational institutions failing to develop training

programmes that are designed.for, the needs of a changing national economy*

Faculty and curricula structures are largely the hand-over of overseas

foster universities and benefactors. Devotion to the principles of academic

freedom and loyalty to an international intellectual community have ren- ;

dered the existing pattern of university education somewhat sancrosanct* -

Few, if any, of these African institutions have realised that it is their

major task to come to grip with the development problems in agriculture'

and industry$ and to produce the critical manpower needed in every sector

of national developments It is no surprise that "a large itumber of subjects

essential for : accelerated development and structural change of the economy

are either missing or inadequately provided for", and that "the organization ■

of teaching appears to be based too little on the current and future needs

o£ the community snd"-;tpn,:M;4^ftlstM^ferPI9-^.^x:a-,sR. pf £he .realities,, of^-the , ■ . -.
development process*" ^J

Second Weakness ■' " ■ ..:■.•'■■■■■'.■ ■ . ■ ;. ■ . . ■

There is ■&.'■traditional imbalance within the educational system, both ■'■:

between the various levels and types of education, and between branches

within a given level* This is due to an accident of history as in the■- . .

growth of education the Various constituent parts and types' of education

have developed haphazardly* In-the - 1960s, for example^ there have been

marked increases in primary, secondary and university educationfacilities.

In terms of the Addis Ababa Education Targets, expansion in school enrolment

had by 1965 reached and surpassed set targets only at the post-secondary

level and in1 teacher training for1 primary schools and for university teaching,,

By contrast, enrolment at the £irst and second levels and especially in

technical and vocational classes and the training of teachers for "secondary

school teaching was much below target* !

High Level Manpower for i^ulti-natjonal Development, Note by the ECA

Secretariat. (mimeograph), Apri1 1969, p»2
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Another imbalance in human resources development through education is

the wide .discrepancy between the enrolment.of boys and'girls, especially at .

the second and third levels* A contributory factor in this discrimination

is the failure of the school system to introduce girls to, and provide.

facilities for training in the non-traditional vocational skills required

for work in industries, commerce9 laboratories and the services»

Third Weakness .

Perhaps the most serious weakness in the educational system is the

imbalance and growing gap between quantitative and qualitative developments

in the system?. This weakness Is riot unrelated to the belated effort to

expand educational facilities in face of political pressure for equality

of educational opportunities9 the urgent search for trained manpower for ..

development3 and the attempt to meet these demands with limited material ;

and teacher resources. The expansion undertaken, in most cases, especially

at the primary level, i-ras out of proportion to available resources. This

has led to a deterioration in the quality of educational standards? in the

quality of teaching staff, materials and methods,' in inadequate organiza

tional and administrative arrangements for school supervision, while, the

character of school graduates has, been far from satisfactory to both

parents and teachers* A further result of the imbalance and drop in quality

is the vast waste in the school system .through school.drop-outs and high .

failure rates* ' ". .

The prevalence of the above main weaknesses in the educational system

clearly show that educational development in the region has for too long

suffered from lack of comprehensive planning and from the isolation of

educators from the realities of the communities in which they live and

which education was meant to serve..

Ill* Obstacles to effective planning: of education for development

In planning the integration of educational programmes with overall

national development plans, especially with due regard to manpower and

employment requirements, a number of constraints and obstacles have to

be identified and eliminated., Important among these obstacles ares

(a) Attachment to established academic standards and curricula,
frequently resulting in opposition to reforms in curricula,

content and orientation. This opposition can be found among

educators, teachers and parents alike who feel that established

standards are better. .

(b) Ministries of Education have enjoyed long established tradition
of autonomy in formulating educational policies and designing

curricula without regard to the manpower.needs of the economy»

In the same manner university institutions frequently insist on

non-interference by outsiders in determing their courses and

academic standards0 Integrating educational programmes with

manpower programmes involve collaboration between trainers,

planners and manpower userso Lack of appropriate procedures



and machinery for regular and sustained contacts between these

parties^constitute a serious obstacle to educational planning

. for 4eyelopmentc . Educators'who lack-such cooteats^find^t ,..,,,;. ^.-:-.

difficult to develop a proper conception of economic perspectives

influencing,^manpower requirements, which should in turn influence

curricular structure, content and orientation. ;

(c) Overall national development plans and manpower programmes

may either be unavailable or insufficiently precise in terms .

of the educational "mix" of manpower for development and to

which education programme is to be related. ■"....-. . i.

(d) Inadequate educational and manpower data for comprehensive and

■;■ long-range educational planning*

(e) Lack of funds for educational research, for curricula development

and programme design in order to improve the quality of teachings

and of school graduates*

To effectively integrate educational programmes in manpower and ; :

overall development plans it would be necessary for a country to clearly

spell out its national development objectives and policies. Clearly,

defined educational objectives and priorities must also be established

within the framework of overall development strategy* Resource allocation

for manpower development through education and training must reflect set

priorities«

The basic weaknesses in the educational system, especially the )

orientation and content of curricula and the leakages in the system must be

identified and eliminated* .; ; ■

Planning can hardly be undertaken without relevant statistics. Edu

cational statistics should be developed with planning needs in view.

Shortj medium and longr-term educational programmes and perspective

development plans are necessary for considering possible adjustments in the

current and future education and training pipelines in order to influence

the quantity and quality of manpower output and-to relate this to anti

cipated or current structural changes in the economy.

,; An appropriate national machinery and capable staff for educational

planning/ should be developed to. ensure permanent liaison between education ;

planners-and teachers, on the one .hand, andvbetween education.planners,

manpower and economic planners and labour users, on the other• It is

equally important that appropriate,machinery should exist to promote

consultations between the agencies concerned with human resources development.

/Programmes should be initiated with the support of Teachers1 Associations

to encourage teachers to develop sufficient acquaintance with life and work

in the real world of industry, agriculture and business.



To ensure that education does not create problems of unemployed educated

persons, the educational system at each level must be designed to be self-

sufficient in terms of giving every school: leaver from a given "level and

type of education a. place in the economy to earn a living^ while at the same

time permitting an upward advancement either immediately or later for those

having the mental capacity and opportunity to pursue further studies.

Curricula structure for each level and type of education must therefore

be closely related to national economic conditions and prospects*

IVo Education and Employment Planning ■-<■ . '

Socio-political objectives may justify a programme of universal '

education at the primary level and education for any one with demonstrated

mental capacity at higher levels0 Unless such a programme is carefully

related to the capacity arid structure of the economy to fully absorb all

educated persons^ an expanded educational programme can act as a direct

cause of educated unemployed., Many African countries are known to be having

serious problems of unemployment among thousands of primary school leavers,

while some countries arehaving a rising volume of unemployment among

secondary school leavers.. To; avoid making education accentuate the present

level of unemployment the following alternative choices may-foe considered*

■(a) Limit educational expansion at each level to the number of ■■''•■
educated persons that, can be effectively absorbed by the

economy.. •

(b) Adjust the development pattern and structure of the economy
to create a greater absorptive capacity employment—wise for ;-

school—leavers at the prevailing quality and type of education ->-

in this choice productivity and the rate of economic transformation

may be somex^hat adversely affected*

(c) Provide a system of education fully geared to development needs
and which provides training for employment3 including vocational

-■- training that will enable those not employed by others to create

employment for themselves through engagement in agriculture

and petty businesses ■> ' .

None of the foregGing alternative choices can by itself eliminate the

risk of education contributing to unemployment* Educational planning' should

therefore have some employment objective built into its strategy*' This

should- lead the education planner to .consider-the following actions

— Estimate the stock of existing level of employment by occupational

• ; --~;- category and educational mix % ■■- " : - :

■'"' " - Estimate the volume of educational enrolment and output by level

~ ;; and:'type k>f educations year 'foy- year9 over a plan- periodg-

— Estimate planned employment opportunities9 overall, sectoral

and occupational5 year by year5 over a plan period|



- Relate educational output to employment opportunities for

trained manpotfer and strike a balance? overalls sectoral and

occupational — the net results will indicate manpower shortage

or surplus trends and magnitude*1- ■■ ■ / : ■-':■ ''■"■'■■"^"■i

Should future unemployment.trends indicate a higher unemployment

magnitude among educated personss then action must be taken to review edu

cational enrolment policy and curricula structure. This may mean slowing
down enrolment, and consolidating schooling facilities for certain levels

and types of education. It may also require a shift of priority from , ..- ,.

quantitative to qualitative improvements in the educational system. Curricula
reform may lead to a diversification in skill-mixj reduction in facilities

fpr training in surplus skills and expansion in facilities for training in
skills that are in short supply* A country faced with a rising trend of

skill shortage may find it necessary to expand educational facilities.

To reinforce adjustments in educational policy, and programme^ : >■

structural adjustments in the economy are also necessarye The pattern of

capital investment and choice of technology may be modified in favour of job

creating investments9 provided higher productivity and efficiency can be . .

sustained. This exercise of mutual and progressive adjustments can be. ,, .

effective only when educational planningj manpower and employment planning
are:integrated in overall national development plans.

A consideration of the manpower and employment.objectives of educational

planning will.be incomplete without giving due attention to rural development

and educational requirements.1 To achieve structural transformation in rural

econorni.es, skills and development attitudes receptive to innovations are :

needed* Not only is agriculture to be modernized but also other sectors of

rural economiesP ranging from small-scale processing and craft industries

to supporting economic activities9 have to be developed to create extensive
employment opportunities0 To cope with this overall development education

in rural communities must? in addition to providing training in basic ...

disciplines also provide opportunities for acquiring vocational skills which
are essential to rural modernization. This will make it possible for school-
leavers to seek gainful employment in their locality ^and at the same time

foster-the introduction■by young educated persons of new skills and ideas

into rural economic, activities,.. Such an adjustment of educational- curricula

to rural economies does not imply separate educational standards for rural

peoples* It only means that educational curricula.and the orientation of

educational objectives should be niore closely related to local spcic—economic

milieu., /
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III. EDUCATION IN THE RURAL AREAS*

Draft Outline Proposals: for a Modified Structure

The relationship_.betpjeen__ gga

The optimism held at the time of launching the first United Nations

Development.Decade for more rapid industrialization and overall growth of

the economies of the African-and other-developing, regions has not been

realized* Not only has there been a diminution in the rate of flow of

external.development assistance but also-very little headway has been made

in securing better terms of trade for the developing couhtriesa The earlier

mood of optimism prevailing in the developing countries1 of Africa-is coming

to be replaced by a sense of sober realism and a growing wiiringness: to :

face up-1 to the facts of the situation that development-.- is likely to be a long

and arduous processs and that nobody else is going to. do this except the

Africans'themselves* This is a very important lesson learnt from.the first

Development Decade* There were also two other lessons learnt0 Firstly,

that9 for the foreseeable futures African economies are likely to' be pre

dominantly agrar'£an?j and since^between two—thirds to: three—fourths of the

total population would have no. option but to earn- its sustenance from the

land development;strategy dictated the highest priority, to be given to'the

development of the rural economy.-:and an improvement in the quality-of -living

for t-be rural peoples* ■- Secondly, that the key lever to move in initiating

this process was the rapid developmeiit of the human resources of■= the region9

from high-level managerial and organizational skills down to the factory

hand:and the worker in the field* In this regard,' it was recognized that

. the...education and training of human minds, and hands constituted the single

most;?important component of a human resources development programme* It

is for these■ reasoi>s that., the Economic'Commission-for .-Africa endeavours ■ -

to promote serious thinking and energetic action-: on the many complex issues

related, to rural education;.... . ■ .. - :

If, at first sigk-fc, there appears to be an "artificial dichotomy of the

educational system dhto an iirban and a rural sector implied in this approach9

the answer is that the parameters for educational planning and-policy have-

already been set by the social context, .whichj" as already iioted above, is ■

predominantly rural and agrarian,. It is' axiomatic that if education is to

serve tha. tirgent ne&d&.of. African society? if it is to be-pin other words,-.

socially, significant and relevant? then it must be: deliberately designed to;

be.development-oriented,:.to serve as an instrument of economic and social ■

development* This naafta that..greater emphasis would noed to be given to

the investment function/of educations though1this;does not imply a total ;

neglect of the consumption function., Furthermore, to focus attention on r'■-

the specific needs of the rural economy and the rural people does not imply

doing violence to the organic unity of the national educational system, tbeugh

* This paperF prepared by the EGA Secretariat3 is based on the keynote §address

delivered by J8r. Robert Ka Gardiner, Executive Secretary of the United

Nations Economic Commission for Africa at the Commonwealth Conference on

Education in Rural Areas, Legon5 (Ghana), 23 March - 2 April 1970? and
was presented as a working document (Document E/CN.14/W.P.6/31) to ^e ECA-
sponsored Expert Group Meeting on Education and Training for Development

in Africa held in Addis Ababa from 7 to 12 December 197G* The report of

the expert group as reprodacod i:a this monograph.
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it could imply a shifting of resources in national development. For the

maximization of the welfare 'of all the peoples in developing countries, '

social justice and economic rationality indicate fairly early changes in ':

the structure and balance of the national investment programmes in the

direction, of ^relatively greater-inputs into the rural sub-sector* Whilst

recognizing the obvious contribution of the urban sector to the development

process, it is nevertheless the consensus of informed and experienced :

development planners that in the African region the foundations of national

progress must be well and truly laid in the rural economy*

Elements of a rural development policy ■

Educational planning and policy for its part must be founded upon an

agreed rural development policy and programme — economic and social — withaSi,

of course, the framework of an overall national development piano ' In the

■ African viewy the concept of development of the rural economy does riot mean

limiting the economic activities of the rural population to agriculture, fob,,

farming, the growing of crops,and raising of animals, though the agricultural

component may very well be :a large one, and even a major one. It is their

view that after identification of the natural resources of the rural areas,

a diversified economic structure should be built up, Comprising, in addition

to agricultural diversification, appropriate industrial undertakings for

[processing agricultural products and for manufacturing goods, commercial

establishments and service industries, public and private., A rural develop^-

ment policy such as this is guided not only by economic considerations of

increasing the volume of physical production but also.by social considera—,. .

tions of increasing the volume of employment for a population which is

characteristically unemployed seasonally or chronically underemployed, which

in turn is a riajor contributory facto:.' to the prevalent rural exodus. Such

an; employment objective in the final analysis involves the generation of ::"

new jobs, a wider range of farming and non-farming occupations at varying ■>■'

levels of skills than are presently available in the rural areas.. In addition,

■aa£ .important element of social and economic policy is the limitation of the

rate of population growth to avoid ending up with what Mr. Robert McNamara,

President of the World Bank, recently described as a "treadmill" economy;'

• A programme for raising the levels of living of the rural population ■■'

would Heed-to be approached in a comprehensive and integrated manner, in

contrast to the ad hoc, unidimensional actions in the past. Even to achieve

the narrow goals of an increase in the rate of economic growth and the

volume of physical production in the rural areas, there are other concomitant

measures to which governments are committed^ for it is now recognized that

economic development is a complex process, involving many interdependent

variables of a physical, financial, scientific, technical, organisational,

educational, nutritional, social, psychological and cultural nature. Ex

perience' has shown that the absence of one or the other of these variables

in;-the*:total mixdoes affect the achievement of the goals set. Therefore,

in; addition to the establishment of new industries, improvements would need

to be .effected in: the power supply, transport and■communications> credit \

and marketing facilities, health, nutrition, family planning;, environmental

sanitation, housing, schooling and vocational training, and general intellectual



and cultural stimulation. Practical strategic considerations would seem to

indicate heavy investment of resources in certain geo-cultural areas with

promise of quick developments which are the small rural townra or village

complexes which have the potential to'develop into urban centres* : To st£m

the rural exodus*'"to'■ the presently overcrowded capital cities, it would be

necessary to plan and develop a aeries of Intermediate towns with a modicum

of urban amenities to act as a kind of social? cultural and economic focal

centre for the surrounding countryside* :

The elements of a rural development policy, from which the rural educa

tional policy is derived, then comprise, something more,, than the lftadernizatSLbn

of agriculture alone* An acceptable and viable policy, in the light of the

predominance of the rural sector-in the total population settlement pattern,

is one which sets out to change and modernize the total rural physical and

social environment« The prospect of a national economy in which a high

proportion of an active labour force is engaged in rural and agrarian activi

ties is not as calamitous as it would appear if we bear in mind the relatively

high standards of living achieved elsewhere5 as for examples in Japan where

44 per cent are employed in agriculture» The main problem in most parts of

Africa is the transformation of the imrai economy from a subsistence to a

market econ<o.niy? involving concomitant changes in social institutions and

attitudes. What is required is the ability &nd willingness on the part of the

people to bring- about these changes in their lives, and the role of education

in rural development is just this« . ■■■ ■ ■ ■ ;

The existing pattern, of rural education

: If we are to evaluate the effectiveness of the existing pattern of rtlral

education in Africa by the twin criteria of the ability and willingness'of"the

rural people to transform thair physical and social enT'irohraehts there will

be unanimity in the finding that the education provided has failed dismally-

The evidence cf rural poverty and underdevelopment? conjoined with the un

willingness 6±* youtll and able-bodied adulta to stay in the rural areas under

these conditions, resulting in increased migration to the already overcrowded

towns and cities^ and tli3 greying problem of th.3 unemployed school leavers?

ail bear sufficient testimony to this failure of education to prepare Africans

for a better life," The only mitigating factor is that the failure may not

entirely be placed, at the door of the educationist„ Education, as already

observed a little earlier? is but one variable or agent .in.the- development

process; and there are well-known -limitations to the ability of the school

to initiate and effect economic and social change* Fhilip Foster has rightly

drawn attention to the relationship between education, income expectations '

and vocational preferences.. Rural employment is notorious for the low income

returnsj and wlien a rural lad. seeks-a white collar job in the cities? with

prospects of higher- income^ can we say that his behaviour is' irrational? ■'

Much of the failure to bring1about a change in the" economic and social con

ditions of living in- the rural areas is due to the absence of a co-ordinated

and integrated development policy and programing s: and■■' above all to the lack

of a determination'to'•iitiplernont such a policy effectively by allocating

sufficient-resources.v ' ■'•■■■-■ ■" ■ ■■ --v';V- -■'' ■■ ' • ■>■ ■ ' ''—■ -■■■-
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The system of education which produced such a leadership was established
by tfte ex-colonial regimes, and received their inspiration from the educational
theory and practice of the metropolitan power, and were transplanted from orie
social context to another. There is, however, anple historical evidence to
show that the very samerregimes were not unaware of the different circumstances
prevailing in their colonial territories for various education commissions of
inquiry did in fact advocate a more practical form of education related to the
agricultural and handicraft pursuits of the majority of their subjects- ; But
such a policy,of differential education was never carried out with any vigour
for two, main reasons- Firstly, there was resistance from the Africans thenf-
selves to such differentiation, which they, with some justification, viewed
as an attempt to fob them; off with an inferior kind of education. They had

interpreted the power of their rulers to lie in the kind of literary* human
istic, classical education which the colonial administrators had received,
and so demanded the same for themselves. Unfortunately* the African did not
have the opportunity;of seeing the kind of occupations in which the majority
of the English and French workers and peasants back in the metropolitan'
country were employed, and the kind of manual, vocational orientation giv^il :

to their education and training. They met only the white collar category of
colonial officials in the territories. This gap in the knowledge of the
African prevented the leadership:from seeing the real sources of power of
their colonial rulers. Secondly, the colonial regimes were by no means
committed to a philosophy of development of the colonies for the benefit of
the indigenous people, and so even those who had advocated, and implemented* a
practical, work-oriented education tended to see this more as a character
building exercise in the subsistence farming framework than as part of a
larger and deliberate economic and social programme for eliminating rural
stagnation and, poverty, and for transforming the. rural economy. Colonial

regimes just did not have the mind and the will to engage themselves on this
kind of massive development programme.. Furthermore, missionary effort
concerned primarily; with its proselytization programme and the generation of

teacher and preacher cadres, for this purpose also emphasized literary,
academic studies. Furthermore, personal individual achievement and success
was nurtured -, a value borrowed from:another culture. > Consequently, education
was not society-oriented and development-oriented*1/ v.l;

The rural primary schools that came into being were patterned after the
urban schools where the instruction received ^sought±o,Jta^the , founaattio^^^
for higher levels of literary, humanistic studies.Each cycle or level of
education was viewed as a preparation for the next cycle or level-of schooling,
and not in terms of its preparation for life and work. Since onlf a ver^r tinjF
fraction of the output of;the rural schools could hope to proceed to further
studies, generally in muchJ;ooiexpensive: boarding schools'and colleges,;the
total educational effort was in the final evaluation perfunctory aha sociallyf'
irrelevant. Even after independence, though we know better and would wish
it otherwise, rural educational objectives and practice ha^e not qhanged !
discernibly, so heavily is the system weighed down by-inertia, custom/

1/ See also Julius K-Nytrerej UJAMAA: Essays on Socialism, Chapter 4,
Education for Self-reliance, London, OUP, 1968.



tradition, and fear of innovation. The^ few farm schools, agricultural and
vocational training $nd demonstration centres, and agricultural research
institutes are almost like oases in. a vast desert of rural ignorance, poverty,
disease, and apathyo The great weakness of the education system is derived
£r.om the narrow understanding of what constituted real education for peoples
living.at subsistence levels." This resulted in- an-emphasds on the formal
system, and on children and youth, to the neglect of the non-formal and the
adult productive agent. This in turn is due as much to a neglect of historical
experience in the now advanced countries," at similar stages of development,
as to the policy of educating an elite, mainly clerical cadre, which would
co-operate with the authorities in colonial administration The adoption
ox the policy of:mass participation in economic and social development is
relatively new in Africa, fostered by the inevitability of the advance Of \ ":,
subject peoples to a mastery over their own resources and affairs- •

The present pattern of education provided for the rural population is
inadequate to cope with the tasks of modernizing and raising the levels of
production and of social well-being. For one thing, it does not succeed in
instilling a sense of commitment to development effort, self-reliance, and
positive-attitudes towards working with one's hands? nor does it equip youth
and young adults with the appropriate technical-, scientific and mechanical
skills for engaging in economic production and in the social services, For
another, the system does not retain long enough the pupils who managed W
get into schools to profit by instruction, and we are all acquainted with
the attrition or wastage problem. The almost total absence of a science
culture in the schools, when progress in agricultural production and rural
industries is.dependent so much upon the applications of science and tech
nology is another serious deficiency. Furthermore, there is the great
scarcity of teachers with the right preparation and sympathies for leading
the cultural and-economic revolution in the rural areas. The poor quality "
of teaching, accommodation and equipment, and standards of attainment are
an ever present inducement for an ambitious parent and offspring to wish to

escape to the relatively more hopeful urban institutions and environment.
These observations are by no means new. But the conditions show ho promise
of early change, and so they would bear reiteration in order that they might"
stimulate earnest minds to tackle the problems of education and rural develop
ment, in a systematic way. . • ■

Rural educational policy and objectives " j'

4 What, then should be the policy and objectives of a system of rural
education? For. education to be socially significant -'it must- be socially "
relevant. The socially relevant action for today is to prison with economic
and social developments ors as some would have it just "development", meaning
that one cannot really separate the economic component 'from' the social and '
vice versa, not only in the end state of human welfare but also in the very
process of its attainment. The elements of a development policy to augment
the material, physical, social and cultural well-being of the rural peoples
have been stated earlier in this paper. To achieve the targets of development'
formulated by the planners and, set by their'national*governments' it would be
necessary to mobilise the total human resources of the nation, but it is



believed by raany that rural development can be accelerated only if, the rural
peoples.themselves -» young people-and grown-ups, men and women - are mobil
ized : in the effort. The role of education will be to provide them with the J
skills for the numerous tasks and to motivate them accordingly. It should •

be recognizedj however, that the redirection;of the motivations towards :
achievement, personal and group, is a complex process and that it is a product

of the total environment - economic, political and cultural, and, therefore,
the other complementary and supplementary economic and social measures
referred to earlier would need to be implemented. For example,, the programme
of job training must be matched by the creation of appropriate jobs. People
will change given the right incentives.

Educational policy will need to bedevelopment oriented, and comprehend
the whole of society, i.e., children and youth, adult men and women.. An
outcome of this concern for education to be fashioned as an instrument, of
national development would mean that allocation of additional resources to
education will be governed by considerations of economic and non-economic
returns to investment. It would sometimes become necessary often to resist
the social demand for expanded educational services since resources being
scarce, choices have to be made and priorities established. This way of
thinking about the development role of education would, perhaps lead to
stress on the utilitarian aspects of education, and, one may ask Whether
in the current;economic circumstances of Africa this is not, indeed, a
desirable-discipline to exercise on onefs pattern of spending. There is
need to increase the production of capital and consumer goods, and the material
welfare of Africans■depends upon how well the job is done. One cannot help
being utilitarian in one's outlook for one would only exchange goods and ;
services that have economic utility to other people. The transformation of
subsistence economies to market economies means precisely this. It should be
notedj however that due emphasis on practical, utilitarian objectives in
education does not imply :a total neglect of the liberal, non-utilitarian
aspects -the aesthetic, moral, cultural and religious values of education.
For education to be development oriented it may very well become necessary "
to begin re~scaling the prevailing value system. African development Will
be served by men whose minds can grasp the laws of nature and whose hands
can re-fashion the raw materials of nature to suit human ends, in addition
to efficient administrators and clerks. : ' : :

■■ Education must be viewed as a continuous, life-long process and, there
fore, provision would need to be made for the young as well as th£ adult
population. Khere education is deliberately used to contribute to an increase
m tne volume of production of goods and services a policy needs to be ■
adopted to improve the performance capabilities of the adult, active labour
force. The young represent future supplies of labour, whereas the adult
working^force is already engaged in production. This calls for the allocation
of greater resources to the, education arid training of persons in the working
age group, -■.... .-.;■■■ ■

Furthermore, a diversified and flexible educational structure is called
for to provide for varying .needs,"abilities and interests. Flexibility in
educational arrangements and entrance requirements is very necessary to allow



for progression:and up-grading on the educational ladder of school-leavers

and adults; For those who have not had the benefits.of formal schooling, and

where the new programme of education and training is nox*»formal in approach, .

emphasizing the acquisition of practical skills and new attitudes, a strict

adherence to formal educational requirements for progression may very well

prove, to be restrictive of the development of human resources. But this is '

something that has to be worked out empirically since countries are at ;-

different levels of development economically,f socially and educationally o

A comprehensive policy in education would be directed to establishing a

system of formal and rionr-formal? in-*school and out-pf"school^academic and

vocationally«criented education ranging from the primary to.the tertiary

level• Thus the educational services provided in the rural areas should be

comprehensive and comprise not only the usual programme's from primary schools

to community education through ^women's institutes; farmers1 ti-ainxng center,

young farmer's club©: and extension projects but there should also be ■:

opportunities for attending rurally located tertiary level institutions

engaged upon the specific study of rural problems, A balanced, and compre

hensive system of rural educational facilities is a sine: oua noa for .. ■

integrated rural development* : , . . - : -, " ■ .:■-..■

For education to make its maximum impact on development the content

of education would need to be differentiated in accordance-vith*the condi

tions and requirements of rural economic and social'development* This calls

for careful study,; experimentation and continuous appraisal of the- curriculum

and syllabuses*. A sound system of rural education would give due emphasis

to matters concerning fooct productions,farm managements organization"of

marketing and co-operatives;; healthy nutrition and environmental sanitation!

science and-ite applications? mechanical-;and constructional skills! and basic

communication skills. Though a policy of differentiated education may be

adopted, neverthelesss it has to be.insisted.that standards of teaching and

learning are no. less inferior to that obtaining in the best of the city-

located institutions0 At.any"stage the rural Student ought to be able to

transfer tofan urban secondary or tertiary institution and cope with the

level of work there- Similarly, a rurally trained scientist;, tetcherj nurse

or artisan ought to be'able to, work efficiently at the.;.-sane-kind of jobs

in urban employment. It is envisaged that as the total national economy grows

the additional trained labour required will be supplied from the pool in

the rural areas*

The educational objectives for the rural population may be summarized as.
follows s ".' .,.-.' ... . ■ ■ . .-■: . . ,- . ■ !.

(i). To contribute- to the modernization of the rural economy and :
rural social institutions| .' - . ■■'' ;

(ix) To raise the. general level-of■intellectual- and cultural■attainment -
of the rural population!

(iii) To impart basic, communications skills and knowledge.of numbers,' :
■ which are essentialvfor.:participation in modera economic and
governmental .operation '|



(iv) >To impart a general education ±n science and social (or civic)
.. studies so as to provide knowledge and understanding of the

rural environment - its resources, limitations and opportunitiesg

,to generate a torment in the mind^td want to change the condi

tions of rural poverty and stagnation; and, to create recepti-;

vity to innovations in organization, technology, modes of labour

and Social relationships?

(v) T"o inculcate appreciation of the role of agriculture and agri
cultural production in economic development!

.--.: (vi) To equip men and women with manual and technical skills, through
pre-vocationalP vocational and on-the-job training schemes, to

engage dn farming operations9 rural industries and handicrafts;

. and, generally to accept the dignity of physical, manual labourf

(vii) To impart knowledge of the basic laws of health, nutrition '
■-:_■-. . and hygiene - personal and community!

(viii) To impart a knowledge of science and scientific methods,and
to develop the habit of scientific thinking in coping with natural

and social phenomena?

(ix) To impart knowledge and skills to women on household management
. and child care? .,..:.

(x) To impart knowledge of family planning to adults so as to
, ■ . control and regulate populatibn growth* ■-.'■■■•■■.■. ;■ ".■--.

■: The work;, undertaken in.'rural schools, colleges and training centres

would have to be as stimulating, exacting and challenging to the best minds

.amongst the rural people as the urban areas* The same rigorous training in

exactitude, economy and'efficiency! the same width and depth of learnings

and the same qualities of imagination, perseverance and industry are required

of rural inhabitants as of the urban to cope with the problems of production

and,distribution! of exploration, discovery, experimentation, exploitation

and conservation of natural resources? of preservation of health, and creation

of cultural amenities.. It is a grevious mistake to drop one's standards
because .something happens to be done in the country arid not in the cities |

because the phenomena one is dealing with in the country is more often

related to biological processes than with physcio-chemical engineering.

The form of education

Kith a view to changing the urirealistically high valuation given to a
literary,; ^bookish" studies and white collar jobs, the accent of rural

education should be on the practical side. Since the majority of rural

school leavers have no option but to work on farming,operations and related
processing and construction industries, about half the learning time? should

be spent on practical work in the fields and the workshops. The final
evaluation of attainment would give greater weight to practical than



theoretical knowledge,, Theoretical studies should be closely related to

practical work* Thus, science learning would be built around:selected plants,

, insects and animals found --"in; the rural"environment which have an economic,

health and nutritional relationship to man* Similarly, studies of soil and

water properties, their conservations utilization and re-habilitation would

have the same practical economic3 social orientation9 especially in the

primary cycle of schooling., Even at the secondary and tertiary levels the

technical, scientific studies will relate to the understanding and solution

of rural problems of agricultureP industry; transportation, housing, health,

and so on0 The approach to a development-oriented primary and secondary

education is through providing learning experience on-the~job, in actual pro

ductive activity, and turning to the books and the laboratory to learn the

why and wherefore, and from that how the job may be done better, in quantity

arid quality* ; This seems a pedagogically sound and economically efficient

approach to engaging school leavers on a work-learn programme, and for up

grading the skills of the actively employed. The high cost of prolonging

the formal education of young people in the working-age bracket dictates

early deployment of the majority into economically and socially productive

work* Equity, howevers demands that part-time and correspondence ,type ..

educational facilities would be provided for continuing education and '
training1*.' ■ ■■ ; ;' ■. ■ : ■ ■ ■

For the same economic reasons, the adult working force should.have

the opportunity of attending functional or work—related literacy'courses

which also comprise a heavy component of practical training on ''specific

job operations,, Initially, the theoretical elements of woodwork, carpenty,

joinery, metal work, building and maintenance of mechanical vehicles'and

implements could be reduced to the minimum, and training ia^>arted through

do-it-yourself methods and by demonstrations. Audio-visual techniques would

facilitate teaching and learning-.■Practical skills in a wide range of artisan
or journey-man type of work may be acquired:rapidly hy youth on the found

ations of a minimum of 6 to 7 years general primary education* The employment

of persons thus trained in small-scale and cottage industries is a matter for
economic organization by other agencies* ;

-.-.:; The following outline of draft proposals for a modified structure of

.education in the rural areas is submitted to provoke discussion on the

subject,, The attached diagram has been kept simple to bring out the main

idea and does, not pretend to be exhaustive of structural refinement*

A-. Primary level ™'.duration 7 years . ■

(a) The primary cycle extends over seven years, and/comprises.m\.'^.\.*j.
two sub-cycles of 4 years and 3 years. The first sub-cycle

of four years (lower primary) is intended essentially to
achieve a minimum level of literacy, including 'elementary

number skills^ It may be regarded as a preparation for the

next sub-level of primary education (senior primary)', arid in

cases where this.; is terminal its objective is: also to prepare

the mind to be receptive to new ideas. Educational attainment

of this level does not prepare one for much more than unskilled

labour. It will be noted that the duration, content and

objectives of this sub-level are the same for town and country

children.
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(b) The second sub~cycl6 of' tlir^e' ye&rW; (sehidr primary) is common
r:;to all torn children ant?..the objective, is to provide a general

education, with emphasis on the further acquisition, of, language

and number skills.. In so far as. the country child is concerned,

there are two streams of educational experience offered?

(i) A email.percentage (which is a matter for political .
.-,.■;,. decision) of children will pursue the,same general

;-': education course as urban children in preparation mainly

. ;.■■_.; for an academic (or grammar school type) of secondary

education or secondary commercial education,, . :

(ii) The.great majority of rural children will receive a „..
: practical- type of pre—vocational education, in rural farm

schools, concentrating upon activities related.to farming

. operations, rural handicrafts9, and homecraft (for the .
girls), though instruction.in language and number 'Skills
will not be neglectedo The objective of this sub-cycle

. , is to orient the mind of the,child to a knowledge of the

, rural environment and: rural activities in which he is

likely to find: the source of Ms livelihood. The sub-

cycle is a preparation for the.vocational education and

training of the next secondary cycle, but it is more

than; likely that it will be terminal for :many a youngster

;at the age of.13 or 14 (especially girls), in which case
further training will have to take place on-the-job.,

It is hoped that the methods of instruction .and the,, ,;••,■.,

; content of the course will ^e sufficiently interesting, to

prevent the. alienation of the,rural child from his environ

ment 9 and stimulate him to exploit the economic possibilities

of small or large-scale farming (perhaps through co-operatives)

In; terms of occupational fitness this level of educational

attainment may be.regarded as .the minimum for employment

as drivers, junior shop assistants, messengers3 pastmen5

petty repairmen, semi-skilled, factory machine operators,

apprentices, tailors, seamstresses,^junior agricultural

assistan"ts.a etc ,.\ ■ ... , . . -;

Secondary level - duration 5 years . ,. ......

(a) The secondary cycle extends over 5 years, and comprises, two sub-
cycles of 3 years and 2 years*. It should be noted that,the end

of the secondary, stage is reached after twelve years from the

admission.of the child into the first grade. There are many

developed countries whose stock of educated manpower was .built

upon a 12-year primary-secondary cycle9 and at this stage of

economic development it should'also. prove adequate,.-for ;the

needs: and resources :of African "countries* The savings effected

by a one-year reduction, in the 13-year primary-seconflary. cycle

adopted in some African countries, in imitation of some metro
politan power, could be diverted to other educational purposes.
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It is important for African educational development to

critically examine the nized to "adhere to traditional cycles

■ or "duration"of successive stages of education* What is emerging

as £>eing important-'is not the length of a "course-but the

relevance of the content of the course to the local '-situation.

(b) The first sub-cycle of three years (junior secondary) is common
to both the urban and rural sub-systems._ It represents the end

of 10 year© of schooling, and a big fall off in school enrolment

beyond this stage, when young people enter the labour market (if
they had commenced at the age of five or six)« A diversified
curriculum is offered in the urban and rural sub-systems. In

the urban sector there are the usual general education,

commercial, technicals home science? and vocational (trades)
^streams, which can be designed to be terminal for those'who

would wish to leave school and receive on-the-job training.

In the rural ' sector, pupils completing the upper primary level

(general or pre-*vocational farm schools) have three broad
optional streams of education with a technical/voc'ational bias.
If comprehensive schools are set up then a commercial stream

may be added to these options* Some boys will enter the junior

agricultural school stream to learn the theory and practice

of agriculture (crop and animal production), and the related
sciencesy plus some language and 'literature| others more

inclined towards engineering and constructional activity will

enter the rural.technical/vocational (trades) school and learn
such things as engineering drawing, wood and metal work,

bricklaying,"brick making, housebuildings combustion engines,

'etc.;'and*1-other clerical 'skills* In many ways the skills

learnt in the rural technical/vocational junior high schools

'■ are applicable in urban industrial employment , if the growth

in industries does exert a pull on the skilled rural labour

force. Therefore, there is not much advantage for the rural

youth to seek this kind ,0f education and training in the

urban system when it is readily available in the rural system.

However, if the occasion■ should arise,, junior secondary

rural trades graduates will qualify to follow appropriate

courses at the senior level in the urban system. On the

other hand, urban secondary school graduates may also be

able to utilize their education and training in the rural

economy* ■ ■'■■"'■ -:

GirlsV in general, will follow the junior home science

courses, in the rural areas, and this should qualify them to

enter a nursing school or a teacher training institute exactly

in the same way as urban -girls; but- some would also enter the

commercial stream.. - : / . ''

In terms of occupational fitnes39 the junior secondary

level of educational attainment may be regarded as the minimum

for employment as sales assistants, junior agricultural extension

workers, 'clerical assistafiirsV machine operators, craftsmen arid

- journeymen, policemen, ''small farm "operator's,-etc.
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(?)„.. The. .»e*t .sub-cycle (senior secondary) is of 2 years duration,
'-*•■ and takes the student to the matriculation or university

■ qualifying entrance stage, i»eo? the end of, the high school
.. ~ stage. The same diversified curricula are offered as a

.. , continuation of.the junior secondary school. Graduates of the
... senior secondary school would constitute the core of the

; ■ supply of the middle-level manpower, and thus the courses are
..... -designed to be terminal at this sub-level, both in the urban

and rural system. ■-. At the same time, the completion-of the
courses at this level would qualify for further academic,

; professional, scientific and technical education arid training
at the.tertiary'level,

..; _ In terras of- ocG"PationaJ^itness this level of education
would overlap with post-secondary undergraduate level of studies,

;:;and:may be.-regarded as minimum-attainment for positions carrying
a fair.degree:of individual^responsibility, as technicians,
supervisors and foremen, nurses, stenographers, office machine
operator salesmen, sub-professional assistants, production

., gxneers, draughtsmen, laboratory assistants,- clerks, etc." etc
In.the rural sectors they-could also be trained in management
science to take charge of. farming operations and small-scale

:-: . rural, industries..-■■..■■■ ■ .. .'■,■.-•.'.- . ■ :< •■•-..

Co T®rtlary -level - AiraHm-i^ *r±r^^ or more'

(a) The:tertiary cycle, ranging from 1-6 years or more, provides
.; for progression, from, the secondary graduate level to :a wide

variety of education and. trailing in the pure a>id applied
- sciences, and arts. The terminal courses may also range from

... oneryear-tQ-.thfe-e^yeai- diplomas-of technical institutes in
certain professional, technological and applied Science lines

.■.- o± study, wath undergraduate: status? and fromr-three to "six-
.year degree, courses at universities, "■' -'" ■" ; ■ ■ ■ ■

(b). .Anrlnportant feature of the proposal is to eliminate ihe
dichotomy that exists-in the status between the Kind Of" :
academic studies undertaicen at traditional university-type
institutions and the kind of studies and training undertaken,,-
in the. applied sciences and technology at the advanced pbly- ■■""■'

r.,-teQhnx©sJ...institutes or-colleges of technology. The tendency -
.a^arryjpyeft.frQin-ftne pre-iiidustrial past --'u to "regard'the
prractical; and,applied studies--as- being somewhat inferior 't6 the

. :,:,,soy.calle^^^Fe«5:.^theoretical" studi^so African countries;
-,whic^ar:e trying/to/.develop their economies and societies as

rapidly as possible by the application of modern science'and
,tectology cannot .be hampered by this artificial status division
between t^.^ure-"-and the "applied", the ^mental"- and: the

■ manual,., .ksnce, the proposal is " to ■ foilbw a-uniform--Practice'
°J a^^fcerti£ic^es" "dil"d "

ce

a^^fcerti£ic^es"; "diplomas".and "degrees" irrespective
whether,tne; tertiary level courses completed are in the
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,■,;"academic" or "applied" fields* Secondly, the proposals envisage,

in particular, for transfers from the "academic" to "applied" courses,

and vice versa, depending upon the growing interests and aptitude

of the individual for specialization., Thirdly, the proposals also

, provide for a transfer from the undergraduate institutes, e»g.9

technical institutes,, agricultural institutes, rural engineering

institutes and teacher-training institutes; and for continuation

of specialist studies and training for research in university-type

institutions (academic or technological)»• Fourthly, the
proposals allow for mobility from the rural institutes to the

urban advanced universities, in the appropriate field of,specialization,

For example, if the educational objective is to enable the rural

population to throw up scientists or technologists whose area of

,-interest continues to be in the development of rural economic

and social activities3 -opportunity is provided for them to proceed

from the agricultural institute or rural engineering institute

to an academic type of university or a technological university..

. : This assumes concurrence between the educational institutions

. , on cour.se credits, which is not impossible if the educators

would take an integral view of educational and national development

needs, and are :less tradition bound* It is also feasible to

establish completely autonomous rural universitiesP when developments

justify this, with the focus on rural development needs and problems.

(c) Another feature of the proposals for coherent^ parallel sub
systems of education is the provision made for teacher—training,

institutions both in the urban and the rural sectorss thus

ensuring a su£<ply of teachers? whose minds are adjusted, to the

rural environment, for the rural system of schools, colleges

and institutes6 The same applies to the training of rural health

assistants and social workers in the agricultural institute or

the teacher-training institute,, There need be no hard and fast

lines of institutional separation in the early stages., at least,

of the training of agricultural production specialists, agri

cultural extension workers, community development workers, health

assistants and.social-workers for there is much to be said for ;

taking an inter-disciplinary view of the development of human

resources* ■>'.■■■■■■■..■■ ' ' ■ ■

(d) Both the.agricultural and rural engineering institutes will
. provide a. variety of one-year, two-year and threes-year diploma

level courses5 in accordance with the high-level and middie-

■■;■ level skill requirements of the rural development, plan. It

is intended that the attention to the basic agricultural sciences,

as distinct from their applications to production, will encourage

some young men and women to continue their studies wijbh a view

.to engaging in pure or applied research of relevance to agri

cultural production, e.gV, plant and animal genetics., plant,

and animal pathologys the conservation and utilization of soil

and water resources, plant and animal pests? food preservation,

etc, etco . Similarlys the rural engineering institute cbuld
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provide engineering courses (civil, mechanical, .electrical)
of relevance to rural agricultural production as well as

for the industrial processing of agricultural.products.

However, the needs of rapid development suggest a sharing of

■the curriculum time between the classroom/laboratory.and the

field or workshop. The field and workshop assignments',..can be ■-.;
made a real life experience if the students are allocated for .

appropriate periods in on-going production enterprises, very . : . ■

1 ■ 'much along the same lines as the way in which teachers, nurses, -
doctors, lawyers and accountants, for example, are trained,

D, Adult-education .

Arrangements are necessary for (a) part-time education, and (b) adult ;:.
education programmes, especially functional literacy programmes, for those
who are employed. Continuing education services should be available in the .

rural sector,.and' reinforced through the use of mass media of communications :
(radio, television, films, newspapers, etc-)- The emphasis of adult education
will be on Vocational training-, on upgrading skills and'on social issues'to-

create receptivity to change»■ Farmer training centres, offering full-time
courses of 2-12 months duration for producing farmers should be established. ■'.."■

Imp1ementation

The re-organization of the rural sub-system of education so that it
may become a realistic system, oriented to development needs and priorities
is a^long-term programme which should be, for each country, preceded by V-
detailed surveys, studies, planning and preparation of administrative and .
teaching personnel,, It is important to proceed cautiously, step by step, ■
lest the whole programme founders through insufficient understanding of the
new goals set for rural education on the part of the community at large and. ■;■
amongst the educationists themselves. It is exceptionally difficult to bring

about a. conceptual change in educational practice modelled for generations .
on alien systems, and the resistance to change comes from parents as well-as
the professionals themselves who are products of the traditional system.,
Perhaps, what ought to be done first is to stimulate a dialogue on the uni
versity and teacher-training campuses on the problems of development
education. In the curriculum of teacher education provision should be made
for a course on development education. It is pradoxical that such courses ; ;
are more.readily available in developed countries than in the universities"
of the developing .countries. The governments of developing countries are
seized with the realities of underdevelopment but it is doubtful whether
the populace at large has been educated to the kind of.efforts that hayeto
be made tt> achieve social and economic progress, and to commit itself to ■=■■:■
those efforts. ■■■' ■ -' ■■■-.'

The bottleneck in changing an educational system % not so .much money.
as the lack of a* suitably prepared teaching force;.- Often the mistake is made i-
of trying to introduce ehanges in educational practice without haying taken
the-hecessaryi: steps to, re-train the existing teachers in regard to content, ■'-,-
attitudes;and capabilities, and to ensure the adequate preparation of the future



supply of teachers,. It appears that because the development of the rural

areas has not had the kind of deep attention it should have had,- the theory

and practice of rural education'itself tends to be neglected. This state
of affairs would have to be remedied first by the establishment in rural

areas of teacher~traini:-g institutes? staffed by teacher-educators of high

calibre who will train teachers for the special needs of integrated rural
development and will also promote and undertake research into the specific

problems of rural education. Organisationally? these teacher-training

institutions should be incorporated within the framework of the rural agri

cultural/engineering colleges or institutes or at least be closely tied up
with them. Pilot projects- of this kind should be established in' selected
areas before expanding the system. Since the emphasis in rural education,

at this stage of the socio-economic development of most developing countries,

would be on practical, work-oriented training, on the farms* workshops,

offices, clinics? laboratories and homes, "a" large corps .of instructors, and-'■■.-...
demonstrators of vocational subjects or skills would be needed first. The

gross shortage of teachers of practical, trade courses Is likely to be, the \".-.

main constraint to the development of the rural, education programme. The .- ;;,

urban technical and vocational schools and the industries themselves are. . '."
competing for the1services of such trained personnel. The highest priority;
should bo given to this part of the programme - Experienced foremen, super
visors and technicians should be trained how to instruct others.

Rural secondary schools should be organized on the lines of compre- '' "**"*
hensive schools offering a variety of.,courses. One might, also look into the
possibilities of devising a core curriculum exposing boys to both agriculture

and mechanical arts5 the girls to home science and agriculture or clerical
skills- This is_ a complex operation fraught with many problems, especially
of location and accessibility to rural 'students,." Schools would have to be •
established for their, success in some central locations such as rural towns,
or village complexes planned for rapid urban development. We see in this
instancy alone how .important it is to co-ordinate the educational develop

ment programme with! other social and economic development programmesj which
suggests the early establishment'of co-ordinating machinery, at local, rural- '
and national levels* . . ,

The staff of secondary, and tertiary educational institutions should be
closely associated, as partners in development? with the designs supervision'
and evaluation of integrated rural development'projects. In this way, the

educational'institution.will get to know whether, it is turning out the type
and quality of manpower required*

Out-of-school3 non-formal educational programmes appear to be the most.
feasible approach to upgrading the knowledge and skills and for changing the
attitudes of a largely illiterate adult population. Functional literacy
projects should be experimented with for farmers and industrial workers. It
is recognised that extension work - both agricultural and industrial - makes
an effective impact only if it,is directed to a literate population. Some
countries are finding that training of active farmers -"men.and/women -

at farmers' centres, for short duration, yields results\in the way of increased
farm production^ the demonstration effect of "which is.utilised in promoting
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improved farming* Young school leavers pay also1 be enrolled at these centres

and taught agricultural vocational skills, including some mechanical skills..

The possibilities of the masc media of communication (newspapers, radio','"

films and television) in the educational strategies for developing countries
are just beginning to be explored and more ay&tciatic work needs to. be

encouraged* ; . '

In conclusion, it should be stressed that unless the people are

motivated ideologically and take to development as a religion, committing
themselves to make the effort arid the sacrifice for a future Jife of^abundance
for themselves and their children, the results attending any scheme of
education or economic progress are likely to be meagre* .
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; '-. : ' ' .,_.■'"■ . XV. ; THE UNIVERSITY IN AE3ICA* ■ . - ■ .^ A. '. ^ .,- " '.<:■■
Introduction . ..;..-;■■■ ':- ■" ;" .; )-: '-'k'-j.'. ■

I welcome the opportunity to address the Association of African Univers
al ^1 rec°Snise the howw thus afforded to me- I have gladly res-

tt 4 ^.^y1^^^ "Inly because the very existence of the Association
which issued it bears- testimony to the rapidity and extent of one very
important^line of African advancement. 'In ray youth, nothing vaa heard of

fouKtfedJIDlw«*«»» ***** in Egypt and South. Africa,* and, in Africa
£Z SL ^'^T?f ? *earoat ^ aolitar* approximation to a university
was Fourah Bay College in Sierra Leone. Even in the 1940s and 1950s many

^ ^ °nS? nOW mefflbers °f the delation, wer^ then non-existent,
and, others were merest embryos. Today, more than 40 African universities
are established! and the number of African teaching, research and admini
strative personnel is a measure of the creditable progress which has been
made m recent years•

The founders of the Association have identified and emphasized two
essential aspects of the University* the scope and content of its activities
implied in the no.ion of*aniversitae studiorum"| and, the catholicity of the
university community. This is an appropriate emphasis, and it helps to
underline the particular aptness of the collective consideration of African
university neeas. Such collective consideration is most apposite at this
time, particularly if it is accepted that African universities should be
an Ultimate part of the African social fabric. I recognize that there is
not much agreement on the directions in which African societies should
evolve^and, that there ia much debate on the preferred means of achieving
the desired evolution, but African universities are well placed to contribute
much to the definition of African social goals and to the specification
<" mean*to achieve these goals. The universities are sufficiently esta
blished to be experienced, and sufficiently young to be flexible, both in
ordering their own activities and in thinking about wider African problems.

In keeping with my belief that universities have a critical role to
play m the improvement of the African soci3i f-hrtV T ™-r „ *-
some of the more important elements in thi^leT^ doS^P?Ss!VshoSI
like to emphasize that there is no necessary conflict between scholarly
and social concern. Indeed, there should be very substantial community of
interest if scholars accept that the purposes of research and deep reflection
should be weightier than the satisfaction of what has been called 'sinister
personal pleasure*, and if governments recognise that independent enquiry,
fearlessly pursued, is in the long run one of the greatest strengths and
most powerful guarantees an open society can possess, If scholars display
a basic sense of social responsibility, critical comment on the conduct
of public a*fairs ought always to be met by something more reasoned than
force or repression. In this spirit, I should like to offer some thoughts

* Keynote Address hy R,K.AO Gardiner, Executive Secretary, United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa to the Meeting of Association of African
Universities, Kinshasa, Zaire 19-21 November 1969.
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on the'university and society? on some specific tasks to which African

universities ought how to be addressing themselves; and, on some specific- _

problems that are raised by consideration of: university development in "Africa*

I have chpsen to divide my thoughts in this way for convenience of ex
position! but I recognize,'of course, that my-topics are ail inter-related.

The University arid Society ■ : ;\

A characteristic of modern societies is their interdependence•

Important'institutions cannot hope to conduct their affairs in a vacuum?

and, governments cannot be expected to remain indifferent to the impact of

even ostensibly independent institutions on political and social processes.

In th^fcontemporary context, the only question worth discussing is not

T^hether the university is part of society at large, but the respective

limits of academic freedom and political interference. As a general ■ '-::< ■

principle/ this question will lie lightly on any society which is willing

to accept that the limits should be'determined in such a way as to maximize ■

opportunities for free, critical enquiry and the rational, social appli-■

cation of the fruits of such enquiry. '

The problem of ■ maintaining the balance between scholarly freedom and

political authority which arises from the necessary involvement of the ■'-■

university in society is not, of course, peculiar to Africa, "indeed in
some x-rays the problem has been manifest in its sharpest form in recent

years in the,so-called developed societies- An example of the magnitude

and complexity that the question can attain is provided by the character

istics and recent history of the University of California. In 1962,
according to its then President, the University of California had an^ :

operating budget of nearly US&500 million and carried a capital budget of

a: further US$100 millions" and the university was "operating in over

100 locations s campuses ^experimental stations, agricultural extension

centres and projects abroad, involving more than 50 countries, with nearly

10,000 courses'in its catalogue1, with almost every form of contact with ■ "'■

nearly every industry^"nearly every level of Government". In subsequent

years, there has been continuing and serious academic unrest5 and this

unrest.has in: turn provoked political reaction in such a way as to lead

to a sharpconfroniation between members of the university and the political

powers of the State* There are, ho doubt, particular factors which help

to explain the California'1 conflict'"™ the; sise of the university and /the- '

political ethos b£ California. There are, however, also important general

elements in the origins of the 'conflict which would repay careful study :

by persons and institutions concerned with the welfare-of universities '■ ■ '■'

and the'general sOciad goodB : ■■■"'/ "'' :_' ■';' :' "' _'■ " ' ; ■". - ' *\'"m ' ' /''

Among these elements sr*e a confusion as to purpose on the part of

the university itself? and an altogether' too narrow view of the university

on the part of political authority. The very range of the university1s

interests and lactxvitles makes any coherent-view of its functions difficult.

At the one extreme',''the view'that1 the university should be primarily

concerned with the training of young persons for sober and responsible

careers is at ionce timid and dangerous. On. the other hand,, unimaginative,
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acquiescent sobriety, is .incompatible with any serious.intellectual adventure5

and it is-wrong to. attempt to secure.such sobriety by forceful maintenance ,•■

of "law and order", and financial inducement of; respectable: behaviour*

Thus; a lesson of the California experience; is that the State ought

to have as clear a view as possible of the"nature and functions of the

university* There is, of course, a "wealth of definitions regarding;the-1. ,

functions of a university* Its principal aim is' often"seen as "i;he pre- ""■*•"

servation and transmission of man's cultural ..heritage"; and the university

has been described as "the protecting powers of all knowledge and science, ,

of facts.and principles, of enquiry; and discovery, of experiment and.

speculation, •.•*?'-. Such definitions are acceptable as far-as they go: but

they do not go:far,enough? being at once too general, and. too narrow... They
fail, on the one hand, to -malice it clear that modern universities are rooted,

in the contemporary social setting which must be their concern! and, on

the other hand, they.fail to.provide any detailed account of the diverse ;

functions which the modern university now embraces* A more detailed -

definition would certainly include the transmission.and extension of man's

cultural and scientific heritage, as well as the need to,exemplify the

highest standards of intellectual integrity,, It would certainly emphasize

the need to conduct these tasks in an explicitly social way5 and would

recognize that, exacting professional training, if it does not by any mean^ -

exhaust the functions of .the university, is at least a creditable part ■;■

of the university, purpose. -.-■■■ ;

Universities are, of course, ancient institutions which, in the .

course of their long history', have exhibited continuity and change« ;

Centuries agoP mathematical developments in the Islamic world.were examples

of scholarly-advance 1 and,..the Chinese invention of,.gunpowder was an instance

of early technological progress.. In more recent, times, the advance" of
scholarships and scientific and technical thought has been largely deter- . ::

mined by western Europe? .and^.as Professor Kuznets has put it, "the

epochal innovation that distinguishes the modern economic epoch is..the

extended application of-science to problems of. economic production".. The i

baldness of this statement should not be allowed to obscure the complexity

of the underlying process it describes* Technological and economic advances

have been related to sweeping changes in the social, and political framework

of societies1 and the;consequent;material .capacity-of the European powers
made it .possible, for them to spread their mandate throughout:; the world: and,

to dominate numerically superior communities.<: Spectacular material advances

further encourage notions of secularism which are most graphically embodied

in the view that man;can3. by..the application of science, control nature. ■

Some countries, in recognition of the Western-imposed standard that modern

nations should be classified primarily in terms of technological capacity,

have, like Japans given emphasis in .the-recent development, of their1

educational systems to technological, institutions*^ - -.-j-... ; ; . -

, . JustaS; the civilisation of Athens in: the, age of; Pericles was. deeply

tarnished by the institutions of/slavery, .so/the;recent epoch-making

innovations of.■■ western Europe have been, and indeed remain, deeply com- . •. ■■

promised.by, the .colonial experience? with its degrading racial distinctions
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and its economic neglect of the subject nations- As a.consequence-of this
experience, African Countries are,'1 in world terras, very far removed from

"possessing the kinds of economies that "the extended application of/science
to.the problems of economic production" has produced elsewhere... In';this

■ circumstance, with all that it means in terras of human mx^e^ ;^ne firsi
task of African governments must be the most rapid attainment^possible of
modern economies? and the first general task which must fall'on important —
and, let us not forget s costly — institutions like universities, is tp...;.
assist in this attainment, Since3 as European experience siiows:;"^He1"V&ek
involves the establishment of vigorous scientific and technological capa
cities, as well as the widespread adaptation of social and political

institutions* it is surely an inescapable obligation that the humane; ancj
enquiring intellect should play an active part in tackling itV " .:"'

; : I am aware that there are some who9 with Veblen in his .Higher Learning
in America, see idle curiosity as the only proper academic motive,'11,.% ..fail"
to. see anything particularly noble in such a motive, JCuriosity ^Vin^d a
basic human- instinct, but it needs to be sublimated,. The sort,of; curiosity
that leads men to take an Asmodeah Interest ijitearing off, their'neighbours*
roofs to see what is going on beneath is reprehensible aijii' indeed idle-. •
Idle curiosity xsj after all, what leads men to stop and watch a brawl or
any fleeting diversion, and it seems to me that those ,who, would"base ■
■academic activity on this trivial impulse are seriously confusing motive
with method* It is surely more honourable to work at the full stretch of
one's intellectual powers and integrity for social betterment, than to
boast that one shares with man and beast alike W fairly common, and often
frivolous, instinct to be curious* ' '.

In African conditions above all, there is ample scope for. common -
ground between the aims of go-'ornrcent and the claims of the academician,,
.and if:the political authority ought to respect the honest, if necessary

the- courageous, opinion of the scholar, the scholar ought equally''tp; re»:
cognise, that he■cannot escape hie social responsibilities* Even i£ the"
scholar is unwilling to acknowledge his social obligations explicitly, ne

: cannot escape from; the;implications of the terrible question; of the Irish

poet.who? in the course of an earlier tribal struggle, pancfereds "Did
-those words-of raine send forth men the English killed?"f or Lord K^yhes.f
observations that "Mad men in authority, who hear voices in the air, are
distilling their frenzy from some acaciemic scribbler of a few years back."

I do not wish5 of course, to be understood as decaying any merit
in intellectual curiosity0 The desire for social betterment, like the '■.
■desire-;t6-crcsc a busy, thoroughfare'f has to-;be rationally" ;3rganiied| and,
it is'important that Beholars should.ildt be: easily satisfied:with'either a
narrow range of conce:ms or relatively facile solutions. Indeed^: ,:1rhe '
challenge that now presents itself to "African citizens' and.scholars is '
to:deve!op ■ African■'■uhivfersiHeG "which'-wi-ll' imitate n6ne'uiicritically,:^ut
which.will be designed tb give distinguished service to the ;societi^s
in which ithey-are located at the same time as they preserve to "the full
the universal hallmarks of the university institution. Such/hallmarks
certainly irieltide intellectual liveliness and staminaf and it is my strong
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.hope that these characteristics will be very much in evidence-in African

universities* I am■sure.that common involvement in the painful, but exciting,
problems of a far-reaching social transformation and a modicum of mutual
understanding:.between State and university will mean that the more powerful
and, the-more persistent the academic intellect,, the greater, the benefits to
society at large* - . ..-■■-..■ ■ ■' "■

Some Specific Tasks ' ,■.■.'-'

Having spoken of modernity^ I now wish to say that one of the most1

encouraging features of recent scholarship has been the light it has thrown
on.the African past, . Hitherto, it has been thought that Chinese, Islamic

and Western societies were alone in possessing the university as the'apex
of their civilisations. It is now known that the university existed in

Africa alsoin.the Middle Ages- /In Tirabuctu, then a city of perhaps 100,000
inhabitants■, the University of Sankore was famous throughout theArabio-

speaking world for the study of law and surgery % and in a community with many
doctors, judges and other learned persons, manuscripts and books were oxten
the most valuable of merchandise"» . I am aware that there are some —■ perhaps
in this audience — who would argue that there is no continuing link between
the earlier achievements inTimbuctuP and the circumstances of contemporary

Africa^?, and that,, therefore, to dwell on past history like this is to indulge
inuseless sentimentality, I cannot agree* It is'important to recognise

that one of the more disabling features of our present situation is that
we have sometimes been driven to ask whether intellectual endeavour is not
alien to the nature of the African % and, we have been forced to accept11

the statue of a native" which Franz Fanon rightly observes "is a state of

nervousness induced by oppressors"* It is necessary to assert that what

Africans did :.n the past, they are capable of doing agai.i| and, it is good

for the, morale of our scholars to know that they work In institutions which

have.roots in their own culture and history.' For these reasons, t think
it important that critical and comprehensive study of African history Should

be a strong feature of-.African universities,. I thus agree with President

Nyerere| and, I would certainly endorse his view that it is natural and right

for our new universities to play a leading part in African historical studies

because the primary interest is not really other people's desire-to under

stand us j, but our own desire to understand ourselves and our societies in
order that we can.build the future on firm foundations0

Reverting to more explicitly modern concerns, many studies — and

indeed .casual inspection — reveal that lack of skills is the single most

important i;constraint of African economic advancement*,' Given what has been

said earlierp Ltbie skills constraint is clearly something which universities

ought vigorously to seek to reduce 6 At one — and the most obvious —« ' '

level, this involves the/universities in the production of high level :-"7li

talents. 'The. timing and pattern of the contribution that universities can

make in this ^respect are -by -no means easy to determineB The importance of

the contribution cannot.,; however., be gairiaaidv. It has? moreover, to be '

remembered that.expatriates still account for a high proportionot all '

persons working in Africa with high level skills , In these circumstances',

i,t is evident that increasing the stock of Africans with high level-'skills
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must ranlt.higli.. among the taakc now to be undertaken by'African universities,.

The ..skills; constraint does not refer merely to high academicqualificationst
It is, in.fact, to.be observed at many levels! and the removal p^ this , ■:
constraint has implications for the entire system of formal, and informal !
education. :It is, therefore, important'that..universities should become
involved in the design and Operation of the educational system at large.

In part, this requires that the universities should accept the challenge
to combine realistic entrance qualifications, which will maximize higher -:
educational opportunities, with the need to preserve academic standards, ■■
which ought to be high — riot in deference to any foreign judgements, but ;
because-of national integrity and needs - More generally., the universities ;
ought, to take educational planning;" and'^ performance, very seriously. Where
skills are limited> it would be Wrong to expect that Ministries of Education
can alone produce viable educational plans.| and where the whole public^ rV
interest is involved,: i^!would; be^mpruden^.to leave the, determination ":m";
of suck plans to educatlbfca;! specialists.narrowly.; construed. : ■' ^

Thus, the universities1 might mobilise teams, of specialists drawn "'"--i '":
from different disciplines — education, economics* psychologyV natural,
biological: and computer sciences ;™%; would analyze: sets of--options and : r
formulate plans for national action. Such action mighttinclude the revision
o± curricula, the formulation of courses and qualifying examinations for
different types and levels of institution^ and ensure that the prdducts ^
of the educational-system at its various leyeXs can;: be usefully absorbed"' -
by the, economy arid *by societyo ' l.".' . ;. . ,./ •:., .,.;: . ;.;■ r .V ■;■.,/,

T At the .primary school level, for. example,- it.Is argued *hat isome eieke
o± rural science in agriculture should be introduced into the curriculum
for the: benefit of children/Who are to live in predominantly agricultural f
communities, but agriculture, especially when productivity:iffi: inerease^^ls
not likely to.absorb all children who attend schools in rural area&o KTelther
is it reasonable to expect all children from these areas to take to agriculture
as a vocation. There should be linkages to give children the option toUdraaoi
to technical, commercial, secretarial and other courses, whether they start
from rural or urban primary schools, .Anpthr aspect of .this .question concerns
facilities for technicians to take professional courses. In Africa where
people with, minimum qualifications are in short supply, very few people are
willing to enter/specialist training courses which will .limit their oppor
tunities; for advancement when, professional salaries and; conditions of service
are higher and better than thbse for technical personnel. The universities
should set-up special entrance arrangements for mature students, including
experienced technicians* : . :: ^

In effect, the:foregoing arguments suggest that African universities I
should conduct serious research into African educational problems and
contrive to make the results of this research.widely known..; There is no
lack of other problems which in the development context Require careful '
elucidations the effect of climate and different types.;<*f soil oti: agricultural
crops* the^economic responsiveness of the peasantry^ the economic impIfcation's
of particular socxal structures and institutions, the relevance of commodity
agreements to African trade problems? and the optimum strategy for the



dissemination of modern technology in African; conditions, to'mention a few
of the more obvious. Whether within the normal departmental -structure, or
by Wea»s. pf"special research institutes, .it is important that African scholars
address themselves critically to such- problems and that-they have sufficient
working contact with policy-making and executing, agencies^'in order to ensure
that their academic findings will influence practical events,

_ In tackling;the developmental problems-of-the continent, African
universities will inevitably have to confront the fact that they are'multi
purpose institutions^ and they will necessarily therefore have to face :
the problem of maintaining the balance among their various pursuits — -
worrying here'about the relationship between tfee traditional single honours
course and the manpower needs of the economy, and being concerned there '
to ensure that research id undertaken in a way. that is consistent with the ":
requirements of general and professional education and the exacting demands !;
of undergraduate life. African universities should also seek balance, in: ,
their time perspective and in their breadth of vision. Even the most
pressing contemporary problems can sometimes .be greatly; illuminated by. an
ability to take the longer view; and Afripan scholars have; perhaps a r ■■
unique opportunity to contain the consequences of excessive specialization
which^now mark the-more developed societies., and to present a reasoned- !
sketch of African possibilities, ..."'.'■ -''■". ., -: ■■ ■><■ ■-:■■

Africa^ image of herself and her ideas about other continents have-: '
:!rAffu „ bLth^ c?*°nial experience. Area , studies of, for instarice.- "■
the Arab World, the Caribbean, Asia and the Far East could therefore be
given a place m the university programme. I .see no. conflict between, a> >'"•■
proper internationalism/and natural interest on the problems; nearest to oriels
door. Btaeovei", the membership' of. African States, in bodies like the united
Nations makes^at imperative that the.universities shpuldrhelp, not only-in

worldro^?iofk! dlpl°mateS ** publi? lead^rs -^ a^° 1* fbotering *■ modem

Some Specific Problems ' ' '' • - ' .

lHAfFTh^n aoUntirii?G ^^^^he.least.developed economically in the ;
world. -This fact-raises ccsme' particular prloblems in; connexion■=with African'

a ■■ •,.. - ■ ^ ^', e ^Os- evident of these.problems relate - !

_,„+. j_u , . ■..|j...., , , ,, .°*,-, s &xr ^thur.. Lewis and. others have; doiritedOi
out, ,the.cost of educating a student in Africa is higher;-than the cost oT^ ■ =
educating the Same -student in aEuropeah.or American university. : Among' ' >
the reasons for .this is the fact that the market for academic skills is ' - > -
increasingly an international onef and in order to retain African staff and
attract expatriates, African, universities, must.w salaries,which will '
enable them to com|>'ete^ith the salaries. :and relatively attractive: conditions
prevailing elsewhere<> *:Present nv'^^csiivjar. >i« .nTilf-,««^<.-- ■> 1 - ■ "?.

. ° . O'5C".1' yi Boour&j, on universities elsewhere are: now ;

SI« ^ salarJesLJher! ^e-.t-efcaing to increase at a rate whieh-is higher
than the general rat*-of economic progress in African countries, -Therreal ;
cost Pf university education in Africa is thus tending to rise from an : ■
already high level*"'■ ? ■ ' . ._ ..v..r
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In considering the cost of university education one cannot avoid the
cost of waste or drop-outs* My attention was drawn to this phenomenon ;

forcibly by the following extract from a Ghana newspapers "Out of 280. .
students presented for the degree examination in science this year only

62 passed-- That is, about 21 per cent passed the exam after.at least

four, years of study". The case I have cited concerns a university in ,

Ghana but some research is needed to throw light on the situation in

other universities and at other levels of education in each African ■ ;

country.. An equally important question is what use does society make of

these failures or drop-outso . ,-...-■•

In our predominantly illiterate and unskilled countries we should

contrive to make use of every person who has spent even one year in a ...

primary school. Apart from the fact that university entry requirements..

are in some cases conventionally copied from metropolitan countries and ■■■..

Wnrealisticj it is shocking to think that the resources of very poor countries

can be wasted on over 200 students, without any. tangible results. One is.

inclined toasks Are these failures allowed to resist their examinatiori

without having to wait a whole year?.. Are there, facilities for career

guidance which can help these unfortunate students to choose careers for . .

whichVthey showman aptitudes and for which the training they have already .

acquired fits ;them? In other' countries such cases often find openings in _

librarianship,, accountancy., bankings hotel management * junior executive r

posts in.business and industry5. and teaching at various educational levels.

It is: also, a task, of universities in Africa to study this type of waste,/,

and to.help, to devise service and career systems which can make use of.

all skillso ...■'■ ';

The high cost of African education suggests that snch education

requires special .justification and confers special privileges which ought

to carry correspondingly special responsibilities The justification ,

can be. found in areas already discusseds basically in the need for original

work on African historical.and developmental problems9 and in the desirability

of .maintaining close links between research ?nd teaching. The proliferation

of institutes of development studies notwithstanding, it is evident that

the major concern; of extra—African universities is the extra-African world?

and a proper attention to African problems, canonly be achieved by African

universities,. This saids however9 it should be remembered that in poor

societies university education is.a rare privilege! an<^ that therefore

African students and their mentors should consequently be imbued with a

marked sense of social obligation.,

The-ihigh cost of universities underlines' the reasonableness of government

concern to see that the choice of university curricula reflects national

needs. To say'this, however., is not the same as saying that governments

should have the right to insist that universities should confine their.

attention to narrowly practxcal matters.. It is nevertheless to say that due

iattention should be paid to the supply of scientists, economists, engineers,

etc* ■ I do. not see any objection to a government scholarship policy which; "

gives preference to. candidates in these fields and less consideration to'

those who select liberal artss law, and sociologyo Here as elsewhere? the



important problem does not lie in any intractable conflict between the

universities and the political authorities, but in preserving the balance
between practical requirements and those of intellectual enquiry« ; '

That there is a strong case for having African universities does not

mean that all African universities should be established as'highly independent
and individualistic institutions* Oh the other hand, it should be borne in
mind that rigid and'unthinking demands; to avoid duplication in academic work

can be'seriously self-defeating and dangerous* Professor Galbraith hasput
a label on modern society and called it "Industrial Society", but the pivot

of an industrial society is knowledge and that is why there is a growing

tendency to describe a modern society as a "knowledge society"0 For this

reason, it can be accepted-that- every African State —^ however small -H will

seek to have its own university college or "knowledge centre". The ■ "'"''"■''
importance of having such" a centre is further emphasized by the trend which

:'has resulted in America of having a larger proportioh of the total population

engaged in the ^'knowledge industry" "^'teachers, professors^ researchers, '

pupils and students —- than in agriculture; ;But the high cost of African :
universities arid the cosmopolitan,' international features of academic

institutions lend strength to the proposition that teaching and research :

should be organized where" possible on a multinational basis* Such co

operative effort is important both because it provides economies of scale

and because it permits larger -scale effort than would otherwise be possible

and thus increases the liveliness of teaching and research,. Co-operative
effort should not be confined to any particular discipline, but —■' both
because of cost and because of the nature of the subject ■•— it is perhaps

particularly important to consider it in the case of the natural sciences
and engineering.,

There has been talk for some years now about the development of "centres
of excellence" in Africa. The idea; behind this has been that African

countries would band together to establish centres for advanced training
arid research,; .-Naturally, a programme baaed on this idea is riot going to

be. easy ;to establish* On the other hand, there are 'developments which show
that some such centre's are already developing in 'Africa- I have in mind '
the International Institute for Tropical Agrlculture? which is being esta«:
blished with a budget of some US$1? million, I"have no doubt that if such

an institute lives up to the hopes of Its founders, African universities "
will turn, to it voluntarily'.. In facty it is expected that the Institute
will be one of a series of world agricultural research centres and so '
scholars from all continents may seek its services and contribute to its :
research programme- It seems, therefore, that countries which concentrate

-on-developing advanced facilities will provide centres of attraction for

other African countries.' This may;be a:much quicker way 6f developing

"centres of. excellence":than the interminable negotiations which show
no sign of coming, to! an endov ;.•;.?. - /...:. ." ■■ ■ }■.■*■■.;■: :■ .-■ .. .■•

Up to now! have not1referred to the many types of ;non-formal education

which have been described as." the "catch up^ keep up and get .ahead" process.
This? of • coursej cannot be-neglected by any university in Africa. Since :

the .daysvwhen a start :was made wlth'Extra-Mur'al and External courses, one"
wonders whether the use to which the physical plant, equipment and staff
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of universities can be put during the long vacations has been fully realized.
Neither have I touched on the question of academic and professional asso

ciations* the publication of learned■■ iiid scientific journals and the place
of specialised research institutes* '. fo discuss these subjects will require

at least a separate lecture.." .■■'Africans struggle to acquire, modern knowledge

and skills, calls for ."extra-mural'.and, extra-curricular activities and some

unconventional approaches.* ... ,

African universities faqe formidable difficulties but they can take

comfort from the fact tjhat the modern university is a recent development.

The names of Napoleon and Wijhelm von Humbolt are associated with.the
modernization which took place in France and Germany in the Nineteenth r .

century. In the United States we-learn that, "it was not until .the 1900s ;

that anything like a modern uniVer&ity realty'"took- shape there"* And .in ,'

the USSR the 1917 revolution marked the beginning of university modernization.

The experience of J&paxiis particularly significant because she adapted*

a foreign system'; andUw?ed it ;successfully in very recent times. African

countries do not possess capitai--respurc.es— they cannot rely on.easily .
assimilable immigrants^ but they can take courage from the fact that in

the field of.higher education?.resolution and constructive.effort coijnt

as much as time, and can:make up for other ancillary advantageso We do.not

therefore need to resign ourselves to centuries of painfully slow groifth*



V. . /iDLXT EDUCATION AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMEM1*

I bring you ihe'greetings of Mr. Robert Gardiner, Executive Secretary ;

of the United Nations. Economic Commission for Africa and his good Niches for

a successful Conference* The Chairman of your Association had graciously

invited him to deliver the address at this session Of the Conference but

unfortunately owing to prior commitments he could not be here? today, and

so, with the consent of the Chairman, he designated me to represexit the

secretariat of the Commission as an indication of the great importance the

Commission attaches to the role of education and training in African

development and of1 its support to the African Adult Education Association =: ■

which has been formed to provide the necessary professional leadership in

this fields The interest of the Commission in the substantive side of the '■■■■

work of your Association is derived from its Terms of Reference whereby it

is charged;in the scope of its activity for the promotion of economic :

development to include its "social aspects". ' ' :

The theme of this Conference is concerned with the role of education,

in particular adult education^ in promoting national development, and with' :' "-'■

making the contribution of education more effective. We start with the

firm conviction and faith tHat education can make such a contribution* This

paper will endeavour to present for your consideration, first, the outlines

of a conceptual framework for the discussion of the theme and then conclude

with some observations on its relevance and applicability to the African

situation* The eminent list of speakers who are scheduled to follow will

assist in analysing the subject in depth and filling out this outline with

data and information gathered from their specialized experience*

It would be helpful to begin by seeking clarification and understanding

on the meaning of the concept of development. The practice of the science

and art of the development of human societies has often run into difficulties

and impediments for the lack of a common understanding of the conceptual

framework* This is not surprising for the passion for development which has

seized the world is something newj and, it is coincident with the establishment

of the United Nations system on the conclusion of the last World War (1939-

1945)t and with the collapse of the colonial era which led to the emanci
pation of many dependent territories mainly in Africa, Asia and the Caribbean

area. Though the United Nations is by far the foremost proponent and

supported of international development it has not adopted an official develop

ment doctrine* Perhaps, this is just as well in the state of our knowledge

and the constantly shifting frontiers of what is, and what ought to be*

* Keynote Address by Mro R. Ko A. Gardiner to the Third Conference of the

African Adult Education Association 20 April 1971* Dar-es-Salaams Tanzania,

read by Dr. SB Cooppan, EGA Secretariat,
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However, there are some guMeposts to our thinking achieved over the past
quarter of a century,1 and.Mr. Malcolm Adiseshiah, the retired Deputy Director-
General of UNESCO has- rendered a valuable service by identifying and ^
succinctly-stating the elements of what he regards is an "implicit doctrine
in the various and separate decisions taken by the United Nations bodies. 1/

Seven elements may be identified in the evolving United Nations concept
of development, but the fundamental propositon on which these elements hang
is that development means progress, the movement to a more optimal condition
or state of human welfare. I shall simply state these elements first as
enunciated by Adiseshiah, and then return to an elaboration of each. Develop

ment means"growth^ changes growth plus change! it is global m scope? it is
peaces" resource-demandings and, for man in society, it is redemptive and a

call to redemption..

(i) Development means first growth : growth which is primarily.
quantitative, essentially "economic, and basically measureable.
The economic growth element makes development both the cause

and consequence, "the source and symbol of other social
signposts". A country whose standard of living is not rising,

whose annual per capita, income ..is ..riot.-, increasing, is not
developing! it is not meeting the first test of development.

Adiseshiah points out clearly, even as Dudley Seers did

somewhat forcefully recently 2/, that the £er capita income
yardstick has only a tenuous if important relationship to the

; '■"■ full scope and real meaning of economic development * .3/
Conceived in real terms economic development means an improve-

■■■■■ . ment in the levels of living, which the United Nations has. ^
defined as comprising nine components; health, food consumption

and nutrition, education, employment and conditions of wor^, ;

housing, social security, clothing, recreation and human freedom.
■ • A growth in national income provides only the potential for

. :: economic development as defined here, andmay be actualized

■ only by income distribution to enable families to; purchase

= ■■ these essential components (except the last whicfr is not sold
in the market place) o Xt is suggested that in the developing

. countries the measure of poverty and prosperity is in these

real terms. 4/ ,.

1/ Adiseshiah, M,S^ Let mv country awake. Sub-titles The human, role in
developments thoughtc on the next ten years. UNESCO,;Paris, 1970»

2/ S^c,rs, Dudley, The Meaning off Development, A paper presented at the
-■ Eleventh World Conference of the Society for Interhatibnal Development,

New Delhi, 14^-17 November 1969^ Reprint Series, September 1970,
Agricultural Development Council, Inc., New York*

3/ Adiseshiah, M0S- t Op.Cit, page 39» ^ . - -

4/ Seers, Dudley. Qfy*&t» : .. . . , ■ -: ..
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(11) Development means change s change from a pastoral, nomadic
■■■■<, to an agricultural economy, from-a subsistence to a ca.si\
•■■<■ economy, from a single crop ;to a diversified agro-industrial

system* ;T:his means applications of science and technology §
searching and seeking, and being open,to innovation and

experimentation^: developing intellectual flexibility,-and
creativity? revising, discarding and/or adapting traditional

■ ■ customs and accepted hypotheses,. It means that all the

.,, ;. , , causes and consequences .of change must be placed firmly

within .the framework of universal values and their particular ,
national and.local expression,. The element of change, however,
is in its totality non-measureable, non-quantitative, and ,-
stems from the qualitative, moral and spiritual strivings

> , ' and characteristics-of-man| it reflects.his effort, to. achieve ,.
a society in which he can live creatively and peacefully,.

In other words, change involves a deep structural change
xn the economy| a psychological change in attitudes and

motivations? and., socio-cultural changes in value systems
and institutions..

(iii) ^Development is 'growth, plus change s not growth first? and
.. , Change second, in some kind of chronological order.. For

growth also takes place through mutation and change, just
■■: ■ as change is a - consequence of growth, ' . ; ■■

'Thus, "the process in identified as one of interaction,
of forward and backward linkages,, and spread effects,- It is
clearly established that development is for man, and that in
the process man himself is developed. Development is synonymous

: with dynamic living. :.

(iv) Development is global.:. There is no development if one part
of ,the world is developed and the other, remains-underdeveloped,

■ f tT^Y that lG °alled for is equalization -of-high standards,
: not the sharing of poverty. Development places obligations on

;,. , the individual citizen and\ the State, in the underdeveloped
;...- -as well as the developed world, to make hard, difficult and
,,, ., -; unpleasant decisions and sacrifices to promote development.

This element re-affirms the principle of human inter
dependence and the imperatives of co-operation. The truth
of the matter is that mankind is one and there is an identity'";'"
of interests in maintaining -andt^dvaasing iuman.civilization ■ ■
This rings a warning bell to those who see'■'their salvation
m the isolation of national development. Multinational 66-
operation is a- surer way.of achieving national development.
The re-titling of the Tears6n^ep6rt aE""T>irtnerG in;.Development"

,: is n%...journalistic.-.catchphrase? it is the expression of a
fact of the.development process^ 5/

5/ Partners in Development 3 Report of the Commission on .,_
Development (Chairman s Lester BvPearson). Pr'aeger, New York,
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(v) ; Development is; peace s to work for development is to work
for peace. The threat to peace is not just poverty; It

r is inequity, injustice and the denial of basic human rights

:'.-. to one part of mankind, and its awareness of it, that ' ■

■■■■■.: endangers peace*, Peace, security, development, human rights

. and international understanding are all one .and indivisible.

Peace is as much an end for its own sake as it is an

indispensable condition for the implementation of development

tasks. What is stressed in the above statements, however, is

that peace is not an abstraction of the mind but something

which has a social content0 Building for peace gives develop

ment its political content.

(vl) Development is resource demanding» There can be no development

: outputs without resource inputs.. Today, it is decision which

; v. . creates resources and not resources which enable decision-

:. making- Decisions must be made to use existing resources,

and not waste them* ;

Warfare and arming for warfare ic a wasteful use of .

resources. The more affluent nations grudge the deployment

of the modest one per cent of their national income for the

. promotion of development in the poorer countries,' and the

poorer countries are hard put to find extra resources« Both

.. are responsible for this state of affairs by taking decisions

to devote approximately $150,000 million annually to expend^-'

; . iture on arms in the worldfl The decision to re-deploy "\

..resources to development is a test of the effective commitment

to development0 . ! ; .

(vii) For man in society, development is both_redemptive and a call

£or r'edemptIon«. It is redemptive because through it man can

choose desirable change and avoid the'undesirableo It is a

: call to redemption for, paradoxically, development itself is

. .;.■:': in need.of redemption of the disorder, inharmonyj suffering :; ■

■/■■■■ and disruption it has brought with it. .'."''

This,is a reminder that development could be a mixed blessing if it

is not properly planned and implemented with due regard for the optimal welfare

of humanity* "Development is, in the end", as Adiseshiah puts it, "a form

of humanism, for its finality is the service of man* It is moral and

spiritual as well as material and practical"O6/ Cities, factories, shops,

skyscrapers, automobiles and highways are the outward concrete symbols of

development, but there is much disillusionment about this kind of progress*

When the negative outcomes of economic development are considered, such as

environmental: pollution, rising rates of crime,, the" fatalities on the; highways,

the congested and depressing slums, the urban sprawl and the daily struggle

44'
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to get to work.and beck, and so on, there must be a heavy discount in the
final social accounting. From this point of view" one'may'ask whether the
African,, who still has the opportunity and leisure to enjoy the beauties of
unspoilt natures who can still breathe pure air and feel the sunshine on
his back? and, who does not live .in-.,"daily fear of a nuclear device suddenly
bursting upon his city, is afterall that poor and deprived of the good

things of life? Development calls for a renewal and balancing of our values.
African nations would do well to use the time lag that faces them in
acquiring these material signposts of development to reflect how they may
avoid the same pitfalls and disasters, into which the richer countries have
slipped. . . . >.-...•

From the foregoing statement it would be -gathered that the development
of nations is a very complex matter, sometimes comprising a very wide range
of practical.activitiess and at other times providing supporting structures
and a favourable, mental and social climate'for the operations. For various
historical,reasons, the bench mark position from which any one country starts
is different and no two countries have exactly the same development profile.
On most conventional countss however, African countries have a, low starting
position, even compared with the developing regions of Latin America and
Asia, 21 Development calls for a strategy of selective, co-ordinated action,
and this was. the approach recommended to the member States at the Tenth
Session of. the Economic Commission for Africa held in Tunis in February this
year, 8/ The point, of interest and concern to this Conference is the extent
to which the push to the development process is dependent upon the human
agent* . Man:is not:only the beneficiary of properly planned development but
he is at the same time the instrumental.factor, the most important" factor,
in the process.. The aforementioned Tunic'.session of the Economic Commission
for Africa rather explicitly acknowledged this fact by including human
resources development as one of the selective areas of activity for con
centration as part of the strategy of development. What is understood by
this term is that human energies,; .human ingenuity and creativity, human skills
and human motivations are ^He springs of.development action.. . Apart from the
physical quantum of food, clothing ;and shelter that is' necessary:'to keep a
person in good health and optimal level of productive, energy, the rest is a
product of careful nurture, through the process-Of education and training.
It is true that the maintenance of-health and hygiene, personal and environ
mental, is also an outcome of education and training. Indeed, the major

component pf a-human resources development programme is the programme of
education.and trainingo , ....

That the educative and training process enables human potentials to be ;
nurtured and brought to their full development, refinement and maturity has^ ■

2/ 'A Survey of Economic Conditions in/Africa, .1961 s Part -II,. A Typology
of AFrican Economies* UHECA, Addis Ababa* 1971:. Chapter II especially/

8/ Africa's Strategy for Development in the 1970s♦ ECA document
K/CN-l4/493/Rev.3-
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never been, in doubt« Learning and teaching are as old as man, and will co»*

tinue for as long as man survives*■ Not only have they been the means of

his survival and ascendancy over all other creatures but the fundamental

curiosity of man and the drive to creativity makes the learning process an

inseparable part of the. satisfactions of human life,- In so far as education

and'-training is directed to the ends of personal culture and satisfaction,

it is regarded as an item of consumption.expenditure and, therefore, the

charge'upon society.to.be kept to minimal levels, within the limits of

political acceptability!, . Education services thus continued to be provided

and expanded under the pressures of social demand, that is, because it was

the way to the attainment of social status through cultures There was a

shift .in the basis of the demand for education when the industrial revolution

burst upon the world and brought about a radical economic and social trans

formation of the Kestern worlds The lesson was quickly learnt that production,

trade, national incomes and levels of living could be sustained and increased

on the basis of expanding knowledge7 new skills, inventiveness and adapt

ability,, widely spread in the populations The new opportunities for exer

cising greater competence and earning higher incomes stimulated the economic

demand for education and training» The political enfranchisement, of the

masses capped all this with the political demand for education as a fund

amental human1 right to be literate and to be. informed of what, is going on<.

The period following the termination of the last World War (l.939™1945)

brought oh another great transformation on the world scene with the emergence

of a large number of erstwhile dependent territories in Africa, Asia and

the Caribbean, area to -national sovereignty status? By and. large ..these were

low income, stagnant economies., steeped in the inertia of age-old traditions

and customs* But the peoples of these countries had become aware of their

wants, and,comparisons with the standards of living in Europe and North

America.: increased their expectations of their Governments to lead them

rapidly awa'y from what they now began to see as poverty, unemployment and

social injustices* Thus, was born the revolution of rising- expectations and

the development fever„ It is not difficult to see how rightly these hew

nations perceived that education and training -was one of the key levers

to economic development* The African States3 for their part, assembled in

Addis Ababa in 1961 to declare their faith in education in these worldss

"0<-8 that economic and social progress is indissolubly linked with the

development of, education"; and, then went on to.adopt the Outline of a Flan

for African Educational Development,9/ Several, such conferences were held

since then, pursuing- the same faith and conviction, defining needs and.

requirements(a little more exactly each time* This Conference is continuing
the same search but in a different sector, a rather neglected sector of

educational activity. ; ; ...

9/ Report of the Conference African States.on the Development of Education
in Africa, Addis Ababa, 15-25 May 1961, UNESCO, Paris*, 1961.



Upon what foundations ie this solid faith in the role of education in
economic development based? I shall state the conclusions for education in
crener?] and then touch upon the specific case of adult education, for this .
Conference is. "undoubtedly trying to catch the ears of Government leaders .

for a better deal for"African adult education,

■ Firstly, education,-through its vocational, training aspects, provides"1
specific-ski-llo to the labour force, which are needed for .the .proper per-

forman^cTTmuaber of jobs. Investment in education, training and research
(which is undertaken by educated and trained personnel)9 in schools and
universities, through adult education, literacy and" vocational programmes, ■

enables men and 'women-to acquire knowledge and techniques by which they, can .

produce more and earn more.10/ The economic returns from education and
training is thus established"by relating it closely'to production and
incomes,, though the calculation of the returns is fraught with methodological
difficulties.. The application of science and technology to development,

mentioned'under the second element of change, is possible only through

preparation of men znd women, in the specific skills of the sciences and the
technologies. Change also Beano a change in the "levels and patterns. of . ■ ..
skills acquired through the educational, and.traixmig process? ".

Second, it was noted earlier the extent to which the change element

in the development process was -a"matter of social psychological changes .

in values and attitudes. Education ie the means by which the socio-cultural
infrastructure ie changed over a period of time, and the. impediments to ,
development from this source reduced and eliminated«. - Most important for ^
development is that- education increases social .and occupational mobility by

providing access' to education and training and thereby the acquisition of
new skills and possibilities of higlier incomes to classes in. society which.

were previously disadvantaged» : . .

Having stated these two broad ways ±n which education and training

(conceived in its broadest.connotation and including the formal and informal
approach) is deemed to- contribute to economic development, it should be. .

observed .that a. strict dichotomy between the vocational c-ad the cultural .
aspects is not as valid as once thought to be for economic development, _ .

Consider, for examples a developing country where dedication, integrity,..
industrjLouflnessj, readiness to make, personal sacrifices, mutual helpfulness .

and concern for the welfare of all the people. ?Jid empathy are. the. moral*-. ^
spiritual'qualities so essential to development but where"self-seeking,

hankering for.easy ways to affluence, and corruption are rife- Is it still
poscible'to deny the economic, and social value of these non-measurable_.
qualities? Yet again',, 'fluency'of expression .and clarity in communication,

which are sought to be developed through language teaching, are so often
deemed to have only a personal, cultural value. Consider the growing ... . .
number'of occupations and economic circumstances in which communications

skills, both oral and written, are of direct economic and social value.

The compartmentalization of general from vocational education is equally

not valid, nor useful when the learning and management of complex technical .
operations are dependent upon prior preparation through generalized.

10/ Adiseshiah, M.S. op^cit^ p.65* There is f- growinc and extensive literature
on the economic value of education. See for example, "Readings an the

^Economics Education'^ UNESCO, Paris, 1958? and, Economics of Education -
Selected Readings, Two volumes, M.Blaug (editor), Penguin Modern Economics

Series^ London, 1968 and 1969°
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theoretical education.. 'The readiness to adapt, .experiment and<innovate, at

all levels of production9 is a mind alerted and informed through general

education. The sum and substance of this argument is that in the modern

ization process there are nd such simple dichotomies and choices in education.

It is not a question of theoretical or applied studies, of fundamental or

applied research, but one of choice of proportions in-the national education

mix. We lack the knowledge to prescribe exactly what that should be.

;Adiseshiah poses the problem for education thuss

"We are entering a world where no one knpws what the morrow will .
-: . bring. ,: And so we. must equip every.man every day,' in every way

, and in fact in every moment of his life to be the master of his

fate, for he too is changing and must change, not simply the- '■''■
society around him".11/

The dilemma of. the educational planner, the politician and the consumers

of education; and .training may now be resolved.by.^lie^eneral acceptance of

a new conceptual.rframework for education, riaraely, "lifelong education" (also
sometimes described as ^permanent" or •'.continued" education). The Concept

has,,been defined anci/etopr^ted in different but mutually re-inforcing ways.
The international Con^erenc;e on Kdugational Planning made this declaration:

"Educational planning *ei*r '?5ni^&@v-an effective instrument' of
..comprehensive development, if-it1:;contributes, through the choices
which it makes possible, to a renewal of the education process*

The latter should be conceived as a permanent - lifelong - process,

: . and the confusion arising out of traditionalidentifications between

/"™'T.education and school education, between school..^jad presence of the

■■teacher, between teacher and salaried official should be resolveci.

IThu^j for instance, participation in non-school education tends to

^ . : increasQj bqi.h-in developing countries where certain types of
coiianuhit^ .action can profitably replace formal Education and1 in

developed; countries where the potentialities of individualized education
particularIy ip.rogrammed learning - are being offered to increasing ■

numbers* Further.; :;education shall be comp^ehensiye^ reflecting ;^he
.;■ many aspects of development which it is called upon to serve1!<,12/':;'

The fifteenth session of General Conference of UNESCO which met in '* '
1968 subsequently also adopted,this declaration thereby making it a directive
for the future, in the following words! . :

11/ Adiseshiah, M.S., op.cit» page 170.

12/ Final Report of International Conference on Educational Planning, Paris,
!-^rM -Au§Mst 1968;.;; UNESCO, page 17- See also; page 19 under'the sub-' \^
1 heeiding "New Approaches to Education1^; :-. ;:' . - ■ ': :r--i,rHi;?rr,\-.



"In industrialized and;developing repions alike, theibasic concepts- '

:.«bpuld:be that of .lifelong education embracing all levels'of the ■
_ educatipnal systems, all forms'of out-of-schoor education, and;

even all policies for cultural development ....■; Lifelong education,
■-,, the planning of,which should be integrated into overall economic '. \ '"/

;■; and social planning and--.rfhich should be inspired by a spirit of.; " ' '■'}
participation should contribute to1 the'.implementation ^eif the "'\ ; "■
Declaration of the Principles of-International Cultural Go-oper&ion"^

ReneDumont, writing ton the.essential requirements for agricultural
development and on the needs of peasants and craftsmen, also lends support

to this approach in the following, unambiguous statement and call^f'or inno-*..< \
vations in educatipns .V . ■ - > . '

"Education is not necessarily very economically profitable, in iteself,
.in the short runj and although this is too often forgotten, some

systems are more profitable than others % it is the'se that wefcust '

, set about establishing, which will call for serious studies free

: from any form of academic prejuidice." The roundabout path of European
, humanistic,teaching, when slavishly fallowed'in poorer countries^

,.... :: leads mainly to restricting the numbers taught so much that the net
economic results are not sufficient to justify the cost, particularly

as most of the knowledge acquired through this type of education is
not of immediate use and,,.in :many cases,1 even its indirect useful
ness may be.questioneda In my view, it: is now necessary in ihese

young countriesjparticularXx if they hope (legitimately) to catch
.. up with Europe; by quici^ridevelopment to train each individual exactly

■ 3^ accordance with the needs of his future, profession without anything

"fancy", at the.:start.\ As:education'is now continued throughout .life
(an idea, .which ;must; always be borne in'mind)/it can later on be,
usefully supplemented, Improved^ diversified and; indeed have "trimmings"
added with the helplofithe radio, books^ newspapers and magazines,

;: r i , ..-evenings coursess t'^14/ : ' "; '

i^^^j^^p- of "education for the future, re
affirms...a truth, long' r!^cogniied by educators but which they have to date not
succeeded in writing into as a comprehensive national educational policy. From
the following statemenfc.rof :his:one may discern the very wide scope :cif lifelong
education, the variety of. situations and-th^ forms in-which learning takes -.
place, and the range of social agencies involved in providing its ■'"*'■ r ' ''-''''

.13/ Adiseshiah, M.S* opacit, page 171.

14/ Readings, in the Economics of Education* UNESO0J->-Pari^,:r--i968. Chapter
on Agricultural Education and Development by Reae; Diam6ht:, page 66?O
The whole chapter is worth reading for its penetrative insight and
constructive approach to education for rural development,
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"There is no sector of life — whether it be the family, the school,

the university, the businesss the office, the club, the farm,

the factory, the temple, mosque or church, the hospital, the cinema,

or the recreation hall - where the effort to learn and train arid

develop the part of the individual involved in that sector is not

possible. For all around us everywhere are lessons to be learned,

knowledge to be garnered, information to be culled and opportunities

to .be seized for the personality to be developed in some subtle

or obvious way". 15/

The Economic Commission for Africa* interested in promoting development-

oriented education, convened an expert group meeting to consider the design

of education for the rural areas and for industrialization* In the same

conviction and spirit, the experts recommended the adoption of the following

broad principles as a guideline for structural modification of the system

of educational facilities, programmes and courses, which though expressed

for rural development is equally applicable to the urban areas, and9 therefore,

to the national systems ,

"(i) The scope of the educational services should be comprehensive

in that it should provide-for all ages and functional groups

in the population, and, therefore, formal education should

■.:!. be available from the primary to the tertiary levels5 and non-

formal out-r-of—school educational opportunities must also ;

be made available^ ■

(ii) The programmes and courses offered should be diversified to
: accord with the aptitudes and growing interests and

: proficiencies of individuals5 and should be oriented to the

!-.'. environment.-in which education is given; '

(iii) The entrance or admission arrangements should be flexible
i and allow for multiple entry points at different stages

in the individual's career, and permit transfer from one

type or field of theoretical or applied study of training : ■

to another, so that opportunity is provided for the

realization of the objective of lifelong education which

is a sure way of ensuring that education serves the purpose

; of economic and social development."16/

Before concluding this address, which up to now attempted to outline '"..

a conceptual framework for the discussions of the theme of the Conference,;

one should consider briefly how all this is applicable to the African

situation. From the list of major topics and the eminent speakers assigned

15/ Ibid, page 170,

16/ Report of the Expert Group Meeting on Education and Training, for

Development in Africa, Addis Ababay 7-11 December 1970, (^/CN»14/515),
paragraph 23» :



to them, it is clear that Conference is being called .upon to. tal^e a compre

hensive view of national development. It is intended to review. :the relation
ship between; adult, .education and political development, rural development,
industrialisation and social changes ahd? the means for ^achieving them.
I have suggested that the conceptual framework of lifelong education offers
the most useful approach to educational planning;, and for. relating education
to comprehensive national development., This has'considerable Support from
the aforementioned International Conference on Educational Planning „

In so far as Africa is concerned there appear 1:6 be some cogent and
pressing reasons for adopting this approach„ . Africa .is a.later smarter
in developments ; It is only recently 'that Africans have begun to regain
control of events and the. natural resources on their continent. Before ' ' -.'
195P only three, countries were independent and today there are 41 independent
Black African States, ajid most of these attained to sovereign status only '
after 1955S barely fifteen years ago. The responsibilities of managing V"
modern state have been assumed by men and women who un^er the previous
colonial regimes were denied the opportunity of gaining such experience..
They have done remarkably well in the circumstances but there is a case
for upgrading the knowledge and the skills, of the existing cadre of

legislators and-administrators to_ cope with, the peculiar problems of develop
ing^ countries. Since they are adults of many years' standing and already in
their jobs, this may be achieved.mainly by the processes of adult education
provided chiefly through non-formal programmes, as a lifelong business of
living and learning,,

Nationhood is also a. new experience, for narrower tribal loyalti&s
were deliberately.-festered by colonial'regimes. Problems of national unity
and cohesion are likely to loom large for. some, years to come* . Furthermore,
the strategy of economic development demands popular participation in
decision-making, in implementing development projects and in sharing the

fruits of developmento12/ The achievement of the required degree of■cohesion
amongst the, various functional and .ethnic groups entails a sustained programme
of adult re^educatiott, ca-rried out over the lifetime of ,the adult, and
over successive generations? ' ;

The strategy of economic development in.Africa dictates multinational
economic co-operation, and ideally economic integration/because of the low
purchasing power of the African, masses,- the' small sisse of national markets,
the difficulties of securing1--*--share: of the export markets In the developed
countries, and the scarcity of trained manpower and investment resources.
In spite of these pressing reaspns there are political obstacles to .economic
co-operation- One. suspects that apart from the .problems, of securing fair
and mutually profitable trading/arrangements, the postponement.of decisions'T
are often due to doubts of public support of the measures., this is an" area"""'
where only adult education programmes are likely to be effective,,

See for example, Max MilHkans A Strategy of Development. Executive
Briefing,;fkper;NoV;l, United, Nations Centre for Economic and .Social
Information, New York, 1970, pages S-% ' ' :
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The economic backwardness of the African continent is fairly well docu

mented 18/ and the outstanding features are -well known.to you- The speakers.

on this topic will no doubt provide more details* For 'the modernisation of
the national economies? especially of the large subsistence sector in which
three-quarters of the population, lives, the major constraint's are quanti
tative and qualitative deficiencies in manpower .19/ At the same time there

is generally underutilization of human resources, resulting in waste,

frustration and further slowing-doxm of economic development„

The strategy document presented hy the EGA Technical Committee of Experts

to the Tunis session o£; the Economic Commission for Africa.points out the

failure of the educational system in dealing with the manpower requirements '

of developmentB To quote*

"In spite of noteworthy expansion in educational facilities and,

school enrolment* since the 1950s, the region is far from'.reaching

those minimum levels of manpower requirements and capability in the
management of its economies- Paradoxically, this educational effort-

has brought, with it, new problems of the educated unemployed, whilst

•'■-' there is a grave shortage of essential skills in many fields.. The

inadequate supply of competent trained manpower is felt in the

managerial, professional, scientific, technical and artisan categories."

"Curricula structure and educational orientation are not geared to

economic transformation, and the'output of the school system does not,

in respect of skills and attitudes, match the available jobs. DfeVelop-
inent implies the acquisition of skills by.the people"«.20/

The Committee then goes on to recommend.the following strategy for the
development and utilization of human resources in.the 1970ss ;.

o a e • o It must j in particular,: be closely related to national ■■;

policies oh population, employment and income1 distribution.. :

Measures'must be, takezi'during the 1970s tos > : "■'

(i) .Realign the j educational and. training system with the needs

and demands of a progressively developing economy and

society? 'bearing particularly iii mind the necessity to give

education an employment orientation? -

(ii) Expand training programmes;in.science and.mathematics—based ■■ =

.professions ;and skills? : ■ .:■•.■ ' .'■■-" ' ''■ ' ■ ■ ' "■ "■'■■' ■ ■

(iii) Establish efficient.machinery for st systematic, planned-and. :

cprprdilated approach.to the quesiJions of manpower development

and'utilization? \ ■ .;-. r . . , ■ .. :. • .-; _":' ; ■ ' "; ' ■. ,-

See the EGA. annual. series: A;Survey, o% Economic Conditions iii ;Africa,

19/ Africa's Strategy for Development in the 1970s. (E/GN.l4/493/Rev.3)t

20/ Ibid, paras 55 and 56.
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(iv) Eliminate waste in the utilisation of currently available .
...educational and training resources! * ■ ■ ■

(v) develop national and multinational institutional facilities
for research into human constraints in the development . .
process, for the training of personnel in the. assessment of
manpower requirements, and for the formulation of appropriate
policies and programmes,"21/ '

tHe broaa

(i) Some youths and adult men and women have had a"complete
cycle of formal education? others a partial formal education
^y^-nrs.-cycle (primary dropoutS)j and., the majority none

(ii) >$of-the\*W^

ana social development,^specially in the rural areas.

This is the quality of manpower on which national development must be
1 ;.,Tnd^r"prepared or ill-Prepared,'*heir energies must be mobil-

Jia utilized now for development cannot_be halted until the outputs

icational and training, system a .decade or more from
.. ; - "ogramme of educational re-conversion and re-

tte ,nVt " indicated to .make people employable or more capable of doins
the jobs they are doing; noW or tp do new kinds of jobs- Since it is not
xeasible nor desirable to send them back to full-time schooling the
change must be^effected through out^of-schooi, part-time education, which
n^inn ix °^aduJt education- ^ other words, the planning of the
of h"m^TC^ °2- SIStem mUBt be undertalcen in the conceptual framework

inlZlvLT raiSe 1Mme^ate^ ^^ ^ lndu^i^ proluction to non-Sploma
and diploma courses conducted by nursing schools, co-operative colleges
public administration; and-management institutes,'technical colleges/a^d
universities, including; the "bpen universities of the air". .

If one took the view, which prevails amongst large sections of the

S Var±OU" TtS 6f ^ W°rld tha" aU th" ^^ d tVar±OU" TtS 6f ^ W°rld' tha" aU th ^^ -d trainingrequires for his lifetime is obtained in the few years of §
^11 i9 then the last.two categories of persons mentioned,above (dropouts
S ^er1eS) h^-° h°Pe^ econoi ththe «.-!■ ,,f^:.,n ,^5 ebondmigor any other, redemption. Even^t1 ^r P. e.r ^ny other redemption. Even

rst category will find it necessary, as the nation advances, to up
date their knowledge and upgrade the skills to move on to positions of
greater responsibility, interest and remuneration. Those who had completed

21/ Ibid, para 57.
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only .the primary cycle. (generally six years) may find it even more necessary

than /the graduates of secondary and post—secondary institutions- The

situation,, therefore, calls for opportunities for all three categories of

persons, to. continue their.-education and training, in their own time,* at their

own pace, in the fields of their interest, at the plrceand by the methods of

learning of their own choice, at their own expense.

This approach, which in fact spreads education and training over a

longer time span is in the long run likely to provide a greater volume of

educational services, to a greater number of persons, at greater overall

expenditure but the unit costs promise to be lower especially with the

employment of new educational technology like the radio and television. In

the short runs it has the advantage of relieving the pressure on resources■'■'-

for expanding expensive full—time education and training facilities' for ever

increasing numbers, which is a waste of resources if the type of education

offered;suffers from'the deficiencies already noted* Above ally out-of. '

school education and training programmes clear the way to concentrate more

resources on up-grading the knowledge and skills of the presently actively

employed producers of wealth: on the farms, in the factories, shopSj\ X

offices, medical centres, and so on, Thuss work and learning can proceed '

simultaneously, not in successive stages. African countries have reached

near—budgetary ceilings to the expenditure on education and have-to'use

their meagre resources more effectively*. New strategies of education and

trainings like that embodied in the concept; of lifelong education, are

indicated. Obviously hard choices have to b? made. The choice is not between

full—time formal or part-time non—formal education and training, but once

again of proportions, tor the individual as well as-the nation. It is a

question of how much to invest on the education and training of future

supplies of labour (available from eight to eighteen years from now) and
on the re-education arid further training of active workers and peasants.

That would depend upon the educational profile of each country, its level

of economic development, and the availability of total resources.

One is reminded of the comprehensive study of adult education made;

by the 1961 Addis Ababa conference on education and the strong recommend

ations, . forwarded to African member Stateggg/ More recently vigorous support

for non-formal education ("that motley assortment of out-of—school training
and educational activities") comes from the eminent economist—educationist,
Philip Coombs, in his discussion of a new strategy of educational development.
To quotes

"Most observers agree that non-forraal education has a vital role to

play 3 whether in continuing the education of already educatedperspfls?.

especially in developed countries, or in bringing literacy and Useful

. „ skills to masses of people-in the developing nations who were deprived

of formal schooling. Most would also agree, however, that npn^-fojrmal

education hr.c thus far been curiously cihort-changed and under-developed•

22/ Final Report, bp.cit Chapter VII. UNESCO,-.J^jcijs, 1961
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In most countries, ministries of;education and educational planning'
have been blind to non-formal education. Formal education has its;

own ministry (by whatever name) to -watch over it and fight its'" ' '
battles, but non-formal education has been everybody's business and '■
therefore nobody'sv- There is. a clear need to develop a better

division of labour and better integration between the two, arid to
stop short-changing non-formal education"J

■■■-■I should like to conclude with a brief look1 at the challenges and the;
main1, task for education in general in: the Second Development Decade,;'■ We' can

agree with Coombs that the moot important educational targets for the 1970s;
cannot be defined in simple numerical terms? that the Second Development ;
Decade cannot be "a mere numbers game" if education throughout tne World, 'V
no less in Africaj is to overcome the crisis it faces. The toughest

educational challenges of the 1970s are primarily qualitative in nature '

and this haa 'been affirmed by African member States at the 1958 UNESCO/OAU-
sponsored Conference on Education and Scientific and Technical Training '

in. Relation to Development in Africa held in Nairobi^/ In the last

analysis this calls for radical innovation on a massive scale- To c£uote :
the words, of Coombs againg ■'"■■, ! ..-■■-: . -

"But innovation is: hot something new. The world has so far survived ;;i

and benefited from a succession of revolutionary innovations in ;
agriculture, industry, medicine^ transportation and communications,

■ -.-■: ■ A- corresponding educational revolution is long overdue', and for :.

.-'j. lack1 of it the whole world is paying a heavy price*..- To help get

this; needed educational revolution rapidly underway should be the:
over-arching aim of the international strategy and. targets of r

• educational development in the coking decade". 25/; .!*.■>..

■I believe, that this educational revolution will come first in the area'
of out-of-school; adult education. It is in bringing-tnis about that there

is meaning and significance to the work of your Association, I wish you
every success6 Thank- you» -: " " /; ; ' ■ " '■'" ' :": :' ■ "' "'■■

22/ 'I Coombs, Philip. Hs. The Meed forp;a ,New. ^Strategy" of, gducairional Development.
Chapter ,6,;...pages; H.J-144 in International Target^ .for Development.,

, Kxchard'Symorid1; (Ediiorjo" Harper Colophpn Books, New York?.;197QO

24/ Vide the Final Report, Resolution II? 6(a), page l83 UNESCO, Paris,19680

/ p Philip,; Ho ofl cit,. .page"153'o .; ■ ■ • - ■■"'■'■ J^,..^ % ' ::-:'': ■•" '■ ■ --'■ ' .^,



VI. MEMORANpp-OK . ......

- "; PRACTICAL TRAINING IN.THE EDUCATIONOF SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL; PERSONNEL IN AFRICA = ; "

Both-developed and developing countries today: realize the importance'"
of technical education and training in fostering economic and social develop-
ment and are increasing their facilities for the production of national
technical personnel. This realization has prompted many developed countries
to establish new colleges of technology and research institutes, and some
of them haye .enacted industrial training acts. Some developing countries
have launched special crash programmes designed to produce large numbers of
technicians needed for the implementation of industrial programmes as
has been the case in Brazil since 1942, These special programmes' have .
usually consisted of two to three years training, combining class-room
Xectures^ith^supervised practical in-plant training. Students who have had
the benefit, of such balanced education inculcating genuine interest in,
and appreciation of the practical application of knowledge usually do not
Seel reluctant to engage in non-clerical jobs.

In some develbped countries undergraduate education is oriented to
general education and the acquisition of knowledge and skill that are
designed for practical application such.as the education provided by the
Land-Grant Colleges of the United States of America. : In such communities . '
the environmental setting accords appropriate status and occupational values
to engagement in work requiring the application of technical and manual
skills,: In a developing country it is men who have had an education that
is oriented towards development needs and.:who have been" drained to apply ; ".
their knowledge to bring about structural changethat are best placed to
pioneer innovation and development in their countries. Unfortunately,
education m developing ;cbuntries is ufially oriented to interest "in status-
tZnlng^l^ ,^CCUP^°nSl ^ highly educated technical and professional
men^tendto dislike soiling their hands hy working in the field or the
iactory floor■

Jn Africa the training of technical and scientific personnel is '
undertaken primarily at three levels of the educational system, namely, ," , ;

(i) Middle Technical Schools, Trade Centres and "Ecoles pro-
_: fessionnelles" with three to four years' courses for the ■ ■JV; '

training o£ skilled workers|

(ii) Secondary Technical Schools or technical lycees running
5-6 years' courses for the training.of technicians? ;

(iii) Higher Technical Schools, Colleges of Technology and
Universities, offering courses, of three, or moreVears - ■
for the training of professional personnel, technologists
or scientists.

;irg Intonation."Notice,' 1968-" (Document
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Intermsof educational ?rientatiqn;,the p^tern,-of gaining in Africa
TiZl T ^^^^sim^^ emphasize
literary education and'academic attainments and'lnterest in the productive
application of skill and knowledge is relegated, to the; h&el^ount f-JFor
scjentistar-and-tfecfitttciaiis, practical train&g ^ cpm^nly confined:-to-:i !■>

.uorl^op teStsy and pVe^lpyment .technical.experience. itow

? and lecturers in institutions.of£ering; technical- "and pro->*
training^ have themselves not had practical ..experience in.industry
s in.fields pertaining-.to their, specializationr"Tfie>.fcher^forev '-.

^ra^inf^thS nfeCf-^f°! their^tude^s ^supplement their-^ttereti^l-
training-with practical technical experience. rOne university orpfessor -'
observed Hith great conviction, "The faculty of ..science provides to its^ ■ ■
Z tt^f^^ f^eical Education aiding solely at fundamental, reoearohi.
an^ ther:tramiag of teaching personnel: Students interested in-industrial ;v;

refrare exceptionaly '" '

In face of the prevailing challenge of African development, the
^gf l^f1* that ^cation at the hi

To ^oducfinf?r^ 1 ^ 2f^^ ^tems^and^tmuM^
to produce intellectuals able'to. hold their academic merits anywhere ttinv.rvoJ,
tne world.. Bather, the new orientation is for educational^ progiateater- tfe^--^
^ll^roauce.development pioneers such as technicians,, engineers,, «iSatirf*-.-
and^agronomists,able to a^ly their acquired.'skiais to -thj; actuaioperation >
of development^prbcesses,' The challenge of inaustrializatiot! and'agricultural
modernization has no .need for'the professional engineers or ^cientifta who
glorify academic distinctions and whose vocational values are deeply,-. ■ ■
ingrained in.high-status 'administrative posts.. Regrettably:th^new<■" ' -'■-:=
educational orientation in favoW of .development,, needs has -not yet gained •
wide-currency among educationists and teachers,^^in[.^fcicV. Oneex^e ■■.:-.
commonly, heard, is that th^re are no local facilities: ^d funds for: broadening '
the educational programme' to include supplementary practical training, r o;l -.

Africa's requirements of scientists and technical men call f«r peoplle
able ^ to use both "brain^ and; "hands", to> ^%y laboratory repulfs.and . . I--.:
acquired knowledge^ solving the practical problems of industry and agri
culture, and xor teachers able to give reality, $p their, subjects bv; driwin?
on their own practical industrial or' business; experience for, the applicability
ol theory and principles. '--'"■■■. ' " \v . '.-...-

A .?* hff^een ^cognized that, talcing into,accoun^ the .type of student)
and his skill pr.teohnlcal occupation, it is> ^ea/t advantage that he should
gain experience in industry-concurrently with" attendance at ■"college," Most
technical college students have neither the academe in^erestr nor ability: ■ ^
which would lead .them; to deal' effectively with' attract concepts unrelated "
to practical application^ Experience; oh the 4obV thus.iOiuminates -and makes

f* c!^ °n "Ihi:.erest in Supolementarv Practical Training -ir,
lor Students of Science and Technology in-rAfrican. Gotmtri^",
Annex paee;;l'tf'''>; • ■.■ ■ >t- •' ""■'■'.•■•'-!- ■ ■-^■l ■ ■■ ' ;V' r ; ' \ ';Annex page;.;l'v.'
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more efficient the learning and understanding provided through technical

collegeo2/ The continuance of theoretical education divorced from practical
experience,breeds only misfits,L Those who. have had the opportunity of this

type of education consider themselves only as the elite and are rather

reluctant to enter occupations involving manual work* Furthermore, there

is a tendency for many technical school graduates to seek employment in

the better-paying high-status clerical-occupations* Such an attitude of

mind and flight from vocational training:derive from the fact that the

environmental setting in which they live has failed to accord adequate V'

recognition and pay to technical vocations* Due recognition has to be.given

to induce technicians to remain in their vocations.

Technical personnel may be trained either through the actual working
process, from apprentice to engineer on the factory floor'or through formal

schooling at secondary or higher educational levels. For effective training

"higher education of scientists and engineers, in a more advanced technological
world, calls for closfer co-ordination of theory and practice. Higher product
ivity through industrial development cannot come abput without well-trained

scientists, engineers and technicians. Industrial training of responsible.
personnel has to start at an early stage of higher education to supplement ;

the university syllabi and to make engineering and science education mean
ingful with a view to successful future industrial management".^7 This :;

co-ordination of theory and practice forms the basis for the training of'

scientific personnel in most industrialized countries and has made possible
great advances in the application of scientific knowledge in these countries-

The advantage of early exposure to practical work experience is twofold:

ftt.facilitates the theoretical comprehension of some abstract subjects.
Graduates, once they have finished school, will'need less time to adapt:
themselves to the real world of work and will not belittle manual work when'
entering employment for the first time. As H. S, Williams remarked, no

system of technical education is sufficient on its own to create an adequate
and efficiently trained irork force, A system of technical education must

be supplemented by a strong system of industrial training as there are many

aspects for which no formal education system can provide the most suita&leP
and effective circumstances for training,^/ r

The. new approach is steadily gaining recognition in Africa. The Con- ;
ference on Engineering Education in Africa, held in Kumasi (Ghana) 9-14 !

July 1967, recommended, among other things,that< close co-operation with
industry ic also needed in the planning of educational curricula and job
training of engineering graduates- This requirement is equally important■
in,the training of technicians and skilled workers, ' Increasing number of1 "

schools are scaring these ;views. As a respondent to "a questionnaire on j ': ;,
interest in practical training indicated, "The policy of the faculty is^ t

2/ Hugh Kings "The' Administration arid Organization of Australian Technical
Education" in C. Sanders, Technical Education for Development, London
1966, page 95* '" ' ■ '■ ' ■/ ';■■'■■'

2/',_ Training, in Industry Abroad for Students of Science and Technology* A
stu^y-undertaken' by the International Association for the Exchange of.
Students for Technical Experience, October 1966? Germany (FR), page 11,

y HoSo Williams iii "Technical Education for Development", op.cit. ■ . • ,



students should receive practical training during each long vacation" .|)/
. HoTireverj this expression of intention has not yet been translated into
revised curricula and into operational programmes in many institutions..

At both secondary and post-secondary levels., the. curricula.for the
training of engineers? technicians or skilled workers in most African .:■
countries bear the same characteristics. They are normally composed of formal
lecturesj -workshops and examinations. After leaving, formal training,
graduates of these schools take upwards of five or more years to acquire
work experience before being able to cope .with the more difficult and practical
problems in their fields. A rethinking must therefore' be made regarding
their training. Schools must produce people who will be more readily
adapted to the industrial and business world. This can be done only, by .,.
co-ordinating their training with the real world. In a training period ' '

:of three years, the equivalent of ftwo' termsf work ought to be devoted to- =
practical work in the field, in industry, or establishment," and the award

of the final diploma ought to require not only successful theoretical -
examination results but also the; possession.of relevant practical industrial
work.experienceo to achieve thio objective there is therefore a great need
for co-operation between the educational system and industries in organizing
and supervising the practical section1 of the syllabus. It needs to be

borne in mind that training for specific occupations in industry,has become
a co-operative enterprise between technical, colleges and industrial under* ' ■ :
takings.6/ '

D Erf . -

^ The argument that there are very limited local opportunities for industrial
training and technical experience is not a very convincing reason why technical

students should not have practical training. Potentials exist. What is
often lacking is the initiative and organizational ability to foster.co
operation with employers x<rith a view to taking advantage of local potentials

for practical training. Industrial enterprises in big towns, and government

technical ministries'-such as agriculture,, power, public works,, .transport, etc.,
provide:useful opportunities. Large contract works financed by governments
could cffer valuable practical training opportunities. Some institutions are
already organizing local programmes fpr. their, students,.although few make
it a requirement for their degree courses.. .

Even.where-lbcal opportunities for; practical training are on the increase,
the appropriate machinery may hot exist'locally for taking cognizancelof:
these opportunities, mobilizing the support of employers and the interest .;
of students, and seeking the funds and other means for giving, reality to. an
organized'programme of supplementary practical training. , the organization for
fostering 'practical training among students must"itself have adequate contacts
with men of business and industry to be able to gain the right type of
information needed to acquaint students of local opportunities in the various
trades in which they.seek practical experience* In-most African countries .

5/ EGA Report on "Inteftegt.-in Supplementary|foactical, Training, in Industry
..for Students of'Science'and: Technology in African Countries- op.cit.

6/ Hugh King, technical. Education for Development., op..cit- pas-e 95= -
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vocational guidance services do not exist, let alone information on where and

when to gain practical training experience relevant to % student*s..chosen
field of formal education*. ■

... The training;of technical^ workers on the job is costly. Industries
providing such training, expect the investment to pay off after a long term

of employment o; : Taking students on for employment and training over- a \

period of £ to 3 months ahd then releasing them is usually a costly under^

taking that many private industrialists and employers may riot want to

consider,, This ought not to be a deterrent to1 action altogether» . The. edu

cator can fat-ill.,.approach private employers to' arrange training programmes for

some.of their students9 at-least. ■■ The Wage payment, should be regarded-, as.

secondary in importance if only students realise that while they work and.

get-some pay they are also undertaking an essential training»: Students! ^

rate of pay might be set a little lower than that for qualified workers

doing the same jobv A country * with the; government taking the'initiatives

might work out and operate an institutionalized scheme of "Industrial
Training Fellowship" for technical students.

A few institutions have realized the necessity of providing practical

training opportunities for their students, and some have integrated this
requirement into their training policy on the acquisition of degrees and .

diplomas. For instance;, at the Building College of the Haile Selassie I .,■-.
Universitys the four-year; diploma programme is divided into (a.) a twb-and- .

a-half year course of theoretical studies, and (b) ;J one-aiid-a-half: year ,.'. ..
course of practical trainings All summer vacations are used for practical

training in industry and placement is organized by the College in close

collaboration with employers. On an experimental basis.the University ;

Colleges Nairobi, has set up a scholarship programme ;with tKeassi^st^ice of

Ford Foundation to-support the vacation training of ;|ome of its.[students.,
In either case, the major problem does seem to be'thaf of finding enough V1

suitable offers of employment with reasonable wages and the efficient superi-
vision of the students1 work«- -■■ ■ ■'""'. -'■'■" ■'■" " ' , ; .

With the mounting of annual programmes employers gradually come to
accept, the responsibility and are prepared to make a contribution- sty,de?nts ..

begin to.enjoy the changef lectures;become more meaningful and the nation

ultimately gains by employing better-qualified manpower« .Once a programme
is started, industries and employers rc;ah be induced to indicate in advance

each year what jobs they have available for students during the coming

vacation.. What all this requires is not so much of money| there is very

little administrative cost involvedo The requirement is initiative,

tremendous organizational ability and contacts,, Every university and. every

technical: institution-should be interested in such a programme and should

consider, operating onev,. if they are not already doing so»' ': It is part of

their: function of .developing manpower for nation building. Africa needs.
scientists and technical personnel who can apply science for development
and engineers who can practice their profession as qualified technical .men,

and local institutions have the responsibility to produce tlienw



students

, for feSample, should find it not too insurmountable

a demonstration farm, and run -

x^ for the acquisition of practical trainir^ for student
sconce and -technology are not.restricted, to. nation^ fS^ IS

feternationa1 exchange

wmm: - .r.. / .. aqj, qx opportunities for
.experience in their home countries^ ,;.... r

^
S

^f aeVelo^ing countries have secured the opportunity to gain
cal experience related .to. their fields of etSdy, see other '

y g

of etSdy, see other

2/ Co Sanders: TgctoJcaQdhication.for Development , OPeCito pa^e 56



At its 21st General' Conference held in Athens in January 19689 the Association

expressed its readiness to continue collaboration with the EGA in order to

foster African interest in student exchange^ It has'consequently made

available to African countries this':'y6&r several offers of vacation jobs for

practical training on a promotional ba'sisj'-by waving any obligation for :

African countries to; reciprocate/with" offers of opportunities for European9
American, or Asian students to be; offered vacation jobs iri:Africa«

Through membership of the IAESTE virtually the whole world makes avail

able opportunities for students of science and technology to acquire practical

technical experience at little cost to the students themselves and little or

no direct costs to their home government or sponsors.. For African students,

not only will membership of the Association make it possible for them to

gain experience in Europe, the 'Americas,- Asia and the:Far East, but also to

learn froin neighbouring African countries-. Ih the field of agriculture,

transportationj civil and; mining engineering9 public wors9 etc/'several

African; countries have some experience to" offer not'only to European or

Asian students but also to African students* too, takxng: into account the

diversities in-African economies and development programmes*

A major hurdle to African students taking advantage of the IAESTE

offers'is the problem of international travel costs* Under the pi-pgramme,

students pay their own fare, but they receive wages while-they work arid"'
learn., The level of wages is sufficient to cover living expenses, provide ■

some pocket money raid sometimes a surplus to buy much-ne'eded textbooks 0

Unfortunately9 most African students come: from low—income homes and they

find it really difficult to afford the high cost of international travel

for the purpose of gaining job experience»' '

Some of the more deserving students in the initial years of fostering

interest in practical training could be assisted ih a number of ways,

such ass

- Partial grants by the University!

- Partial grants by the Students Unions .

- Partial grants by the Government;;

- Part—gr?aits and part-loans to students %

- Interest—free loan fund providing loans repayable after graduation^

- Grants by private foundations.or industry! : .... .. . _:-;.

.- ■ -t-UNESCQ Travel Grants'! "■ ; ' " -: " '' "' : ;" ■■■■■ '■■■-■' "VV "

— Self—help by the students themselves through'savings-iSnd

earnings from vacation .jobs* . ' : . \ ..

: ■ The,,need for students to have practical .trainingshas generally,.been-, .
recognized'by educator^ ^governments and employers> But hardly anything ■

has been done.^o provide the opportunities«... Action can, however, be taken,:

throughs. - . .., :- ... . =..-..„, ■-:■■■.- -;-,;■ -." .■■ ■= ■ .



(a) The. organisation -.of .local training programmes for students
, during-, the "long vacations* Governments need not be.directly *
involved in theseprogrammes* It should really be the result .

,- of a joint effort between the university authorities, students ..X . ,

union and, industry -or employers^ .The institutions responsible .. ; -

. for the -training of students in collaboration with the students
Union should initiate contacts and negotiation with employers.

When contacts prove fruitfulP the three parties interested in

,,„ : the programme could inaugurate an appropriate committee to

., - ; promote-practical training for students, seek financial assistance

for their1 programmes and interest local employers to offer. more

vacation jobs| ., ... . . '

(b): ; Success in developing local practice,!'training progrsbmes and.!. ■ ••-.
in -evolving a national machinery to foster interest in technical

experience, will prepare industries and students to participate :

in international students exchange. This is the stage to introduce

students to the IAESTE; exchange .programme On" a fully reciprocal- ■■

basis when the, country can receive and offer vacation training
jobs*

The home programme and. the IAESTE programme.are therefore complementary.

Action in promoting interest in both programmes may be taken one after the

other, or simultaneously. Institutions interested in the IAESTE exchange

programme and wishing:-to .know more about the Association's aims and objectives

and how it operates may direct their enquiries tos :

The International Association for -the

Exchange of Students for Technical Experience

-...- . -; 532 Bad Godesberg ■.-. . : '■ ■ " . V ■ '

. Kennedy-AXle 5Q ■ ".: ;.

Austria .:

External opportunities for gaining practical .experience in industry

and in other technical fields can be most helpful to students in developing

counti"ios whore the experience gained abroad eventually enables them to

apply themselves efficiently in finding solutions to their countries1 s ■-

development problems«. In practice? only the. privileged few or the more

fortunate students are either able to train* abroad or find the travel funds

for participating in international students exchange such as that of the

IAESTE programmes Consequently^ the several thousands of high- and middle-

level scientific and technical students training locally to meet national

requirements of scientists, engineers and technicians have practical training •

needs which must be met if they are to have a well-grounded education and

training for their future Career0 To meet this mass requirement, action

must be taken at the local and national levels by the interested parties

mentioned earlier to organize practical training programmes, whether as

vacation training jobs or as an integral part" of formal education, to search

for moral and financial support for operating vacation training job .

programmes and to evolve ah -effective national machinery for taking the

desired action* For this action co-operation between employers, university

and college authorities and the students unions must be secured..
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Equally, national action is necessary to give the content of formal

educational programmes the right orientation to the needs of economic '

and social development5 in terms.of the supply of trained manpower> in

particular men able to apply their acquired kno.wledge and.skills in ,

solving;; development pr'bblems and in.' pioneering' development.innovations.
This also applies to any; action" designed to foster the; right environmental

setting in which engagement in manual and technical vocations is accorded

the status and remuneration it justifiably deserves*.



. EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION; AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK*
Aim

The aim of this paper is.,to;- suggest,an anlytical framework that can be
used., in the study of * educational innpvatipns' in general and innovations
,in'agricultural education,and;training in; particular/ It does not claim
to be comprel?eneiyeo, , It only attempts to. mention -..some of the -points worth

considering in a systematic and methodical; study of educational innovations.

Rationale

One might ask what the rationale is for designing such a framework,,
The author thinkss

lo ficreas.eAMC.larl,tv,, in QU?T, conceptualization of educational
innovation can lead to less confusion in grasping the

process of change and to its more intelligent control and

directiono

2e Innovations in education are taking place everywhere, nowa

days, more so than in the past and are getting to be more

expensive^ like educational televisions for example* They

warrant a systematic study and analysis, if they are to be

effectively used at a minimum cost in a planned[change of an
educational system..

&rj5s.ent_ climate^ is. favourable for change and alteration of

educational systems everywhere- People are questioning the
bases for the various practices and beliefs in the on-going
educational establishments and systems- There is not only a

sense of impatience with the existing educational establishment
as seen in the various students1 riots and strikes everywhere,

but also a desire and willingness to modify and even alter it,
and to adapt it to local and prevailing needs and conditions

as evidenced by the various education reforms taking place.

Given an increased understanding of the process of innovation

we would be favourably placed to manage the educational system
more effectively and to direcJ^J.t smoothly and efficiently

to.meet the changing needs of the individual and the_gociety.

4" The need for agricultural modernization is great due to the
rapidly increasing populations

(i) who certainly need to be fed or feed themselves9 and

(ii) which in Africa is largely rural and without any means
of earning a living other than agricultural., And, therefore*

This framework has been designed with the aim of providing a guideline
for the secretariat to carry out a series of case studies on innovations
in agricultural education and trainingo It was also presented as an

information paper to the ISS/ECA Symposium on Educational Innovations?
Policies ^d Administration in Africa, Addis Ababa, 1-10 September 1971.

Some of the ideas contained in the formulation of the framework have
been derived from a variety of sources too numerous to list*
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the study of innovations in agricultural education axid training

may help accelerate the modernization.process of ;th&s important

sector? if development in terms of self-reliance in food production

.has-.-to-make

Definition ;; -. ■ ■ . . ■ ;■;:., ■ .■..;.;/■. ■.■ ■■.; .■ \- ..., :? : - -. ;;-:. ;.. ■■■_■-■■'..■ . ■

■What, then, is * educational;; innovation*?..-.;it is, perhaps, difficult

to give a comprehensive;definition:but anrattempt might be made in this

direction by giving a general definition of the term and outlining the

main elements that characterise the'subject* ; ■ . - {'■■'-

.Educational innovation could:be broadly described- as a dynamic

policy, n programme, a project, a method, a technique, a pattern or a

design formulateds planned, devised, created or invented to bring'about

a -°hange in the educational policy, programme, structure and operation

in a given system of education...so that the systems:U-"--':i:zV.'['.:;'. i^--

(a) meets the changing needs of the individuals .and ,.the \:;)
society at large effectively, and/or

tincreases' the efficiency of theivariou'e;" resources-it ' ' ■' :'"'-

employs -in the performance of its task,. : ' ■■■■;:. -:-

,/:..., :-.;■ It is deliberate and purposeful in character for it iB;nieani t&- w-'r-

;bring,about, a change 6f some'sort in the svsteitt'of education thereby -[-r:|"

-enabling the system to adequately functiom • :A-system is generally^ defined

to m,ean.":a.^bounded collection of : interdependent .;parts, devoted to" the ' ;:

accomplisbsient. of some, goal or goals, with the parts maintained -in a-1 ■ ■■■ >

...steady state; in relation to each other and "the environment ;.by--means ott>--'-''-

v (i) .standard .modes of .operation,, -arid: ■.. .: V.;;;.

(ii) feedback from the environment about the consequences ■ ■
\v- :■-.-■ ;■■.. .; ■ Pi? syst enj-.. actions"-,!/ • ■ ■.■-:=• '...'■ ■•:-'-:■:"'!■ ' •: ' • .- ,•■■- :,■ ■.■■;;.

■■'.'.-..'■■ ■: Education .could be .viewed as a complex system/having a certain-number

of interdependent-'parts'! '■. ." : : ;. . * ; ■<■ •

■x-l: ytjibr1:;PjeQjales pupilsa?■ teachers« . inspectors^ supervisors■. v - ^;-u\.-t;icr:

researchers, examiners and evaluators, wmmsel^^^^j^j^^

and guidance officerss administrators, janitors or

service personnel, policy-maker©^ pressure groups", v-^^T

and parents| ,r^>-]■<■..-.isb:.

.i:,;..;■.:,!.■:....' J

if Mathew BB Miles (ed)% Innovation In Education, Teachers College
Columbia University, 1964* p-13*
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00 - physical and material resourcess school plants and classrooms,
laboratoriess libraries1, textbooks, instructional aids?

equipment and materials, finances " ' ,!

(c) " activities^and ^^ocessess courses and studies, seminars,
workshop? field visits! conferences? games and festivals?

teaching methods and techniques including correspondence : ■-

education; organizational^, administrative, and planning

, procedure? supervising, examining, evaluating^ counselling,

i researching and storing Information, consulting/ otco| '

(d) - a, b; and c would be the in-puts in the educational system,\'
Their working smoothly and interdependently makes possible

i realization of (a) which is the out-ftit of t£e system.,

i; Educational innovations could be classified ass -■ ,

:■■.':■''■' ■.■".■' ■ " - ' " ' ■ ■'#i''4v^ty< '..
(\ ' " !!■'• =
x; witMjysystem innovations, : and 3 ,; : . ...^*;,. '"'■'

(ii) outsid&-system innovations^- ->:■'■'•■' '"•' l

The within-system innovation is that type of innovation which^originates

and takes place within the system of education itself and is directly affecting

the system or its units or parts, such :a& ah in—service programme for

teachers. The outside—system innovation on. the other hand is that type of

innovation which Originates and occurs outside the education system itself,

such as typing machines, and,is — (l) meant:or intended to bring about achange;
or, (2) have gradually^ a bearing in the complex system o£ education, such as
in science and technology (e»g0 satelites), and various institutions for
the promotion and advancement of learning* The within-system type of

innovation would appear to be easilv assimilable and less dramatic while the

outside—system type of innovation appears to be rather drastic and up

setting as well as slowly assimilable and more costlyo A systematic study

of educational innovations would thus require an understanding of the system

of education as'a sub-system1 of the societal activities as a whole and its

great susceptibility to requirements and changes in other societal sub-systems

such as politics, economics, religion, etcj and an analysis of the various

co~mp1>rtent8 and their inter-relations of a system of education, through which
the innovations could be easily identified and be classified™

CbmponentsMi;.of;''^J^Jp^^^^^p^p-pP; 'for,
Evaluating Innovations :;: '■■■r- : , ;. . .'■--■"

There car*e- at., l^ast six--brbad-areas'or :-main componerits1 of a system of

education,. ■ : ;

Ones is the con^et^ of education, i.e. the subject matter of learning/

teaching like courses known as physical and social sciencess the arts, the

humanities, and the various technological and professional studies,-new -

subject-areas.., . . .. ;.:. ■•■ _..;- . . ,.r ■" ■ ■■



Two, is the .method p£. edwc^tioit^/:i»r0« the technology and approach

used in effecting a meaningful learning/teaching of the subject-matter^

like teaching aids and audio-visual techniquesj method of presentation

arrangement of learning/teaching aequencee^plajMtfa^ of learning/
teaching.,, .etc* . ^ r .■,.,,."'■ ■ '■->■ ...■■■ =:. -. ""'": " .'■ .'■' ■ " ... ■ : ■'■

Three, is, thei.gtKugture. of education^ i*e<, the way the educational^

system,is-organised\aiad.-arranged to achieve the-sst individual and societal

goals of ..education* Educational structure can be viewed:■•horizontally or

iyffTfckcgMy* When.seen horizontally it Would mean like generalj comprehensive
technical commercial, agricultural and .other'vbcatidharsecondary schools,
or other establishments, delated to; f^nct%nalv.groupings in a society such '

as adults, women, youth,>and other service oriented institutions, etc.

And when speaking of vertical structure it would mean from pre-kindergarten,

kindergarten, elementary to secondary,college;:a|id.. pniver-jsity. ,level establi^;

shmentso It is the levels of education (primary, secondary an4^pi;iary)
through which a person passes to realise certain educational goals and.;,

reach a certain level of efficiency. The educational structure might also

be viewed from the formal and informal type of organization - the formal :

type to mean that walled? graded and certificated type of instructional

organisation7,and the ; informal type to mean the wall-lesss fle3cible and

ungraded pattern of -instructional Qr^aaization as seen in :the various

forms of adult .education, apprenticeship educations on«the™job training,
and radio/id TV ' ' I' \

Four, is the .^^n±Gt^.^±v_e/managementt process of education which
deals with the day«to«day decision~Riaki*ig process in the- managemetit 9 co-

ination/supervi^^ Xhe. decisions-
i d li

/^^ . esi
making and planning processes :ar;e excrciaed at every level through the

hierarchies of the system from the claosroom■level: up; to the Ministry or

even higher levels.such, as, the council of ministers or the legislative

body of the government* fAnd the: decisions made range from policy to routine
administrative -instructions • ■ . . . ..,.- . -1 . :'.'

Five, are the..j-inkggGg in education^.. Linkages in education are of :

two kinds? (i) inte^naj. and (ii) external linkages. The internal linlcages
are those types of arrangements or establishments that serve as a link

between and among institutions or units of the system itself^such^as. ....

educational guidance service, examination boards, remedial classes, inter-
university; councils, national teachers. association? elementary dr secondary

teachers association., inter-school, athletic' competition/ oratoricaO. contests

among secondary scliools, etc•_- 'External linl;ages oni the. other.: hand'are .
those that link the-.-system itself or. its parts..with- the other' system© in ■'

the society,, like economic, political and other types of; soica:! ■ system,, ■

One can spe^-^f parent~teacher associationsP national student service \" ■■'■
organizations-j; scout and; girl-guide movements, extension vandicorrespondence

services, alutnnl.frssociations5, scholar.sMp funds, etc;, .as.'external linkages.
Added to these two distinct type of:linkages .are also those linkages that
are of the bordcr--Hne tvpe,: such as-student-government '.bodies, student ,

placement services; national;councils of education, etc« Understanding
the various types of linkages in education is very important in the study of



educational innovations, since they have a direct bearing on the acceptance

or rejection as^ well :_as-■on the rate of acceleration and effectiveness of

educational innovations..

Six? is the research, end evaluation aspect of education. > This aspect

of education is primarily concerned with the investigation and evaluation of

the resource-use pattern and the processes of the system and their con

sequences and thereby rendering service to the relevance, and efficiency of

the system- .:Centres, units, or institutes of planning, statistics, manpower,

cost-benefit analysis, audio-visual development, and other research and

evaluation units are thus formed to look into the system and to feed it back

with needed."information, mode of operation and use of resources for its

smooth running and'adjustment to its changing, task* One might speak of

these as para-educational components of a system of education«

Steps in = the. ■'Study of Educational Innovations

Ao Area .■'.■. ■

Innovation can take place in any one of these broad areas, aspects

or components of an educational sys'tcmj or in any of their micro-parts

or units» The first step in the study of educational innovation, should

bes thus, the identification of the area (macro or micro.)., in which the
innovation was introduced* This means that one should be able to tell what

the particular educational innovation is about• Does it deal with the content

of education? If, so, what particular type? In the case of innovations of

agricultural education and training, for example, it is possible to have

various types of innpyations that deal with the preparation of the seed bedj

the methods of sowing, weeding,and pest controlf the control of soil erosion!

the selection of varieties of seed? the use of fertilisers and new implements,

the need for artificial insemination and feeding of catties, etc0 In

the study of actual innovations in education in general or in agricultural,

education, in particular one should be able to tell the subject matter

with which tho particular innovation is concerned* The more we understand

the various components of education in general and of agricultural education

in particular the better would be its service as a tool or,a framework; .

for actual study and analysis» ■ . . .

B o Cause and purpose

After Having identified the area of a particular educational innovation,-

the next step.should be to try to understand its cause and its gurgose* What

caused the particular innovation? And what was it trying to achieve or

accomplish? Educational innovation^ normally come about as a result of

inadequacies in the.system or its sub—systems exid are meant to correct the ■

prevailing ill-wpracticefs and misconceptions.* The system may also be con

fronted with s:<new demand to be met, and: to cope with the new demand it

may need further adjustments,, i»eo further innovations- There could be

several and differing causes for particular or given innovations* Their

objectives could as well be several and different, It is, thus important

to particularize the cause or 6auses; of a given innovation and also the
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particular objective or, objectives it set to accomplish? for they have a

bearing on the diffusion process of that particular' innovation.' If, say',-

a proper study is to be made of GADU's innovation on-the training of

farmers, like the Training of,,Model Farmers? and' 'consider its transferability
to places other than Ethiopia, it is important to have an understanding or

appreciation of the background circumstances that led to the development

of such a-scherae and, what if was intended-;to dp and ' achieve ;V .This does not

have"to be detailed but the salient factors or points should;be mentioned.

It is when conditions are similar that innovations can be easily transferred.

. ■: ■. ■ Co : The. j[nngvaj^r_andjjn.ajCharacteristies ■•' : " ' ■ "

Behind every innovation there is an innovator*The' innovator might-'be
one, who is within the system or outside the ■system. And this fact makes

a difference to the way in which the particular innovation is adopted or

rejected. It. is -likely, that an agricultural innovation is readily/accepted

by farmers, if the innovator is a farmer" himself than a person totally or

even partially unrelated to farming,, Similarly? an innovation designed

by a group of people or ah organization -is-likely-'to be mdre readily Accepted
,/by. the system as a .whole than the one by an individual person. This is \

more so true in such system© like education where the main operating factors

arq-people with, varied backgrounds?. projuidicesj 'fears'? preferences ^,aiid " '
.habitss:etc.; It is thus? important that one identifies the innovator of.

a,particular innovation in one's study of educatibnal innovations in general

and agricultural education in particulare Who is the innovator? An :

individual;, a-grpup. of individuals^ an organization or institution directly

or indirectly'or .none'at all.involved in the 'area where innovation is

introduced? What.characterizes the innovator? Is he a national or an

expatriate? These, types of questions should be included in a framework

that would be of service In the analytical study of educational innovations.

The more that is known about the innovators9 their role and their

characterist5.es the more helpful it becomes to bring about a planned change.

- Do The- Stratesna

An educational innovation is meant to be installed in an on-goihg

educational system, .and. usually strategies are devised and measures taken

to incorporate a particular innovation:successfullyo Innovations that could

have been a success fail because'of poor strategies or wrong measures taken.

l&^^ other, facilities; .and organizations.'''
t

g

These are important elements to be noted when analytical studies of

educational innovations are made.. Thoy are important because they plr^y

a decisive role when considering the transfer of an innovation elsewhere

other than its own place of origin..

Eo The Cost of the Innovation

.. Certain;-.innovative';ideas or progran3me.s.:.may.'.be excellent, in .themselves

but "too expensive for poor countries to implements Innovations such as
e. closed circuit school TV and teaching: machines may be effective educationally

speaKing ■ but ■ may; be. beyond-tho present capacity of cct.-.htries with limited



means to implement, .On the other hand, certain innovations may be effective

and also cost practically little, Such types of innovations are more likely

to be adapted by countries with limited means. It is important that note

;be made of the financial cost of an innovation as it is an important factor
in the .diffusion process<. ■ • .

s» Obstacles or Resistance met in brinpins1 about
.: ■■.-■ i^^ll^^jstion. •■■■■■,' ■ ■ ' :'

It is rare that educational innovations, including those related to
agricultural education get adopted'and,practiced'without encountering diffi
culties, obstacles or resistance of some sort0 There are many lactorsthat
HlJBMt-.£ll§JMg._CgQjg__takiniS .place in the education system in general and in
agricultural education in particular. Such factors like the rut of experience,

administrative reticence., educational bureaucracy, insufficient finances,
community indifference and resistance, inadequate knowledge about the process
of change, inadequate teacher education programmes and in the case of

agricultural education the conservative characteristic of| farmers, the un
predictable nature of farming itself as- Hell as the small return and high

investment of farming enterprises, and so on, act as obstacles to innovations
in education from getting adopted. Personalities also play an active role
(positively or negatively) in bringing about the innovation., Who are the
key figures or operators and pressure groups, who are influential in blocking
or.facilitating the adoption of educational innovations? Such operators are
found t:t various levels-of the educational system eoge the decision-makers
at the ministry level and at,the school or programme levels the inspectorate,
the regional educational officers, at the in-between level. It is thus
important to take note of the particular difficulties or obstacles which a
particular inrovation1 encountered in the process of its installation, as well
as the.key-operators in the system- ■

G, .The Fete .- :.-'.- ■

An innovation that attempts to install itself in the on-going system

of education may end up as a success fully or partially,, or as a failure.
There-might be several reasons for its success or failure* What happened
to.it, and what were the reasons for whatever its fate was? These are

important questions to raise in the study of educational innovations. It

would also be significant to note the various shapes an innovation'takes

m*^S?,ill2 the Process of adoption or installation, for. there are modifi
cations oj? some sort that any innovation undergoes due to the various
obstacles.and resistance it encounters as it passes from one stage to the
other o ,--.;. " - ■ . ■ '■■.■■■ ■ \ .'.■;■ :-

H« Applicability and Transferability

One of the main purposes for the study of educational innovations is

to assess iSjeir^^ggHc^bdJjj^

It is important and essential that countries learn from the experiences of

one; another. But at the same time they should know what to imitate and what

not to- imitate. For it is conceivable that an innovation that has been'a



jaudceW s&y in country X might be a complete failure in country Y, Thus
notes should be made of the pre-requisites essential for an innovation to

be successfully applied elsewhere* What are the conditions that must be
present if a particular educational innovation is to be applied successfully

in a given country other than its origin. In other words9 ,hqw,J^lig&'bA$ ■
are educational iimpvations^ii^ America or Europ^to^Afrioa.?: Such questions

must be ''answered""in the study of educational innovations, if efficient [
and effective use is to be made of them in the overall process of planned ■■

change*. ,

Cpnclusion

The steps enumerated in the previous paragraphs are hot thought to be

exhaustive. They should serve as guidelines in the, study of actual cases

of educational innovations* A case study of an educational innovation

should at least give a description of what the innovation is' about and where

in the components of education; it fits; of its history - how it came about

and what factors led to its being, i.e. the sources of its motivation and .-

encouragement | of its purpose or philos£hy -- whom it is intended for and !

what it purports to achieve^ i*e. its anticipated outcomes^ df its designer

or innovator » who the innovator is and what are the conditions that surround

him| of the strategies B approaches and means used to implement the innovation -

what methods and techniques were used initially in the planning stage and

in the stage of implementation within the on-going system of education?

of the cost it incurred - how much money was spent to plan it and to implement

it| of what difficulties and resistance were encountered and their effects

on the innovation itself - what were the types of difficultiea and resist

ance met and who were the key-operators in the system that acted as bottle

necks or as pushers of the innovation! of what has happened to it in the end,

i;e. end-result - has it failed or is it a success and in what form? of

the time it took frosn its planning stage to the stage of its implementation|

of the possibility of its tranaferability; to other places than its place

of ©rigin and implementation - what are the essential elements or conditions

that would make the innovation diffusable in other places and other system of

education* These are at least important questions that need to be asked
in a systematic and analytic study of educational ijinovations and should;.

form part of the conceptual framework of analysis.. •



Appendix. A QUESTI0NNAII3E ON INNOVATIONS IN, AGKJOJLTURAL EDUCA?IQ?I ;AND TRAINING

Io Background ands3et:ting for the Innovation , •:-/■-, ■

(a) . When, the innovation took place - - ■ ■" ■ ':
(b.) 1'fhere the innovation took place : , '.,.,.
(c) Why the innovation.took" place-■'"- / y '■ . "'' "':'.

(d): -What, the innovation replaced . *, . .

(e) What were the anticipated consequences ■■,)-.
(f) What were the deciding elements?

. 1» Individuals

2o Institution . /

3«. Authority (Political) :. . -. ... . .

Ho Description of the Innovation . ...

(a) Name-of the. programme, "' , "'■" ;'"" " ' '\'" ""■ ' ''"'Z ' '"; ■""'"*■' ■'■ " " "'.■"
(b) Purpose and objectives of. the programme . , . ■
(c) Nature and duration of the programme

X&) Target population of the-programme. -■■..■.■..■. j
(e). Motives and Incentive of the. programme "" _ '■■■■■ . ( j

(f)- Organization of.the programme .: ,'. '"" :," ".' . , ; [

The Innovator and his Characteristics . - I

(a) Types ■;.-., ,

lo . Individual .- Generator/Diffuser
Zo Institution/Government -? Generator/Diffuser

(b) Ro3,e and Function :

IVo Cost of the Innovation - How Much:1

(a) Planning- cost . . ■ ; ; ■■
(b) Implementation costs -

1B Capital outlay

20 Administrative — running costs

3» Instructional

4> Other services

(c) Sources of finances

1a Government

20 Foreign Aid

3. Private

4 <■ Mixture

5- Other



Vo Strategy and Techniques of Implementation and Management

1* Techniques Used

(a) Consultations

1". Interest groups

20 Pressure groups

3» Legislative authority

(b) Trial - Demonstration - Experiment
(c) Seminar - Conferences - Study Courses
(d) Hand-Outs ; . :
(e) Publieity/Advertisement - Radioj Newspapersj TaV*
(f) Timing

2. ResourcesUsed

(a) Physical
(b) Human :

(d) Financial

3» Organizations Management ...Established . .

VIO Difficulties Encountereds . . ' •

1. (a) Initial problems .
(b) Problems duriiig implementation . .

■ 2o- Types of difficulties .

(a) Technical
(b) Personnel

(c) Economic

■ (d) Sbc'ial ''■' ■'; ■■ : ■ " / ' , ' ; " . ,'..'..':-,.,
'■■; ■■ '(e) ■■■'Other-1-' " " ' ' -■ .■..' ','.-.

VII. Resultss '"' " _ ' ■ '"

(a) Success -* Reasons
(b) Failure - Reasbns
(c) Modified - Type and Degree
(d) Cost-Benefit Appreciation

Transferabilitys

(a) Pre-requisites
(b) Precautions ;
(c) Possibilities



VIH. THE ROLE AND RATIONALE FOR EDfTCATlOm AID IN DEVELQPIMG*
COUNTRIESs ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS

The hopes.entertained at the beginning of the first-United Nations '
Development Decade in 1961 of accelerated economic development and the
establishment of a base for self-sustained growth5 in the poorer 'regions
OS Asia, Africa and Latin America, through international co-operation for
development have not been realized, arid the results have been disappointing.
Unless this generation succeeds in taking a long step towards banishing
poverty, hunger, disease and ignorance, and eaabjea-vgovernmejits to satisfy
the revolution in expectations that has taken place, world peace and
security is in jeopardy. ■ .

_ The set back is due in part to the.fact that the volume of development
assistance exrected to be made available by-the wealtheir nations tas not
been forthcoming to the extent that this is necessary to accelerate the
development process^ and, in part to; the composition of the assistance aiven
and the manner in which it has been deployed. The United Nations had re
commended the rate of transfer of resources from the rich to the poor
countries at the minimum level of 1 per cent of ths GI.P of^the former
annually, but this level has not been reached for the rich countries as a
whole. Worse still, the rate of flow is even declining. The'flotf of :
external resources comprise private ana public investment capita"! or/
commercial terms? and, what is known as official development assistance on
concessional terms, in the form of grants and loans on coft terms. The
developing countries are heavily dependent on the adequate flow of the
latter component to assist them in building up the infrastructure of their
economy on which the investments required are very heavy: and fh*' returns

long delayed, .such as in education nnd training, health, housing, transport
and communications;, research, etc. What is causing grave anxiety-and
frustration in the capitals of the developing countries is that the r?te
of flow of official development assistance is actually dec3in-'a^o The
paradox of ready avaiir.bility of vast resources;for- military expenditure
in the midst of the tremendous needs of humanity for elementary"necessities
o± life is a sad reflection on our sense of values and priorities.-

t «.Th?i criGis ln the flow of development assistance Jed to.thd appointment
by the World Bank in i960 of a high-level commission of inquiry feown as
the Commission for International Development under the chairmanship of the
distinguished Canadian, the Rte Hon. Lester Bo Pearson. Tho very opening
sentence of their Report 1/ echoes ths earlier warning sounded by Gurniar ~
Myrdal, many years ago when very few men had the breadth of understanding
to view this world as a "One World". 1 quotes r; ,■.-'■.-', ■■ : '. , -- .-. ' \'■

17111 " ■•nmmiii in. 111JH..J .... . ,

^■L?!!Se^fi!O,!he !^St W-lfCong^lof^Co^ati^ Elation
1 17-21 August 1970

read on

Of the Co^-ion. on Interriational'
NT 196^ i *P7tl 9> <******** L-ter Bo Pearson). FBAEXM,
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-The widening gap between the developed^ developing countries

has become a central issue of our time"

on

;-^international development is a great challenge of our age. Our
.-response.-toj'it-'wiU-shDiw whether we. understand the. implications _
of. Inter-dependence or whether . we,,prefer' to delude ourselves that

■ ..thepo^^^ can be,
ignored.without .tragic consequences for all". ; ,. ,

These words raise grave misgivings *>£ an insidious growth of apartheid
w& global -scaled- Tile parallel. :draT-m as ;not facetious for the .end results
are the sameg it merits deep reflection, for.,the basic .pattern of. thinking
in the relations between: the; developed and developing countries, as. identi

fied by the Pearson, Commission,, appears tp b© the same=

Preoccupation with the growing crisis in international development led
another statesman, President Lyndon Johnson of the United /3t.atesto focus
attention on the crisis in a sector that is our concern here today, namely
education* He. was-.:instrumental in,,■convening, at Wi:lliam.sburgs Virginia* UoA
in October 1967 ;the International Conference on the. Worid,Crisis m Education,,
Tfke conier.ehce underscored: the apprehensions of #ie. President m,the following

words.S

"0»o there is indeed a crisis in education's ability to match

performance, with" expectations../ The crisis-.t^es^two.forms., ■ \ .
The first.is :the. world-wide /disparity between. the.,.hopes: ;o£ , ; :v
individuals and* needs og. gaiety, on the !one hand, andj oa. .
the other, the'capabilities of the educational system. The.... ; __.....

second is an,even greater disparity bett^een-the developing countries,

faced with the cruel...restraints! of grossly inadequate .resources,,
and the developed.countries jj. which are increasingly preoccupied .,

with their own internal-need^"»£/... : ■ -.; ■ ,:■,-.:.;.=

This conference then went on to deplore the fact tnat at the very time when
developing nations ar-e mQst:-in neeci/of it external financial .aid showed
signs of an. eclipse.3/, . It ^ropos^ the decl;ar.ati(>n o£ an International
Education'Year to .foCus the .world's attention, on ,the: crisis in ..education...: ■

andby aicornnran effort:to "mobilise.,energies ?ncl inspire^orld^w^de ^^r
tives thatr.wouM give this, subject,.the priority.it. deserves *y Th|,.:IJn3.ted ,

Nations General Assembly, for its part, convinced of the crueia.^.role ox . ..■,,
education and training in accelerating economic, social and political
development in the poor regions.of ;tbe world,, has declared this year,v ■■

in which the First MotId .Congress of Comparative.Education Societies:is

meeting, as International Education Year..

2/ Coombs, Philip, Hs The World Educational Crisis - A Systems Analysis,

Oxford University Press,. London, 196S, p.i75» ....!■: . ■

3/ IbM, p»l82

hj Ibid, p.183
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Declining development assistance will weaken and undermine the efforts

to implement the fundamental objectives of the United Nations Charter, which

is "to create conditions of stability and well-being and to ensure a minimum

standard of living consistent, .with human dignity through economic and social

progress.and development".g/ The UN Preparatory Committee:appointed for

drafting the strategy of development for ..the Second United Nations Development

Decade pinpoints the major problems of the redeveloping countries as follows:

1.\l|V..«ithe level of living of countless millions of people in tgie

: developing part of the world is still pitifully low. These people

are often still undernourished, uneducated, unemployed,, and

i--.; panting in.&anyother basic amenities of life, While a part of ;

the world lives in great comfort and even affluence., much of the

larger part suffers from abject poverty, and in fact the disparity

;As continuing to widen. This lamentable situation has contributed'
to the aggravation :of! world .tension". • (para. 3). ■ . :, ■

■"-.vv.Youth everywhere is in ferment, and the 1970s must mark a

..-■■■ step, forward ^.n securing the well-being an£ happiness not only

of the present generation but also of the generations to-come". (parao4)«
;-■.■>■ ■ '

"aooo development is the essential path to peace" (parac5)*

"O0O0The ultimate objective of development must be to bring about

sustained improvements, in the well-being of the individual and .-..-

bestow benefits to alXo If undue privileges, extremes of wealth

and social injustices persist, then development fails in its

. essential purpose* This calls for a global development strategy

based on joint and concentrated action by developing and developed

countries in all spheres of economic and. social -life; in industry

and agriculturej in trade and finance^ in employment and education,

in health and housing, in science and technology11 (par£0S).

The Pearson. Report j:;.;too, identifies the same social and economic
elements of poverty and. unde3?.deveXopments which constitute a syndrome, as

it Here:?. This Report--identifies an important social psychological aspect

of the situation to which;, due consideration should be given for it indicates

at once;,the unusual'and complex problems faced by governments in the
developing countries,, To- quotes ,, . ;" . ... .

"The balance ..of the past has been upset in many ways.- by new ; -,.

desires, reduced mortality rates, new technology - the material' ;

Draft for An International Development Strategy ;for the Second United

Na+ions Development Decade« Document prepared by the UN Preparatory

Committee for the Second United Nations Development Decades

A/ACo14l/L025/ADD8l, 26 May 197C
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objectives- find new expressions as they merge with old and varied

cultures. One would not expect, the ascendancy of"new aspirations to
be a smooth or .silent process, and it has not been. In most"'^1 '-' '",
countries development has resulted only-through constant struggle

1 between modernising and traditional elements".6/ .

To improve such conditions in which 'more1' than two-thirds of mankind :
lives the aforementioned UN Committee has stressed that international- eg- V
operation /or development must be on a scale commensurate with that of the" :
problem itself^ that, partial, sporadic and half-hearted gesturesj however
well-in^tion^d, will not suffice (paraa8)0. It recognized that primary
responsibility for ensuring economic, and social progress rests upon the
developing .countries themselves* but urged-that "however great their '
individual efforts, in order■to; achieve:,the desired .development goals as
expeditiously as they must, they,, need to be.assisted through sufficient '
financial resources and more favourable economic and commercial policies on
thpp.art of the developed countries", (paras., 9 and 10) „ ; * ■ '

A The grounds for ..concern ;e?cpressed ■ by these independent bodies would be .
better appreciated if,.perhaps, a few aggregate figures are quoted; By "
I960, almost $8 billion, or nearly l.per cent of the GNP of thW high-incomes
non-Communist nations was flowing into low-income nations! and, additional
transfers-were,made from the Soviet Union,and.other centrally-planned '
econ,Qmies.2A After ,19f.l the total flow failed to:-grow as rapidly1 as the '
econo^miesof the Wealthy nations, though in fact,.-.the" absolute level did :
steadily increase until, by 1968, it-had reached a total of"$12;8billion :
in public and private resources from the non-Communist countries alone*?/ "!
The contribution of the;United States, by far the largest supplier of aid:
and investment flows, had in the mi4^1950s reached a^evelbf 2 per cent r

of her GNP at the.height of the. Marshall Plan, but in I960 the perdentage ::
was down to 0,75'ah^. gradually slipped further to QO65-in 1968 of the total
flow .of, resources AJxiigh: eveii. in- 1968. its share was almost half (49,6■' :

per cent)" of the total flow/* France^ the second largest supplier of ; : '
resource^ to.Vcieveioping countries, still easily exceeds the 1 per cent GNP
target, but her; f^pws'too, have steadily decliitied: from -2.-19 per c&iit o^ GNP
in I960 to I*24;.per cent in 1968 (her share of-the total flow was 12a6 per
cent zn;,X9Wl»; A; few countries, howevers. increased their flow,T like West '
Ge*$W}y>, for Sample, from 0,88. per cent of GNP in I960 to 1,24 per cent ift
196b.(^ich xvas 10o2 per cent of the total), ..For fifteen developed'countries
m the-OECB.group the overall average percentage of GNP;flowing t6! the,
developing countries declined from 0o89 per cent in.I960 to GB77 »er: ' ■■ :"":
cent in 1968.8/! . ' . . ; ; *: ; "

§J OP'Cit,, page 233c

2/ Pearson Report, page 3.

8/ See Table 7-2, in the Pearson Report, on page 145, for similar figures1
on the fifteen countrieson the fifteen countries»



The particular aspect of the situation that has given rise to the

u Offil ^ **£* W^S this
assistance On concessional terras i> Kh-t
onti rid i h

ial development.assistance On concessional terras i> Kh-t
is especially nested by the poor countries, arid is what may be caUed W
proper, x.e. grants or loans on soft terms. The average fL, o? of ?ici*l
development assistance wa.s only 0.39 per- cent of GN^iM low L ??
CommiSSionrecommended that; i/* raioS ^^70 pe^cLfb^l^ gMf^
development target, of the Second Development Declare to be achieved,
Th^abeolute level of official development assistance provided by tK-ame
i" the"? Pr °OUntriesin **» was estimated at $6,429 SlUte? anf
ix the, Pearson Commxssxon recommendation pf 0.70 per cent of GMP «ere to
nave been applied for this year the figure would have read. *U,591billion-
ana, would read for 1975 at H6 17^! nill-i^ in/ n j-u i:)a mxixon,
rste of official riioii,,? ^..*i°i.J./J mxilion.10/ On the average, the annual
ra.e oi official disbursement ox assistance would have to be! raised to{ ' ■
14.1 per cent to reach the Pearson Commission target level for 1975 n/ - • "

Africa-is ;a late starter in development.! It -ds billy -KScenW"that-'»
Africans have begun to regain control of events ;Sn their ^SS^

^^ ^ * ^' bf ;^ ^ pend^toT fith— ?^e- before; 1950;onlyithr,?couSri
were, independent (UARS Ethiopia and Liberia), and most attained their"r; ■
independence from colonial rule between 1955 and 1963. ThSe are tdday!
41 mdepenaent Black African.states .(excluding.SouthAfrica)! 54 eleVeVi
more territories ^ruggling towards..the. o^ goal. The oreoccSatiS 6?

Keeping the State intact and viable against vari

contend with such a situation .when they began moderniain^ and i

^orfor em^t ^ condl
growth. It is a point worth remembering that the

Ibidj pol8n

Ibid, Table 7-4 page 150

^S Table 7-5, page
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governmental administrative structure and service which is presently serving
the new States with reasonable effici ith i

toe possxble through;t^ieiy;^#ficia development^assistance, especiall
in the/form ox technical assistance amd intensive training in administration
There is undoubtedly a .great deal mqre-to be done in improving .performance
and in training additional types of high-level managerial and intermediate
level personnel. The capacity of. the African states,to utiliseWe 'develop
ment capxtals more efficiently^ will need'to be -improved by^aShin^ the
approp-rxate/kind of personnel, especially, in project-'ridentiftcation* and
preparation? for undertaking negotiations with more sophisticated foreign
myestors? and, for co-ordinating foreign assistance with national and
multi-natxonal development plans..

Economically the African countries are amongst the poorest in the world
as measured by GDP per head. Half: of the independent:.African: States^ are
among chose with the lowest GDP in.the world- By anotherv.claasificatory
system into Least Developed Countries, it is worth noting■ that-"of the 21 IDC's
in the world 19 are in Africa. In 196? 06 per cent of the African population
had an average annual GDP of less :than $160 per head; and, more than Half
Kbb per cent) of the population averaged less than $$0 per head.-12/ Only
Libya, because of -its oil income, averaged a GDP of $1,000 per h£ed. These

5UTr^LC°ntraSt shar^ with th°se of the developed, cdtmtrxes like. tW USA
and USSR, and even the middle-level economically advanced-countries whose
average annual GDP is about $1,200 per heado The condition of the inhabit

ants is actually worse because of the,inequalities; of;income^distribution9
especially as between ;the urban and rural,, population, and-as between those
in wage-employment and those in subsistence, farming0 .-■ ■■ ; ■' '■■■

When one looks at the rate of growth, of :the.GDP.per heads one is ;
staggered by-the time it would take Africa .to ;reach parity with the developed
countries. Between I960 and 196?, the GDP per head grew by less than 2 per
cent per annum Vwhich ±s less than the 2*5 peF: ce^t average rate/ of pbnulation
increase) xtt2^ countries| and, more than 3 per ,fiejxt. in^eighteen; countries.
In^.19 countries^ containing 37 per cent of the pSppSlation the GDP growth
rate per head was actually less than 1 per cent0^/ For developing Africa
as a whole the rate of growth of CDPper he,ad actually -slipped from &2> ner
cent per annum (19o&~1965) to only 0.5" per cent (1965-1968).14/ At these
rates of growth one estimate is^that it would take-200...yeariTSr so"tbjfreach
jne^gresenA levels of the industrialised. states, but hyphen the 3!^'

ld have progressed further, and;the>gap,-would "have" ittcreao^

v;;^ many economic and "socjiaV factors, ^hich int^act and cuImiiai-
tively^tend to slow down the rate: of, economic growth, zrtd perpetuate rthe;;:;

12/ IM^s PaS^ 262,

JMd ? page 265,

Economic Gonditiono in'Africa in Recent .Years6 A.summary prepared"for
the-49th Session df.. BGOSOC: by the.Economic Commission for ■"Afi""^ "
Mi,,-'Mn?O-985? para'; 7. " ' ■ ' ■■-
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poverty and backwardness of the African region. The major obstacles to
:rapld development have been identified as follows 15/" obstacles to .

(l) ™ gener?X 1SCk of ^astructure (such as; transport and
coramunxcatxons, educational and training facilities, housing,

financi^T; Jnstitution? for search and development,8'
tmancial institutions, etco)$ . '

(ii). the predominance of agricultural activity at a low level of
productivity (more than three-quarters of the population lives
in the rural areas and is engaged on subsistence farming),

(iii) general absence of industrial activity^

(iv) adult illiteracy of about 80 per cent; ,'■".'

(v) unemployment and underutilization of human resources whilst
man ower^6 ±S * Critical shortage of trained .

:(vi) small size of local markets (a legacy from the colonial past
due to the division of Africa into many, small States)j

(vii) excessive dependence upon commodity exports whose prices
.,- fluctuate on the world market and cause uncertainty of incomes

(Vlil) Z7tty1of.caPltal ^d low level of domestic savings due to
low level 01 personal incomes (the wage sector offers
employment to less than ons-fifth of the active labour force)5

., (ix) inadequate knowledge of physical resources, which makes rational
. planning a very difficult exercise1 rarionai

SnfrH f °rgahi2ed d^elopment planning and programming
Resulting an ad^hoc approach to development, which in turn tends
to slow down economic growth!

a rapidly expanding population.

^ V* T " poPulatibn Proble-» of the dimensions'
h-.r^^ t ,\J Present Population is estimated at 330 to 350 million
(770 to 860%r T ClntTy tMS figUr^ may rise to «*«£°n double that '
Entries It ls ?h' 1S m°^e than tW±Ce the >ate °f §TOWth in developedcountries. It is the age composition of the population which is the most

t! £?S featUre! m°re than t^-fith* (43 per cent) of the populatiofis
under fxfteen years of age, compared with a world average of 36 per cent," '

ah! *- li „ , er* (i) Poverty> Racism and Human Rights. ' '
Address to the World Council of Churches Consultation on Christian
Concern for Peace (3-9 April, 197O, Baden, Austria. Mimeo - M7O-465s
(11) Developing Africa! Economic Aspects, Trends and Perspectives. .
thirt PI"ears"e(D Conference on "Africa in World Affairs! the next

Uganda; - Mimeo - M69~30620
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The relative"youthfulness" of the population imposes, in the short term,

heavy burdens on a low-income country■,for this is a large dependant group

requiring various economically non-productive services in the way of

increasing educational/ health and recreational services, besides investment

for a'high rate of employment creation in anticipation of their entry into

the labour-market. The developed countries have a more favourable age

structure in this regard. Family planning is the eventual balancing

measure knd many African States have adopted national family planning •

programmes (e.g. Botswana, Kenya, Ghana* Mauritius, Morocco, Tunisia,
the UAR), but this is a long term measure and the economic impact of the

population pressure is with Governments today.

"'■'■' The slow growth of the economy has meant a low rate of employment

creation, and a steady rise in the volume of unemployment and underemploy

ment, especially in the rural sector,, A 'serious problem confronting African

governments is the growing army of educated primary school—leavers for

whom there are just hot enough jobss and conditions in the rural areas

are not at ail attractive to keep most of them there*

Amongst the most serious onerous burdens of some of these States is

debt servicing, that is, the payment of interest, and repayment of capital

borrowed fr6m abroad, often on hard terms* In some instances, as much as half

the export earnings are swallowed in debt servicing, and, so these countries,

despite their best efforts, appear to stand still*"- '"■

The Pearson Commission reports on a significant, if not impressive,

record of development achievements in the face of such handicaps. Contrary

to widespread belief, the bulk of the investment capital in developing

countries is derived from domestic savings- In the 1960s domestic savings

accounted for 85 per cent of total investment. Africa raised savings to

the extent of an annual average1 of'13i-r per cent of GNP (1960-196?), and
Gross Investment on the average was 16«7 per cent of GNP. /During the same:

period average rate of Savings- was 21*7 per cent of GNP, and-Gross Investment

21.2 per centj for the fifteen developed countries in the OECD group.16/
The average annual rate of growth in Agricultural production for the develop

ing countries was 2ol per cent (196O-66) (the rate in Africa: at T«4 per
cent was very much below the average), as against 1*8 per cent for- the
industrialized countries.Iff/ The "green" revolution has made a remarkable

change in the rate and volume of food production in parts of Asia and

Latin American Manufacturing output has been growing at the1 average annual

rate of 7D3 per cent for all developing countries (Africa, 600 per cent),
against 5»6 per cent for the industrialised countries.18/ Electric energy

production averaged an annual rate of growth of 10.5 per cent (l94&-*1967)
in the developing countries (Africa,. 11.3 per cent), against 7*7 per cent
of the industrialized countries*"lg/ These sectoral rates of growth are

16/ Ibidg Table 2-2, page 31 =

17/ "Igd, Table 2-3, page 32.
18/ Ibid, Table 2-6, page 360
19/ Ibid, Table 2-8, page 39-

-\



indicative.of the efforts being made by Africa and the other.developing

countries to - accelerate their;development, though the performances of some

individual,countries fall -below the average; Measured against the total

•inconie p£ the,developing countries* the e^terp.al resources flowing. into ,..

thera(have been a small .fraction, amounting to about 2 per cento^O/.., ■ However,
even this fraction has; .made a., very significant contribution to the develop

ment noted above j for in, some countries it amounted to 10 per cent of their.

investment^, and 2CV3O per cent of .imports., Generally, the record of per

formance ;of,: the developing countries today are much better than that of

the presently advanced, countries when they .were at the same stage of • ...

development- . > . . ■ - ■ -..,.-.. : ; .

Yet in spite of development assistance and their own efforts, the dev

eloping :countries lag very much behind the, developed countriest A factor

;that tends to be overlooked,^wjien comparisons ere made, is that in the ...

contemporary world the.. latei;comer, to,development has new problems to ;£&ae

and greater obstacles:to overppme than the presently advanced countries had

to, at similsx stages of development..To take the population "explosion's

for example: this is really the outcome of decreased mortality rates

effected; through improved health and educational services, which are

better today than in. the early years: of the Industrial Revolution in Europe,

and, consequently, the old balance has. been upset* New corrective measures

like family, planning would have.to be applied on a wide scale? but the .

world does not have the experience of applying such measures at the

pre-iiidustrxal stage of development.

To take another example^ The existence of industrially advanced countries

with greater productive capacity, tightly organized and preserved markets,

and a commitrant to economic nationalism in their policies, has made it

extremely difficult for. a new comer on the scene to break through the trade

barrier^ pr compete successfully*. International trade in the past, when

the. presently, developed countries had begun their modernization and indus

trialisation process, was much more liberalisede On the other hgndj the
export goods;of the mass production economies are more successful, in

penetrating the markets of;t.he developing countries ,and change the pattern.

of cosiEUKiptipn, resulting .in serious balance of payments problems, today* ,.'
In addition labour standards, are higheir and. trade unions stronger» .

Again, take industrial technology. The technblogy available today is

capital-intensive and labour-savingt developed,to §uit the conditions of (

the .industrially advanced ,countries.;.,But the developing.countries, .with .

their labour .surplus and scarcity of capital need labour-intensive an<i. . .

cipital-saving-technologys The injudicious importand use, of the more ;

sophisticated and;expensive technology, mainly by foreign investors, has

only iserved :to compound;the :problems of the developing countries* ,.. .

Ibid, page hS>*
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To take yet one more example., When industrialization in Europe got

under way money was cheaper and was borrowed at fixed interest rates of
5 to 6 per Cent s and default was not. uncommon* Now almost all long-rterm

private capital is very much dearer, taking the form of direct equity

at 15 to- 25; per cent pre-local tax, and 10 to 15 per cent post^local taxf ;

and default on loans, whether private or official, is hardly ever allowed

to occurD Furthermore, remittances of profits, interest and dividends

aggravate the balance of payments problems of African countries, partly

because of their height and partly because of inadequate re-investment.21/

From this brief account of the serious impediments:to the accelerated

development of Africa and the other developing regions, it is evident

how important even marginal assistance could be. Unless external resources

continue to flow at the rate of, at least, 1 per cent of the GKP of the

industrially-advanced and richer countries the future is bleak for them%

and, the 6 per cent per annum overall growth rate recommended for the

1970s is not likely to be reached. The reasons for the stagnation in

development assistance have been reported upon by the Pearson Commission,

and, it is not necessary to detail them again, except to mention some,

as we are concerned with aid at this Congress. The Commission reported

that in the United States, and in some other donor countries they had
encountered "a spirit of disenchantment" in aid giving and that often

these attitudes have been due to. misconceptions and unrealistic expect

ations of 'instant development1," when it should have been known that

development was a long-term processa22/ They also report on strong criticism
on waste in the use of aid in the developing countries, and complaints that

aid activities lead to entagleraent in political conflict and military

hostilities in which recipient countries have been engaged.^}/ The Report,
however, places much responsibility for this state of affairs on the donor

countries themselves and was critical of their underlying motivation and

aid policies* A good deal of bilateral aid was dispensed to gain political

favours, strategic advantages, or to promote exports from the donprj and,

much foreign assistance went to the maintenance of large armed forces. In

none of these cases, was the promotion of long-term development a dominant

objective of the assitance given-22/ Some falling off in the rate of flow

of development assistance was, however, due to priority given to domestic

n&ed® of the donor countries. Equally there have been misconceptions in

the developing countries, who also tended to expect too much too soon from,

aid which was only a supplement to the national development effort*2^/

... Jji Africa* today, it is realized that development must be effected by . -

Africans themselves, and that no foreign assistance can be a substitute for

determined, self-reliant effort. However, they do need marginal assistance

on reasonable terms - not charity - from the international community of

which they are a part, so that the time span of development may be shortened

23/

24/

These and other arguments have been more fully developed in an un

published study, "Aid to Africa" by Paul Streeten for the Economic

Commission for Africa, February 19?Oo ■

Pearson Report, page 4»

Ibid, page 4»

Ibidj pages 5-6»
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for them. Theresa amplg^istorical evidence that external development'
^ JUfe^°Ufy *^d.-and effioibntly'usa/ can bake a significant
r^ P^*i ^ f^ -fWK ^-Taiwan,.thVPhilipplnes, Korea,

, Greece and Israel^ The need for: assistance is not the unique
experience at aeveloping-countries. . It was Marshall Aid which put war
devastated Europe ca its feet. ...'. ' -'■■.; ' .■ : ....-•■ .

The Pearson Commission cautions against a!" harrow, quantitative, ■"■'

^ 'eValUa!i0Si0f thS co^^tion.6f-aid to the process ;of development,
the size of official .development assistance is marginal to the country's

voiume:of .nvest.nent ,in developrtent,^ principa^e has ;been that
oi 12m^^l??16!« Afri^ ;«i- are unmiiied mineral^ abundance
°; ^T^i^^ "f^ energy source-tut the Africa^ the^elves,
at this stagey are osten not in a position to mobilise their resources,
combine ana.transom them ^into the goods'and services"of va&e to 'themselves ;
and whxch have a demand on the world market, r. Tte iaarginal capita and

^:r:S!iexternal sources a lons wa ^
The most lasting and strategic contribution thiat foreign'

Jlfjf f Rn and training. It -io or.ly thri>ugh the develop
menc or human aiowledge, skiUs and attitudes- that peopleVar6 envied ta ^ -
oecome^selx-rbUant in ravaging their affairs and to attain higher levels
of Ijvuigr. .^ConvxK.ced of the . leverage-that education ai,d training--have =" " '
ZZtT *? "-odemlzatlon of kgriculture and industrialization, African
Governments xnvest a.^considerable,proportion of their-resources in this
sector0^The percentage-of national.income spent on education ranged in 1965
from 1.6 .per cent^o ;8el;per,:c^^ ...

percentage-of the budget allotted to elation'r^ed from 6.9 oer^cent

fL.°4 ^ cent,iil the Kama ^ear^ the'average'being.. 1506 per c^t.27/ These
ngures compare favourably with those of developed countries28/^-Yet in "
spxte ox theae-efforts the school age -population is increasin^ing to "
population gro,iths and "Africa iS the only developing region- wl.ere n^re than '
ha..x uie children or school-age do-not-attend School. ■ "SchtJoi'' leavers ' "

(i) "Pearson Report,. pafes .48-52. ■ ■ '"'."'"
(ii) Economists March 11, 196?, page 9O8n '

(iii) R.E.A. Gardiner, International Economic Developments The Significance
. ^Jw.*? Africa. Address ..to .the International Press Institute,,-
.3 June 1968, Nairobi, ,/ ' ./' - : : .. *

See also Pearson Report^ po5OD :- . : ■ ■: ■

27/ UNESCCV-OAU/GE.STA/Refh. Paper submitted to UHE3C0/0AU inference on/

Technical Trainins in Relation to
26/ Coombs, Philip Hs .gg.cit, 9 Appendix*'18, page 201 f;
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fAioation) are increasing faster than jobs, whilst at the

BiSSi
avaiLhL t / development assistemce for all purposes, the volume

liiiipiiliit
It U I

inEnrolment as percentage of total enrolment ii

ML& Latin America

Second-level t> f>
Third level ,r

^»7 2,2

by Secretariat.

For a seminal study in this area sees Ladlalav CERYCHs Problems of Aid
Ed"Cat!°n ^Developing Countries. Praeger, New York! l<&. ,Lt

eVef^tnt Assist^e Committee undertook a more recent Itudv in'
n educational assistance to Africa. recent studym,



. The poverty of the developing countries is a challenge not only to the

conscience but also to the good sense of the' international community to

increase the flow of development assistance, especially to education and
training in Africa- In answer to the question, Why aid? I cannot'do

better than conclude with the most cogent argument employed by the Pearson
Commission: .> ■■•-.■

.:[; "People today are increasingly aware of a world, as well as'

a national9 community.e0 This concept of world community "

is itself a major reason for international co-operation for

development; It is an assertion of.faith in the.future, as .,- ;
well as of the conviction of the n&&d to act now".31/ ■..".-

.31/ Pearson Report, page 10,



REPORT OF THE SKPERT GROUP MEETING ON EDUCATION

AND TRAINING FOK DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA

Introductory discussion on .relating African education

The topic was introduced by a UNESCO representative who reviewed briefly

the past ten years of educational development, in Africa and drew attentioni

to the change that had taken place in the concept of development during the

period, which, now stressed the point that education must be viewed together

with social and economic: development., The relevance of education to develop

ment is not to be underestimated, Sorae;:of the difficulties and challenges

facing education in-the 1970s xfere mentioned and certain proposals were

made for making education more relevant and efficient.*

The participants were of the view that^in^ the- past, ten years, despite :.::

the great efforts made and achievements realised in increased enrolment

and expenditure, education in Africa, for varied reasons did not: meet adequately

the needs of social and economic development* .;;•■■,..■

The group urged strongly that in the: 1970s African education must be

development-oriented and that educational institutions and programmes should

be more closely relateds

(a) to increase the productivity of the workers and peasants?

(b) to meet the employment needs of the population? especially, of

the increasing number of youth?

(c) to raise the level of economic? social and political development

of:the: peoples'particularly5 that of-the rural population* :

To this end the group recommended that s .
■—* -*■ fi nf ■ mi ■■Mil fci ilTir T !■ »h ■ ~i i m—l"liiiB iMlUfc

The main objective of convening the meeting under the aegis of the United

Nations Economic Commission for Africa (Addis Ababa, 7—11 Decembez* 1970)
was to focus th^ attention of member States upon the necessity'of.shaping

national systems of education and training to serve as instruments of

economic and social development,, It was hoped that the experts,.and

consultants would assist in identifying major structural, prog^antme-and ■ ■"■

content deficiencies and gaps in the systems of. education and training

in Africafpr promoting rural development1and industrializationi in

reviewing the adequacy of training facilities td meet the economic and

social needs and priorities of Africa? in suggesting guidelines for

educational planners and administratorss and in recommending priority areas

for external assistance to education in the 1970s* Only the conclusions

and recommendations of the expert group are reproduced here8 The complete

report is available in document S/CNO14/515 - E/CNol4/WP<> 6/36.



Educational Flaming'' s ' ' ■■■■;■ -. -.■>■.■■.■. ■ .,. ■■..■: ■ .,..

(i) With a view to integrating educational piano with overall

national development plans-efforts be intensified to establish

planning units in the Ministries of Education, where this has

not been, done,./and. to/..train, educational planning el

ftgpdern ManagementiiTeclmix|uei^

(ii) Hew management methods should"be"introduced in the administration
of educational systems, programmes and projects to improve the

.. efficiency of planning, procurement and control, and to facilitate

,. the development of....innovative policies and institutional and,
.in addition appropriate training courses in mddem' manageri&tit

techniques be provided in university faculties of feducatiori and

teacher training institutes*

Mew Educational i Strategies.. . . . .. ._ :.

(iii) Efforts--be "made to develop new strategies at sub-national,.;.

national and regional levelsj and educational means be devised
to meet the specific needs of different age and functional

groups ;in the population instead of merely, expanding the

:. existing, educational institutions*.

Co-ordination

(iv) Greater co-ordination be effected among the several agencies,

.public.and private, responsible for education and training*_

Associating Educators ^p^P^^^oj^B^^^Bt, FFSP^B,^.

(v) Educatora..' should be associated with any political decisions

made concerning their area of responsibility and activity to

ensure proper planning ?ji4 effective implementations ...

Structure and procedure^ ofin Ministries

(vi)' A-review'of the structure and procedures of Ministries of

Education be made and changes1 effected so as to facilitate ■-.-:

J: the rapid execution of educational and development plans-

Relevance' of< Educational Objectives? Content|FI[ Prograi-nmes .

(vii)-'The'objectives, content and programmes of education be - ;i

reviewed and reformulated so as to make them more relevant -: ■

to: the economic, social arid political needs of changing. ; :.

Africa^-'- ■ : . ■ " '■" ■■ ■ " ■ - ■ : " ,■■■■.■-' =■;■
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Development Studies

1 (vlii) The development process be made a subject of study as well as

integrated in the curricttla of secondary? teacher—training and

university institutions sbthat their graduates may develop

■ the right attitudes and commitment to development! ands in

addition, to reinforce those attitudes by involving youth

actively in development tasks through national service schemes.

Use of Educational Technology

(ix.) Educational methodology take into account and make appropriate

use of the technological innovations now becoming available

- to increase its effectivenessarid productivity, as in industry

'■■■■'■■'■: ■■ ' '■' ■' and agriculture'.. . ■ ' /.• '■:, ;. ■ . . . ....-,.

Research in Development Education ; ,- , / ■ . ■'---" . . .. .

■;■'■■■■■ (xj Ministries of Education and universities undertake systematic
■ research and experimental projects to determine the.^inds of

experience 9 Mills and attitudes at the different' levels of
education which contribute to economic and social development.

TechnicaliAssistance - -

(xi) The group called upon the ;ECA9 UNESCO, ILO, FAO and other
international organizations to render technical assistance

to African Governments and institutions to. implement the

above recommendations o:

The; design, of. education anditraininig for rural development

For the discussion of this major topic the group had before it two

working documents "(B/CN.14/WP.6/31^ arid ECA/MPTR-U/197O) and. a number of
background papers0 The discussions on the various topics were introduced
by members of the EGA, UNESCO, FAOAND ILO secretariats.

The group was of the view that a sound educational policy and the

design of a system of education and training that would be relevant and

contribute to the economic and social development of the rural areas must

be founded upon a thorough understanding of the economic and social conditions
prevailing in these areas, and be based upon a clearly stated set of national

economic and social objectives. Too often educational planning and action
were impeded and made irrelevant to the environment and needs of the popu

lation by the lack of a clear statement of educational objectives and

priorities derived from these overall national objectives<»

; The group took note that African economies were in general dual

economies, comprising a modern and a traditional subsistence sector.. The

majority of the African population lived in the rural subsistence sector,

which accounted for their poverty and low standards of living,. It took
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note also that the strategy of accelerated economic development inAfrica

cabled for the transformation and modernization of the subsistence economy.
This Jiad for. its goal the development.ox; a diversified economic structure
and pattern of activity in which modernized-agriculture would be supplemented
by, appropriate industrial and commercial undertakings, and, related service
industries. A comprehensive rural development policy will give due weight
and emphasis.to employment objectives*.!. ., /

The group was convinced that for education and training to make an
effective contribution to the development process other concomitant measures
would need to be taken by government and.other agencies,to build up the rural
infrastructure and to provide the necessary incentives to mobilize the
efforts of the rural population. It, therefore, endorsed t*je integrated
approach to rural development in which the education]and training of the
rural people in the appropriate skills, knowledge and attitude constituted
but one component in the development strategy, . In this connexion it . .
observed that more vigorous steps need to be taken to effect greatercb~ '
ordination and harmonization of administrative structures and procedures
of the various government ministries and agencies concerned with rural
development, including the Ministry of Eductation* .

To this end the group recommended thats

ECA, UNESCO, ILO and other specialised agencies continue*and
intensify their .assistance to governments to. establish modern
administrstivQ structures and procedures which.would facilitate
development, and to'promote training programmes, in modern

management techniques and development, administration*

The group then considered the existing pattern of education ^nd the
adequacy of-the - facilities for the rural popiilatibrio ' There was general
agreement that there were in.the system, serious, structural deficiencies

and imbalancess.,that the'cpnt^ent was not relevant and. related .to the needs
of development s and that the forms of education were in need of greater

imagination and innovation to meet,the needs of the different age and
functional groups*.

As a guideline to. educational policy-mailers and educational planners ■
the group affirmed that the broad aims of educational policy were*the same
.everywhere in developing Africa* withput distinction between urban and.rural
populations, which is.that education, .'conceived in its widest -connotation,
should enable.men? women and yout.hs to .acquire those skills, knowledge .-. ,
afcd attitudes, through exposure, tp formal and non-formal,, learning situations,
which would enablethem,..or improve tfeircapabilities, to perform the-:
numerous tasks required to be done, to bring about, the transformation' and
modernization of the economy and the related social institutions-

Derived from this statement of policy, the group agreed upon the\
following set of. educational| and training ob iectives which' it" believed would
assist in, promoting rural development s.,','. " -. .' ". !' , '■■ •
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(i) Modernization of the -.rural .economy. and rural social institutions
* through rising the general level of intellectual'and cultural

attsujMteh%;^+W:\l populations ":-; yj.:^.'-^- -;...v.VC,.

(ii) Imparting basic.communications skills and knowledge of numbers,
. „■.-:■ -'which--are essential for participation in modern economic and

governmental operations %

(iii)y Imparting a, general education in the development process so as
to provide knowledge and understanding of the rural environment -
its resources, limitations and opportunities5 to generate a

ferment in the min<3 to want to change the eon/litions of rural
. poverty* and stagnation^ and, to create receptivity to innovations

in organization, technology, modes of labour and social
relationships1

(iv) Inculcating appreciation of the role of agriculture and agri^
cultural production in economic development|

(v) Equipping men and women with improved manual and technical
<" skills,, through pre-vocational, vocational and on-the-job

training schemes, to. engage more,profitably in farming
operations, rural industries and handicrafts!

(vi) Imparting knowledge of human biology and the basic laws of
health, nutrition, and hygiene - personal and community^; ♦■--'. ■X :-

(vii) Imparting a knowledge of science and scientific methods, and
developing the habit of scientific thinking in coping with
natural and social phenomenal .

(viii) To impart knowledge an4 skills to women on household management
■. and child cares and,- ,...■. ■..■■■ . < ■ ■ ■ ■ "■ ■ ■"-'■':■

(ix) To impart knowledge of family.planning to adults

The group was particularly concerned to emphasize that whilst the
economic and social syndrome, associated with a subsistence economy-required
special educational ^measures ;and:;a differentiated approach in respect of the
content and forms of education, it should constantly become, in raincl that
the overall national social,objective.of African Governments is to .equalize
educational and training opportunities for all sectors of the national
population, and, in so far; ,as,it was possible to do so through the means
of education and;training,.:to equalize employment opportunities also.;

The group then considered the structure, of education compatibly wit
the achievement of the aforementioned educational objectives■ It was of
the view that since the stages, of educational development, traditions and
needs of educational organization varied from country to country, it was '
not possible to recommend any general structural pattern,,
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structural modification of the system..of. educational

I S ^ ?/dUC^1Onal se"ice? should be '
£ ? all ages and functional groups"

o f1 /« b?f S! md' therefo^ f°—1 education shoui/be
tf ?* ? Pri°arr tO the *»*i«T l^els; and non-

1 eduCational

(ii) ^The programmes and courses offered should be diversified to
• accord.feth the aptitudes and. growing interes'tTSSd^or

fioiencies" of individuals I. and should be oriented to the
environment in which education is given,- ■'. ..-. :' :'..■.■

, ^ arrangements,should,be flexible .arid
for multiple entry points ,.at different stagemTthe

individual's career, and permit transfer from on! type or
xield of theoretical or .applied study w, training to another,
so that opportunity is provided for the realization of the

SC^Ve $ Ufe~1OnG «*<*«» *ih i ^
y pided for the realization of the

thSC^Ve $ Ufe~1OnG «*<*«<» '*i=h is a sure ..ay: of ^suring
that education serves the purpose of, economic, and social ^
aevelopmentaevelopment

The group recpmmended, further that- ..

As early as possible,- a! systems analysis he made of national
and-PsS?£ r^ /Y »"«*»al deficienci:;

gaps in vhe linliages, and to take steps to modify the system i4^>
appropriate_to national needs, requirements,and-resources In
this connexion the group called upon ECA, UNESCO, ILO, FAO and

c^triesT nal "eanizatfcms to give all assistance to African

to^stress the adoption of cycles of duration, at the primary and l
levels which are in keeping with the realities of the African e
situation resource availability and stage of developms^! ^ie
STi^^fT be —-eful in forma? ed^t^r^-

apply to out^of-scfcol education

instruction, employing the-new media of



Continuous Curriculum Appraisal ■ . : ;■:-■■■ .-..-■

In regard to the content of education., .the group was of the view that
to maize it relevant to development pre-vocational education should be pro
vided from the upper primary classes to the junior secondary classes,,

In the upper secondary level training in a wide spectrum of vocational skills
should be provided to enable the school-leaver to receive further on-the~job
training and to be prepared to enter upon the employment opportunities that
present themselves* In addition, the group particularly stressed the
introduction of science subjects and mathematics in the curricula of rural
schools from the earliest levels, and to up-grade the teaching in these
suDjectso

To this end the group recommended thats

Permanent national committees be set. up to make a continuous
study and appraisal of the curricula and syllabuses of education
wd to bring them into line with the knowledge and skills require
ments for the modernisation of agriculture, related processing
industries, and of small-scale industries* -

In the light of the need for organising and providing diversified
curricula^ training opportunities, the group considered what would be a
suitable lorm of organisation of schools and educational centres for the
rural areas. It was of the view that, at the secondary level, the com- :
prehensive or multilateral school structure was"suitable for form** education
ana training activities§ and, that they should be located in places which
are accessible to students from the rural areas. With regard to relating
the_schooi to.the community, the group believed that the cornmunity school
cype ox organization for the young and the adult population offered areat
possibilities for diversified and innovative educational activity, " . '

Tertiary education and training facilities ..-.'..-

The group considered tertiary level education and traininp for the
rural population and recommended the establishment of educational and train
ing xacilxties at the tertiary level providing agricultural as well as
engineering programmes, and that careful .consideration-be given, to ma*- '"'

mining tne use of availible-ifeeonrces-byalso"establishing secondary teacher-
crainmg programmes within the organisational framework of these institutions,

Teacher-training; ■" ._■ ' . ( " "' ."'"'" . .;....

_ The group noted with appreciation the UNESCO projects established for
training rural teachers It discussed at length the role of the teachers' !;
as agents of change or animateurs, and their preparation. ■ In view of the ■'
great scarcity of the* right quality of. teachers to spearhead the chanFes
envisaged for the rural areas, the group recommended strongly that.' '

The highest priority be given to the training of'teachers and
ceacher educators for rural schools, and that in their
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preparation a period of national service be incorporated* •;Tothia:-eirid
the group called upon UNESCO, FAO and ILO to render intensified
assistance to the African Governments, to achieve a break-through
in this field of scarce educational manpower*

Training;. of Farmers

_ With regard to the adult sector of the population currently engaged
xn farming activities, the. group noted with appreciation t.he training beinp- ■
provided by UNESCO, FAO and ILO through farmer training centres and the.-
experimental functional literacy projects to increase the productivity, of the
farmers.. The group recommended thati

Additional resources be allocated to these .activities to extend
their sphere of influence in the rural community and to undertake
the necessary systematic research to improve the effectiveness of
those programmeso .

Vocational Guidance Services ......

The group stressed that in order to relate the flow of students into
areas of study and training related to urgent manpower requirements *or ■
rural developmentf it was necessary to prepare information on employment .
opportunities for school-leavers and to train vocaUonai-^idanee1counsellors.
To thxs end the group recommended that g :

(i) Member States give effective support to the development of
vocational guidance services in all national secondary9 post-'"
secondary and training institutionss 5

(ii) The international organizations? in particular UNESCO and ILO,
be approached to lend support to the development of these

programmes, and to conQider.,-fch4;-^asibiiity.-o£--i»iti'ailiig "
national or multinational training workshops, and specialist
training courses for educational, and-vocational guidance officers
in Africa c . , . -.'■'■■

University Centres for Educational Planning and Development' ' : ■

In concluding its observations on this major topic on the agends, the
group called attention to the importance of initiating detailed socio-
economic surveys at the local level with a view to learning wtet'-fhe '
economic growth prospects were in the rural areas so that the education
and traxnxng provided could be more closely related to employment possi* ■
oxlxties. A mjor constraint.to making education related to employment and
productxon was the absence of such economic information and social profiles
ox job requirementsD In addition, new types of educational research and
experxmentatxon would need to be .undertaken to learn the ways in which
education and training programmes can in fact contribute to economic .
development0 .,
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To this end the group recommended strongly .that s

(i) Centres for studies in educational planning and development

be established within the universities, and that regular .

courses in this, field be introduced in undergraduate and

post—graduate programmes;

(ii) Economic analysis and intelligence sub-units be set up within

Ministries of Education as part of the educational planning

unitsj

(iii) UNESCO be approached to assist the African Governments and

universities xn this regard. '[','

The design of education and training for industrialization

In considering this major topic the group had before it two working

documents (E/GN6l4/MP06/33 and ECA/fJiPTR-l4/l97O) and a background paper..
In addition ? the sub—topics under this agenda item were introduced. orally

by representatives of ECA? UNESCO, 3X0 and a Consultant, .'■'...

•■■The group took note of the high priority given to industrialisation,

programmes in the development plans of the African countries.. The task of,

educational and1 training systems was viewed as assisting to accelerate, the

industrialization process of the continent* It was noted that industrial

ization and industry—related services called for a whole range of key ,-

skilled personnels adequate in number and Quality* There was an acute ......

shortage of African scientistsj engineers and skilled manpower, to fill

senior industrial posts and the shortage was likely to continue for the

foreseeable futures A survey of the supply and demand for such high-level

personnel indicated that educational institutions in some countries appeared

to be overproducing graduates in arts—based disciplines whilst.at; the,same

time they were experiencing a shortage of scientific snd technical manpower..

Even for middle-level manpower for industrialisation some countries were:

still heavily dependent upon expatriate recruitment0

In considering the magnitude of the manpower problems posed for industrial

development during the next decade, the group felt that realistic industrial

targets and time—tables should be set. The group noted the need for setting

into motion development in several fields and the conflict that arose in

setting priorities, but this had to be.resolved for education and training

to be geared to economic:|and social development* It was pointed out that

highly specialized personnel depended on each other for the supply of skills

required for the implementation of development projects. African countries,

thus, had to produce the supply of a wide range of manpower cadres retired- .

for their development • . . : ,:

1 The group was of the view that the absence of specialized training

facilities and programmes was a major constraint to the supply of essential

manpower-.; In this regards it was essential for universities and technical!

institutes to forge links with industries9 to study their manpower requirements
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and to design appropriate training programmes. Similarly, adjustments and
innovation®, in school programmes would be required. It was important to

distinguish short-term requirements, which could be met by short-term
arrangements from .longer-terra requirements that would require fundamental

changes in the educational systems Short-terra.requirements might be met by,
for instance, the use of the facilities of neighbouring countries, and
provision of intensive short-term training programmes or through the use1

of technical assistance personnel under bilateral arrangementso On the other
hand, long-term requirements may call for a complete re-orientation of

educational programmes and the development of appropriate knowledge, skills
and attitudes at primary, secondary and university levels. In many instances,
external assistance was still needed to finance the necessary training, and

to develop sound selection and guidance procedures that would ensure the
efficient use of scarce personnel. The group urged African countries to
allocate greater resources to the development of'industrial skilled manpower.

The group considered the role of universities in human resources
development. It was noted that African universities had.undergone, great
changes during the last decade. These were.-no longer the colonial insti-
tuions that they used to be. Under African management they had changed

their philosophies in favour of commitment to their countries and .involve
ment in national development. Some had instituted national service pro
grammes as a means of sensitizing their students to the tasks of develop

ment* Curricula were constantly reviewed,, changed and evaluated. Extension
programmes related to the ne&ds of adults In work had been expanded.

Correspondence courses for those who could not easily be reached by the

university had been instituted,, The need to relate academic excellence and '■■
attainment to the practical problems of development and work was finding
increasing recognition among universities* The group agreed that it was

not correct to .speak of these institutions as if nothing had happened in
the last ten years,. In fulfilling their role, however, African universities
might benefit from a greater degree of co-operation in the use of highly
specialized and expensive facilities for the training of high-level manpower
and might also benefit from the exchange of each others experience. In

this regard the role of the Association of African Universities in bringing
universities together was commended. It, was felt that increased support
should be given to the activities, of this Association by universities and -
governments s, especially in promoting sub-regional and regional co-operation.

T.h§_group .was aware, that there were serious problems to matching
exactly .the supply, o£ and demand for skilled manpower0 Even when training

facilities were available, and vocational guidance offered, students and
parents, did not always make the choices of career expected of them hy

manpower planning."There was the inevitable time lag between planning and
actual output of the required manpower as the lead time in education was
long. Furthermore, it was difficult to forecast exact future manpower
requirements. Industrialists found difficulty in forecasting their require
ments in exact terms or in providing a precise description of the content

of industrial jobs. The qualitative aspects of these jobs were subject to
change and could not be forecast for long periods, aheado Until there was-
systematic job analysis, and better projections of the requirements of
industry, manpower planning could not become an exact science*
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planning, the group felt the scarcity of resources in Africa made it imperative
that planning should continue to be attempted and that concepts and tech
niques of planning be developed which will render planning more effective
in African conditions. Equally pressing was the need to develop vocational
and guidance techniques that would ensure the flow'of students xn accordance
with the broad targets of manpower and education planning,, The need for

research studies in these areas stressed*

Accordingly the group recommended that 3 • '

(i) Governments should allocate adequate resources for the

development of studies and research in manpower and educational

planning!

(ii) All countries should give consideration to the relationship
existing between the training of professional manpower^and

the training of supporting cadres with a view to ensuring an

adequate supply of sub-professionals, technicians and skilled

craftsmen* ...

Science, and Technology s VpM-eifiajt, ??££!£32P& ^for^*63 an^ Problenls
of Intpl^entation ; /■

The group found that whilst science and technology were already playing1

an important role in the daily life of Africans, regrettably, however, most

governments had not yet delineated policies for scientific and technological
development and had not yet given sufficient attention to the full utilization

of the abundance of natural resources. Many scientific items which could be
produced locally were imported. /Many industries were run as: single-line

industries although subsidiary industries could have arisen out of the

processing of the by-products of these industries. It was noted with
appreciation that UNESCO, realizing the need for scientific and technological
research, had introduced a number of pilot projects in Africa aimed at the

application of scientific research.to. national development plans. These
pilot projects had revealed deficiencies in certain categories of skilled
scientific manpower in African countries« The situation called for the

establishment of special governmental science units concerned with the
formulation and implementation of policies for scientific and technological
development » such" units could be closely allied to manpower planning units

of the Ministries responsible for national education

Experience with existing projects had, however, suggested certain

weaknesses in the conception and execution of projects, such as:. ;

(i) Some projects tended to be over-ambitious and unrealistic!

(ii) There was lack of co-ordination of projects sponsored by

various government departments? ' /;
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(iii) j?i;o~r rr^jeci^:,; h>v:I'&o rele^^ce to the overall siaticnal:plan.5

(iv) -There was lack of evaluation and assessment mechanisms
■ " for many, projects-! .. • ' ..■;..

""■"■" ;vt(}r) There" seemed to be bureaucratic and red-tape hindrances, to;
■■ the implementation of projects, including delays in < release

of funds| . ,

(vi) Many projects did not receive proper direct supervision
because they were assigned to senior officers already

overburdened with other pressing work. This problem could:"

be solved by assigning a qualified full time Director

to each project*

(vii) Some projects were inadequately provided for in terns of
supporting staff, physical facilities, transportation and

the necessary publicity of the projects.

The group however, felt that it was sometimes difficult or undesirable

to provide separate officers and directors for each of the projects in the

process of _in^lemenfcation«-. A country or -even a .single. Ministry usually had

several projects of varying size in hand*" It'would mitigate against'the

interests of co-ordination and efficiency if each project;, irrespective of

size, «ere assigned a separate Director. Nevertheless, within these broad

considerations, countries had to give careful attention to the implementation

of projects if they were to achieve the maximum impact of- resources spent

on those projects.■ in the matter of- the long-term development of science

and technology the group strongly supported the formulation of comprehensive

and detailed policies by ?J1 govonip.ents; ands the setting up of science units

charged-with the formulation and implementation of science1 policies..

Accordingly the groap rec^mm^ded that s

(i) in view of- the importance of. formulating and implementing long-
■ term policies in -science land technology education should be

given "adequate cc-ilsicstsr'atiGn for its noto-in tho establishment- -. .
c":f effective science policy*

(ii).^Careful attention should be given to the efficient implementation
of science projects so as to maximize their-effect and general .

impact on development.

(iii) Efforts to give greater emphasis to science and technology.in
school curricula should continue and adequate resources should

■be found for-the purpose..■ .- - . ■ ,.

The Group accepted the. view that the difference between- developed .and

developing countries lay less in the availability of raw materials than

in the capabilities of those countries to apply science and technology to

their development. This difference could not be removed until African countries
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education* There was need to■expose,primary school children to industrial -

and technical concepts and to encourage them to develop proper attitudes-

Those who had aptitudes for science.and technology should then be encouraged

to develop further;;in.their studies.;. Unhappily, howevers these goals could

not be achieved without competent teachers in science and technology..

The group drew attention.to the.bottleneck created by the absence of

teachers of science and technology in schools- In some instances, govern

ments and. educational institutions had agreed upon policies that would result

in the allocation of more school and university places to science and

technological students» Yet, students adequately prepared in the sciences*:

had not been forthcoming in sufficient numbers8 In consequence, few

students were available for training as teachers of science and technology/

The group urged governments and donor agencies to continue to give attention

to the resolution of this vicious circle.

The group stressed the need for.strengthening science and technology

teaching in primary and secondary schools,, Only if this were done would a

firm foundation be laid for vocational training in these fields * Not only

were |here problems in,teacher supply, but also in the design and develop

ment of appropriate curricula, of teaching materials, and of the supply
of adequate equipment. These problems were already well known and receiving

the attention of many countries and donor agenciesa Accordingly the group

recommended^ that g .......

Efforts should continue and adequate, resources set aside for the"

thorough revision of school curricula so ?,s to bring it into line

with the developments -taking, place in modern science and technology.

The group then discussed various aspects of setting up training facil-

ilities and a programme for development of industrial skills.. It was noted

that a country considering setting up training programmes normally established

a vocational training centre, as a first step*. Such a-centre could provide

initial training for the common trades of building, engineering anU electrical

work* Simultaneous with the setting up of the centre, it was often necessary

to establish or improve apprenticeship training schemes in collaboration

with industry. Later, it was important to make a comprehensive survey of

manpower requirements and employment projections for five to ten years

ahead before mounting additional training projects. Possibilities of tr&in-

ing-within-industry for those already in employment should be explored. These

could take'the form of institutional courses combined with on-the-job

training.. Legislation would probably be necessary to define obligations

under the various schemes of training or to secure the co-operation of ■

industry. Other matters requiring attention would include the training of

vocational instructors, the setting up of a trade testing and certification

centre, accelerated training prograMnes for special ..rejects* the training

of supervisory staff, selection procedures and aptitude testing, vocational

guidance, the training of the handicapped, and special training for girls<>

All these requirements placed a heavy burden on. those planning ■vocational

training but were necessary elements in any. comprehensive scheme. Advantage
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SS^s^^^^A^SirS^s^"^

It-fjVL6^Ur£!Se!llen\tO the eSChSJ1^ of teaching technical
sxa.it xn African countriea.1 '■

Ind^ch^r ?,f?Pi6a b^»een induEtr.ieSj universities.
and technical institutions in the preparation of courses thl
renovation of curricula and iraproven^t of. training method^ining method^

^s fo^^r^ I"" StS)d7 leaVS ln d^^oPed countries soas to enable them to keep in touch with th d
Knowleage ana technique

them to keep in touch with the advance o<-
t

(v) To provide research equipment in .engi

m to seep up with engineering practice

in .engineering faculties,
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Accordingly, the group recoimnended^thatg "•""'.

(i) African universities and technical institutes should continue

tUeir efforts to produce high-level manpowers to spearhead-
development ar.d research in development problems0 Possibilities/

of regional and continental '.co-operation in the use of specialized
and expensive facilities should continue to be explored and the

efforts of the Association of African Universities should beefforts of the Asscia

given^ .eyer.y; jsupgort* Khere no other facilities are available,

imi^OT^iJeB'^liouIcE'^aaiab assist in developing middle-level

manpowero

(ii) ^ilinxSrries arid technoTogxcal institutes should co-operate with
industry in ensuring adequate industrial experience for students

before and after graduation. The possibilities of giving

,,.,..„students industrial experience in neighbouring countries or

■C9"ifiE§iroad should be exploredP and other ways of increasing the :
effectiveness of their practical training should be encouraged.,

(iii) The needs of technical staff and training facilities should be
given high priority' in any scheme for industrialisation*

(iv) UNESCO, in close collaboration with ECA3 should commission

appropriate African Institutes of Education or similar university

departments to undertake an evaluation of significant development~

oriented educational innovations and successful experimentsP

with special regard to changes in institutional structure^

admini©tr?tions content and training methods« The sponsors

of the study should endeavour to disseminate the findings to

all African university institutions for their information and

guidance* Suggestions may also be made as to possible ways of

promoting the above recommendation, and of promoting co-ordination

and co-operation between African universities generally during

the 1970s and after.

Training. Facilities and Programmes for relatedin Goi^erc^l
i ■ win mm ■inhuman 11 n - hit - ,iirn> ■ i n i " i - ■ ■ -l '-" -".»-~-»-^.~

and Secretarial Skills
lB.fc.JLH.llMl I'!1 Ill

The group discussion of this topic emphasised the role of commercial

education in', national development. Often the status of commercial education

had suffered because of an inadequate appreciation of its nature and pot

entiality* Graduates of commercial education programmes had to be persons

of high quality, able to satisfy local job demands aa well as to meet

international-standards. In this context conimercial education had a dual

role,:rt0E:pr3.ays that of giving a student the occupational skills required

for the job; ?as well as. the encouragement of the growth and development of

the student es an individual- In fulfilment of this latter role? commercial

education could itself be the basis of further study or training for other

careers. It was noted that during"the early stages of development, :

private commercial schools tended to dominate the provision of commercial

education*. This had given rise to several problemss including the lack'
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of trained teachers in these institutions, the-admission of less gx^ted_ ■■ ...

students so loofj as they could pr* the necessary fees, and the continuation
of low standard of performance, little was done about the general education
of students-or "the correction of,their attitudes as they developed. Gom-^
merical-end secretarial education ?tas held in the low esteem and inadequately
rewarded, Sfen when public systems.of education accepted responsibility
for commercial .education their products.enjoyed only a low status.

In a% effort to improvecommercial and secretarial educations the
3roup war, of t*o v^ew that African countries should consider the following

measures!

(i) Secretaries should be adequately educated and trained through

iFil systems of education»

(ii) Further on-the-joh training should be^encouraged for secretaries

and clerks .already in service-

(iii) The provision of coramercia]L. education at primary and secondary
school levels should be investigated ard formalized.

(iv) Prq jrammes for the training of commercial teachers and degree

pro,-rammes should be instituted at university.

(v) Commercial and secretarial education programmes should aim at

a vtsrsatile product that could ."go on to higher or other forms

of ismployraent0 However, care should be taken to ensure

programmes continue to-reflect the changing needs of industry.

(vi) Certification.procedures should be worked out,

(vii) Commercial 'and-.secretarial.personnel should be encouraged to
form professional associations to give them a sense of identity

and to encourage productivity..

(viii) Programmes of in-service education for existing commerce _teacher.s; ;■;...

were necessary* '■ ■'■r-- ■ ''-■■■ ■-'"

(ix) In the education'of secretajries. everything r isible should be ■
..done to encourage, secretaries to retain time- -noured African

■values, such is the .sense of co-operation and -otherhood rather ■

than one of competition and the understanding o ion-verbal

communication* . - : . . .

The group recognised that there were problems in the is- ovement of

commercial education., such as, tHe continuing laciv of qualified teaching -
stpff, lack of -suitable equipment, lp^levels.o^ admission-to courses,

difficulties in fixing the right duration of Qourcesj the integration'of^
commercial courses witljin.ths academic programmes- of schools and universities,

and the streamlining of certification procedures. However, it was felt
that these problems were not beyond solution, and the possibilities"of ;,

securing external assistance Here notedo
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The group discussed at length the important role which men pf commerce
and;.ofsice secretaries could play in the development of- African nations i ■ =:

■ It-was agreed that there was need for improving the training programmed of:
. such personnel and for a review of school and miiversity curricula so as to

give greater prominence to the studies of the business world. Accordinglya
the group recommended thats ' .,■.**-./-.*

School, technical institute and university programmes shouJd give
greater and closer attention to the education and. training of
manpower destined for commercial,, business and office .work..

Manasemen-t and -leadership./training programmes with special reference to
industrial entrepreneurshio ■ ■ r'""""" ' ' ' ' . ■ ■■"■■■■■■' < -i—-■—!■■...■..

The group .endorsed the view that- industrialization'and' agricultural '"'■"
development programmes in Africa could not get under way more rapidly'for* "
want of managerial, executive and, leadership cadres,;and that this constraint
upon development should be resolved urgently.. It.noted with appreciation
the management and training centre projects, established by ILO in Ethiopia,
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda to meet this demand but it was felt that it was
too early as yet to evaluate w*iat impact these projects would have ori
industrial development, though the preliminary, reports received were en-' ."
couragxng* -The group also endorsed the view that for- economic development
it was equally important to train Africans in business.management■, and iac ■ .
the special techniques of trade promotion and marketing, and that centres ■' ■
±or the promotion of such training should be established. It-noted with
appreciation that an African Trade Centre, with, similar functions at the :
regional level, has been established within the organisational framework of■
the Um,ed Nations Economic Commission for .Africa. It was agreed that the
universities^had a vital and crucial role to. ..play in this field of training
especially thrbugn its non-degree'programmes. . , :

Accordingly, the group recomiaended thats

The promotion of management and leadership skills through special
training centres should continue to receive the support of member
States and of external assistance, and9 on evidence" of success"~ '
more such centres should be established. .. '

The group next considered, under the same heading, the"problem of school
leavers who coula not find wage employment in. accordance with their .expect
ations, generally in the white collar occupations. In view of the slow rate
of growth ox the national economies and of new wage employment, the-grouo

IZtt t f mT, att^ntion mi%ht be P^ to ways and means of encouraging-
youth to be self-employed. The group felt that there was.room for the
development of crafts and- small-scale industries organized as producer or ■■
serviceco-pp^atives,' based on existing, patterns pf economic activity. Such
enterprises, however:, need government assistance by way of financing/an
industrial extension; service, and detailed economic surveys to establish
what kinds. 01 small-scale industries are likely"" to "be-viable. Realistic-
schemes 01 vocational, training- could then be formulated and organized, and



lZTlnTti,TCOU^gtd t?.beCome ^ll«Scale entrepreneurse It WaS also felt
th^t some ,.ind os instruction in. business management and co-operative under-
raKings should be provided for in the curriculum even before youth left school
so that their minds would be prepared for self-employment. The pfoud re-
commended that 5 ■ tS.

Entrepreneur-ship among youth should be encouraged-especially'-with
a view to the establishment of small-scale enterprises "that would
increase the rate of employment among them. -Micro-studies'of
Aincan society should be undertaken to determine the demand for
consumer goods and services and to provide the data upon i

.skills, training programmes for' youth could be'■formulated•"

Sr^£aSg,oOg.ac.heroy. Science, Technical, Commercial and Voc
Instructors " ' ' r . "■■■-" ' ■ ■" "-

The group agreed that there was a serious shortage of science, technical
Tf^1 trCh^flf Sf °f ™M™* i-tructorl impeding the d^elop!
L ^^^ ^ bslanced »y»t«» o^ educational training. The

tne^rouP was drawn, to the Haile Selassie-I University's Proprsunme
n°n"r^fe technical teacher, for schools ova-a two-year ^ "

^;hB Programme represented an impOrtant innovation
^ tudy, by other countries. The programme, however raided
important Ration- in the area of technical teacher educatiorS each
education system would have, to answer for itself. In particulJ it ^t

r% W^,*«— - LcondSrievIl
.prescribing their training. The »roup nbted that it

rfb ^&fteG "^^"^—4 qySuSwi^
^,beSt. SUltf *° ^'k ^ all types of secondary level
This was an obvious area deserving of further study anand

teohnical
The ECA, UNESCO and the ILO should co-operate in exploring
the possibility of jointly promoting the establishment- within
the -framework of African universities.appropriate institutes
or pr^amea for the training of science teachers: and technical
instructors. Such programmes"could be developed on sub-repional
and multinational basis. . .' " . . ■:■ S . ■-

The group was of the view that in order to- improve the quality and

j ata? r»£i-s:s rs

i:urrner trainingo To thxs end the
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.Training programmes based on.AFrican universities or institutes, -

which are specially designed, for the training of teacher Educatorss

should be promoted in each sub—regpLon, ..and that Ttfith the assistance

of bilateral and the multilateral agencies be sought, where

necessary, for this purpose., s . .-,,_.

External Assistance to Education in the 197Qa

In considering this topic the group had before it the secretariat

document on External Assistance for Education and Training in the 1970ss

Forms, and Priorities in Relation to Educational Strategies in Africa

(/U/6/)

■ It'was recalled that the theme of the meeting was. to orient-ate .

national systems of education and training.in Africa so that they might

contribute"effectively to two. of the major economic and social development,

goals in the Second Development Decade, vis*, rural, development and industri

alization*

The group, noted that though substantial investments were made by the

African countries from their: own meagre resources to develop manpower, there

was need for continued and. increased technical assistance,from the developed

countries in this regard* !

The group agreed that areas of educational activities to which priority

ought to be given'by national education authorities and to which external

assistance should be deployed xjerethe followings .

(i) Educational planning and management, including cost control,

(ii) Technical and vocational education and training at all levels* :

(iii) Teacher training, especially the training of new and upgrading
of existing stock of mathematics and science teachers, and

Vocational and technical.instructors! and, the establishment ■
of permanent in—service training centres.» :■ , ■■ .

(iv) Educational researchj including curriculum construction &n&

educational evaluation tests.•

(v) Development of new resource materials, including the appropriate
use of educational technology for malting the teaching-learning

process more effective..

(vi) The training of vocational guidance counsellors and specialists
in aptitude tests construction.

(vii) Development of national and, where appropriate, multinational
institutions for specialized training and research, especially

those designed to meet critical manpower shortages*
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(viii) Local development and manufacture of classroom and laboratory
equipment and teaching aids, and where necessary, establishment

of multinational projects in this area. '

(is) Establishment of national educational resources centres to

purchase and stock in quantity educational materials; aids

and equipment for distribution to.the schools*

In view of the fact that a great part of the demand for study oppor

tunities outside the national territory arose through lack of local facil

ities, the group stressed the need for aid to strengthen and expand existing

educational facilities in the regiono In this regard it noted with appre

ciation that scholarships formerly tenable in institutions outside the

African region'werey in many instancess now being made tenable within the

region*-'■ ■■It was, however, felt that foreign opportunities for study and

training should continue to be offered and availed of in specialised fields,

arid for the preparation of selected high-calibre personnel for key positions

of leadership*

There was considerable discussion on the role and effectiveness of

foreign experts and it was noted that the recipient countries themselves

were very much responsible for this state of affairs by failing to have

clear-cut definitions of national technical assistance requirements and

by providing vague or no job descriptions* The group emphasized that in

order to obtain the maximum benefit from foreign aid, national.objectives

and targets must be defined, the procedures and policies governing such

assistance be well understood,'and requests for project assistance be

specific and clearly statedo This situation, in fact, it was pointed.put,

underscored the shortage of manpower in the critical area of project identi

fication and preparation? for undertaking negotiations with their sophis

ticated foreign counterparts? and, for skilfully co-ordinating foreign

assistance with national and multinational planso However, the group.agreed

that more use be made of available expertise in the African region* The

group noted that there was a tendency towards greater centralization and

professionalisation of external assistance procedures in donor countries

and to meet this situation the group recommended<■

The setting up of, or improving national machinery to co-ordinate

effectively bilateral and multilateral aid»

T^^5p?isi^!S|^ii!?!s^?E^ ' 'H'e:.-TcL;j««j^fta?5i!TOg?'ff;^a^pfo55^^
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Annex* ' AGENDA-v ■■■■.■>. ; . :,'■.-.•■ . . ■ . ; .....

18 Opening address ■ ,

2« Election of officers

3* introductory- discussion on develc-pmeiit-oriented education;

4- The design-of education and training for rural development

5» The design of education and training for industrialization

6« External assistance for education and training in:the 1970!s
7» Discussion on report of proceedings..

v" ' : Topics for
i'iniir i

Themes Educational Oi-ientation for the Second Development Decade

Agenda Item 3s

Introductory; discuss^Qn[..pj^i,|r6l|aittin£^i Ajfrj.cah|^education to ecpnpmic

and isocialBdevelopment needs^aiid priorities

Agenda Item, A,

4*1 ~ The integrated approach to■ rural development

4<.2 - Formal educations modification of structure, content and

orientation for rural economic and social development

4<>3 — Pre-vocational preparation for rural occupations

4*4 ~ Vocational training programmes for out-of—school rural youth

4"5 - Non-formal development-oriented education for adult rural workers

4=5»1 *" Training farmers for increased productivity

4«5<>2 — Functional literacy programmes

4»6 — The training of teachers and instructors for rural institutions

4*7 — Ancillary servicess educational and vocational guidanceo

Agenda Item 5s

The..design-of education; and training for industrialization

5ol — Industrial skills requirements

5•2.— Educational snd training priorities for industrialization

5»2«1 "• Science and technologys policies? programme

priorities and problems of implementation
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5.2.2 - Pre-vocational preparation for industrial occupations _-,

5.2.3 - Training facilities and programmes for industrial skills

5.2*4 - Training facilities and programmes for related commercials-

accountancy and secretarial skills . . : . .,

5e2«5 r-^Manageraent and leadership graining programmes with

special reference to industrial entrepreneurship .

5.3 - Training of teacherss science,, technical,.commercial5 vocational

instructorso ' ' "■' " :~ "" ■ ■■""■' " "'■" ■■"

Agenda^ Item, 6s """''

External assistance for educationt and training in, the 197P'.gs ■ '

forms and priorities in relation to educational strategies
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. X. REPORT OF THE SEMINAR*,:- ■ . • ,

V-'V. ,:::.. ., — ON CORRESPONDENCE EDUCATION" IN AFRICA '■ \ '.

' .;\; , . . ■ CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ' ; ■ ' ' " '

Teacher traininr ^.y correspondence courses '; " '

The UNESCO consultant, Miss Renee Erdoe, reported on the role of
orrsnizption in this field. The serious shortare of teachers, loth in
Quantity Pjid rrualitv, prompted UNESCO to trv the corre^bndehce-^W

method, and concentrated efforts, to impro-e the nullification of
;te0cherel.J-T_ .-actively mipportinp the creation of special up-^radih^ pro.rr^
usinp correspondence -courses. It had ^Iso made ' eommeridaMe efforts inthe-
promotion Qf this method of teaching through the brpanizatiorf of special -"

meetings and workshops, ;?nd through the putlicati6ii:6f ^pecifl'monoqraphs. ''

TraininV in -apri.culture " " ■ . .. '.-.■',■ '■-.■.'■■-.■• ,■ .■'' - ■" - :; • '■" ' •'"■

Correspondence education w?.s recognized as a weapon in the stru^le
to achieve developmen in pc-riculture and the prbSnotdttft.«f ie-opersti^es.;";;:
The reason for this, 9B Mr. Pierre Srm, FAO representative summed up,-were
thatfm,?n- of the.suV:iect connected with agriculture: and'co-operatives ?Vput
which reauestc for information, ,-w freouentiV receiWd frojii rurat;extensipnv
agents,.. couJd-1-e *nj were,beinp, t^.ur:ht ^ corrW^pbn^ence0 : A^a further"
illustration of thir. topic, .Mr= .M.- KinrW- (ivory-Co^) pave" pccountV of
the success"of the INADES ^riculTure courses ^einr followed ^ farmers
(some of whoa.are.illiterate),-rrurpl■.extension workers and jtoc?l novernment
agricultural;of-fi ' ''' '':i' " '''

Social workers, -nd. planners;

Accounts were given of the BIADES "Service Feminin"0 In his report'''"'"
Mr. Mg-cel Forey,,,Director of the Women's .Department (Service Femin), explained
how, through correspondence courses, INADES trains social workers responsible
for promoting community development in the rural areas/ '"• '

* Organized by the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), in co-operation with
the Ivory Coast National School, of Administration (ENA) and with the close
collaboration.,^ financial assistance of the Swedish International Develop
ment Authority <SIDA)5 the Seminar on Correspondence Education in Africa
was held in Abidjan. (Ivory Coast) from 5 to 15'April 1971. The specific:"
objectives assigned to the seminar weres (i) to ■■evaluate the general dey-
lopment and prospects of correspondence Education!in Africa^ (ii) to ;
consider the opportunity of using correspondence education in some

specialized fields of training such as agriculure, teachers- -up-gra<dingv'■■•■'■
public administration etc; (iii) to consider the possibility of: intro
ducing new, techniques; to reinforce correspondence" education in 'Africa;
(iv) to consider the desirability of establishing a permanent machinery for
the promotion of correspondence education in Africa. Only the conclusions
and recommendations of the seminar are reproduced here;'The Conference '
part is available in document E/CN.H/WP.6/38.
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For the first time in 1969/70 the United Nations Division of Social
Development organized ;a post-graduate course for social planners, mostly
from developing countries, Mrs, Gloria Scott, Chief of the Social Planning
Section xn that Division gaVe a full report W this1 experiment of training
high level social planners through correspondence courses„ In order to
achieve greater homogeneity in the. course _cont^nt^an^xslat^ them to.,-local
environments, it was suggested that such similar courses be organized on '
regional or continental basis. - ^

Public administration :

r,.. . Mr- Antoine. Kabwasa (ECA) gave a summary of a survey on the development
of correspondence courses in the training and up-grading of civil servants
m Africa- These programmes were essentially -preparatory to training in
schools of.public administration, and preparatory to special professional
examination and short-term specialized training. The Director of ENA -
Abidjan, Mr, Mo Bernard reported, in the same field m^h^^^tajml^^;':^.'::
experience of the Ivory Coast National School of Administration,

Secondary, and adult education ■ ■.-.....■,

The advantages of the use of programmed learning and supervised corres
pondence courses in adult education were presented hf Dr. 0o L. Farrag
(American University of Cairo). He further reported on the utilization of
these methods,by the UMA/UNESCO Institute of Education (Beirut),

: Correspondence courses in conjunction with evening classes were used :
by the "Centre National de Para et Tele - Enseigneiment CNPTE" in Abidjan
(Ivory Coast) in providing general secondary education and in preparing
candidates for secondary school certificates (B.^P*C^3AC..and..entF-an<2e^- ■
examinations to university faculties). Most of the candidates were young
adult wprkers and former,school drop-outs who Were being'given a second

r,chance to .complete; their education :The report on the CNPTE activities ''
was presented, by its Director, Ma dement Angoran, of the Ministry of : - '
Education (Ivory Coast), ■,: ■ ■-■ ■ ; ;':.■-

Post—secondary education '""""" --■-

, That university education in most fieXds eould be effectively carried
through cprrespondence ;was,reported by Professor CB Wetfemeyer of the : ';
University of. Wisconsin Extension Department (USA) MrD Mo Kaunda (Zambia)
further gave an .aecount-of, the diploma and degree courses at the University
of Zambia-v. African countries can 'follow- these examples in extending higher
education to many of their^ eitizens. .-. ; . ■ l

Technical education ,■ ; : : : .-

The myth, that technical subjects could not be taught by correspondence

courses was something of the past. Although not represented by a delegate,
the. 1X0 made available to the seminar a report on the use of long distance
arrangement for training in the.field of technical and vocational education
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The publication CIRF, Training for Progress, was illustrated with examples

of schemes such as the New Zealand Technical Correspondence Institute which

has trained many technicians through correspondence teaching* That such a

scheme;could be applied to the African context was confirmed by Mr* Albert

Eo Kayes:(New 2eland), correspondence education expert, who had set up

the Malawi correspondence college* ,,-._ . . :

Branch offices; .--..-

Mr0 Philippe Dubin, Director of INADES,:the largest panafrican centre

for correspondence education thought it impossible to provide education and

training on the basis of written material alone, especially in a continent

dominated by a long oral tradition. He emphasized the need for regular

personal contacts. Such direct contacts could be established through the

creation of national or local branches where residential sessions could be

organized from time to time. If necessary tutors should make a point of

visiting students.., The. extensive use of national and local or district

branches, and, regular'-.meetings with students, all tended to enhance and.,

reinforce the advantages and values of correspondence education* In this.;

regard the experience of INADES "Centre Afrxcain de formation" proved very

successful judging from requests being made on these courses*

Assistance^to correspondence education in Africa

SIDA*s consultant and seminar Director, Mr* Lars-Olof Edstrom (Sweden),

emphasized the need for international co-operation to help any African;country

wishing to establish correspondence education project. Examples of such

co-operation are illustrated successfully by the UNESCO/Botswana, and UNICEF/

Uganda's Teacher up—grading programmes^ also the recently concluded corres

pondency course writers1 workshop jointly ..organized by SIDA/UNESCO/and

Tanzania Government* Bilateral or multilateral aid would be readily available

especially in setting up training programmes in the field of highly felt need

without it being a duplication of existing institutions,, Kenya, Tanzania,

Malawi and Ethiopia, to cite but a few countries,' have benefited from such

assistance* Mr. Edstrom also dealt with the necessity of giving formal

training^ through bilateral or multilateral aid-f\"t6 a. core, of prospective

correspondence courses, educators, administrators, and course writers..

Ure rG« Lutjz, gave an account of the support of his organisation^ the

European "Ecohomic Community (EEC), to education by correspondence in Africa,,

The action of the EEC was limited mainly.to granting scholarships enabling

African student's, from countries associated.'-with;the European Common Market,

to pursue education by correspondence in Europeanor African institutions»

Promotion of correspondence education . : .

^ Charles Wedemeyer (USA), President of the International Council

oil;-"Correspondence Education (ICCE) highlighted the rble the association plays
on the international scene0 He dealt mainlyon the historical evolution .

of the ICCE and the desires of the organizaticm to promote greater understanding
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and: exchanges on correspondence education<■ The up—grading of their status

with-the .UNESCO from category D to. category 0 is a sign of their accomplishment.

' Mr0 Isaac Sloos (Netherlands)9 of the European Council on Education:,
by Correspondence (CEC) and the Netherlands; Government' Consultant" to the ..
Seminar 5, spoke on the European experience acquired in obtaining closer co

operation between schoolss and in the promotion of ethnical standards of

practices* He also reported on the effort being made by European countries9

with the encouragement of the Council for Cultural Co-operation of the

Council of Europej in introducing legislation banning"unethical practices

and urging adequate inspection of correspondence schools by the Government

educational authorities* ''■•:■■

After a brief review of associations of correspondence schools in other

parts of the world, Mr; Nk'Kaunda, as Vice-President of"the1ICCE, emphasised

the need to set up an-African Association^ He made : concrete proposals to

participants as to the best approach to further promote correspondence

education in Africa*- During the final discussion on his proposal the seminar

recommended and nominated an ad- hoc committee to study further the best way

to establish such an association*

Specialized committees

In order to examine in greater detail some problems of particular

importance to correspondence .education in Africaj the participatns were

divided into two working groups ~ on language basis*.

Committee A fFrench-"Speakin^). ■

This Committee had to consider problems connected with the training of

correspondence course staff and the use of other media to enhance"and provide

effective teaching by correspondences On the subject of correspondence

education staffing? the group agreed tog ; : . : :-/ :

§(l> ^r^^reijffj^in^^e^uitinfi local staff

(2) ■ necessity.-of iprei"-serv-ice ^training^f^ the {staff-g :

(3) need for special workshops for course writers and '■tutors

Among other media of relevant use in correspondence education in Africa

the committee listed the following which were actually being utilized: by '.'.','

various African schools: evening classes, residential sessions9 visits» Radio

and T«VA Abrbgdca'sting^ local, press0 Further use could also be made of cassettes,

t..gPgg.$*}■& jpyogyamme^ ihstruc-tion. Satellite utilization was mentioned but

not discussed for lack of: experience by the members
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Committee B (i^glish-spgai^ng)coKsidered the administrative -and organizational
aspects of the"""c'entr^^ faced by

correspondency stu4^nt@, jLn.Afripao 0n: the, .administrative .aspects,. t£e;commi~

ttee note&%fe^fer>2^ttee note&%fe^fer>2^ "teachers-
It urged thaty through EC£^'"&st>fto0s&ime''hQ ~Qsf'zffil£sKed Tb^tfrairTcorrespondence
education administrators0 This role could later be

tion of African correspondence schools.

Apar.t -.from ;t.he. isolation and inadequate. environment8

needs p^Mrican.correspondence students. we^re r©eog^ize=d as;the, Ia.ck.y6f: .^i:r
reference manuals and appropriate book service° A regional Iibr-'ar¥ ;or;;^■■;■■..,■:■--,'"

a mobile library, service was suggested as a solution. An independent regional

or local depSt was also proposed to overcome the deficiency of some postal

services in the forwarding and collection of lessons* The reports of both

committees would be reproduced, in extensofl in the proceedings of the Seminar.

Recommendations and fpIXpw-up action

promotion of correspondence education in Africa

Following the expressed desire to create, in the near future, an

Association of African Correspondence Schools, the participants agreed and

elected an ad hoc Committee composed ofs

Mr. Martin Kaunda (Zambia) as Chairman

Mr. Solomon Inquai (Ethiopia) as Secretary
Mr. Sidiki Diarra (Mali) as member

Mr. Clement Angoran (ivory Coast) as member

The committee was assigned the role of exploring ways and means of

establishing a permanent body which would ensure continued interest in

Africa on correspondence instruction. The committee would need to seek

the assistance ofs and work closely with the EGA in the accomplishment of

its mission- It was to prepare its report within a period of two years,

(1973)» prior to a second conference of African schools of correspondence
education.

(2) Training courses on correspondence instruction

Many African countries were now initiating programmes of training hy

correspondence courses 1/ and there was a scarcity of available correspondence
course specialists in Africa and in the world. In view of this, the Seminar

passed a resolution calling ma the^ECA,. in the spirit of this seminar,

and in co-operation with aid-giving agencies or Governments, to organize as a

matter of the priority the following workshopsa ' "

1/ Togo and Rwanda plan to start such programmes during 1971.
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p) Workshops for administrators^of c

Workshops °F training courses for course.-writers.-.and tutors
on na^pnal, and/or on sub-regional' basis

(3) p

The Seminar also recommended -iSie establishment of a documentation unit
which would collect9 analyse and publish information on correspondence

education in Africa and in the worldo As a start such a centre could be
located at ECA8 ;: '



Annex. AGENDA

ITEM I s Introduction

1* Presentation

2e.-''Q££p2<&A Opening- -1 ■■■".. .:"

3» Organization'of ■■■lih'fe Meeting ■■■
l\.B Election, of Seminar Officers

5" Presentation of Country Reports

wxth"EniDhasxs on Africa

1. Teacher Training and Up-grading through Correspondence
Methods

2D Training for Public Administration through Correspondence

3» Training in Agriculture and Co-operatives through
Correspondence

4« Use of Correspondence Courses in Management and Technical
Education

5° Training Rural and Social Workers through Correspondence
Education

6O Correspondence Education for the Exapansion of Secondary
and Adult Education

7- Post-Secondary Education through Correspondence

8. Assistance to Correspondence Education in Africa

iitAA liig §2^^^J^2SieJ^^£=^SI£^£^^^ce^^acation in Africa

lo General Introduction by EGA

Zo Discucsion■and Rscommendation by the following Working
Committeess

COMMITTEE "A"

- Training .of Correspondence. Course Staff ' ■

.{Tutors, Course Waiters, etc»)

- Uses of other Media in Correspondence Education

COMMXITEE nB"

- Administrative and Organizational Aspects of Correspondence
Education in the African Context

- Problems faced by students of Correspondence Courses in Africa

3« Reports of Committees A5 and B in plenary.
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ITEM TVs Promotion of Correspondence Education in Africa

l0 Introduction by secretariat

2O General discussions of issues involved and requirements

in the Promotion of Correspondence Education

3o Proposal for an African Association

ITEM Vg 1» Evaluation and Final Recommendations

Zo Official Closing

7l?3^
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